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Latest World Antics Are
Same Old Story:
Puppets Dancing To Their Masters’ Plan
5/17/98 #1

HATONN

AND BRONFMAN’S BAND PLAYED ON
When you think perhaps it has gone as far as it CAN
go—look again. When you are using worthless money, yet
gathering IN gold from other places, i.e., Switzerland, see
what you get! Remember that Bronfman is head of
Seagrams’ booze businesses and also head of the World
Jewish Congress! (Of which in the latter case there are FEW
“real” Jewish anythings, but rather, the rat pack who intends
to run the world.) They manipulate through mind games,
tricks and addicting, manipulating through the mind first and
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then through the physical body—to gain their goals.
(Please see Puppets Dancing To Their Masters’ Plan, p.30)
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The News Desk
5/16/98

DR. AL OVERHOLT

NEWT GINGRICH:
CLINTON
BLACKMAILED ISRAEL
DURING SUMMIT
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 5/8/98: [quoting]
NEWT Gingrich, Speaker of the House of
Representatives, has accused President Clinton
of blackmailing Israel during the London
summit earlier this week.
Republicans and Democrats in Congress are
outraged at the apparent ultimatum given to
Benjamin Netanyahu, the Israeli Prime Minister,
when negotiations foundered last Tuesday.
In an assessment of current American policy,
Mr. Gingrich said that, while the Jewish state
was celebrating its 50th anniversary, President
Clinton’s contribution was: “Happy Birthday; let
us blackmail you on behalf of Yasser Arafat.”
The Middle East talks, due to resume in
Washington on Monday, face collapse because
Mr. Netanyahu has been invited only on
condition that he agrees in advance to hand the
Palestinians a further 13.1 per cent of the West
Bank, which Israel occupied in 1967. This, he
says, is incompatible with Israel’s security.
White House and State Department officials
do not deny that they are engaged in
brinkmanship but insist that they are not trying
to impose terms on Israel.
Nevertheless, Mr. Gingrich and others are
stunned that Mr. Clinton and Madeleine
Albright, the Secretary of State, appear to be
siding with the former terrorist leader against
Israel. Without referring directly to the storm

in Congress, Mr. Clinton denied that he was
exerting undue pressure. He said: “I don’t
believe Israel or any other country should accept
the dictates of the United States in the peace
process.”
“It’s not an ultimatum,” said a White House
official.
“In order to head where Mr.
Netanyahu wants to go, to accelerate final status
talks, there has to be a basic agreement on the
American ideas.” But if Mr. Netanyahu did not
agree, there would be no summit on Monday
and Washington would have to “take a new
approach”.
The Israeli cabinet will decide on Sunday
whether to accept the Washington blueprint.
Mr. Netanyahu has not ruled it out, but says the
gap between his own offer of about 10 per cent
and Washington’s demand can be bridged only
if his security concerns are met.
Mrs. Albright agreed yesterday to send
Dennis Ross, America’s special envoy, back to
Israel to try to resolve differences before the
cabinet decision.
One solution being discussed is to
recategorize lands so that some notionally under
Palestinian authority would still be open to
Israeli security forces.
Hillary Clinton threw her own thoughts into
the mix yesterday, saying she supported the
creation of a Palestinian state. Washington
rushed out a statement saying Mrs. Clinton’s
ideas about final status were her own, not
necessarily those of her husband’s government.
[End quoting]
This is very important in that it tells openly
of the battles that are going on between the
elite as they divide up the spoils—the world.
As Hatonn said—over and over again—the elite
will do themselves in.
NEW YORK TIMES
FOLLOWS [SPOTLIGHT]
WITH TRUTH
Conservative/Christian alert: the
New York Times says it is now OK
to talk about Zionism.
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From THE SPOTLIGHT, by Fred
Blahut, 5/4/98: [quoting]
For more than 22 years, this
populist newspaper has been telling
anyone who would listen that:
Judaism is a religion, of which there
are several divisions: i.e., Orthodox,
Conservative and Reform, to name the
best known;
* Zionism is a political movement
having nothing to do with religion;
* Not all Jews are Semites; and
* Jews themselves can’t decide
who’s a Jew.
For this, we have been constantly
condemned as “anti-Semitic”. Since
the statements above are demonstrably
true, then it must be telling the truth
that has made us “antiSemitic”.
But now comes the New York
Times
(NYT),
self-proclaimed

“newspaper of record” for the United States (if
not the world) and bastion of “pro-Semitism”
(as the opposite of anti-Semitism). Noting the
50th anniversary of the founding of the Jewish
state in the Mideast, the Times has printed a
number of stories and book reviews which say
such things as:
* Judaism is a religion and Zionism is a
political movement; and
* There is a great racial diversity among
those who consider themselves Jews.
Now we’re really confused. That sounds
like prima facie evidence of anti-Semitism to
us. After all, that’s what we’ve been saying for
more than 22 years, and, according to
“Christian” leaders such as Jerry Falwell, Pat
Robertson and Billy Graham, and “conservative”
spokesmen such as Cal Thomas and many
others, we’re “anti-Semitic”.
THEY

SAID

IT

Serge Schmemann, in the NYT, points out
that a poster on the side of many Jerusalem
buses marking the 50th anniversary of the
Jewish state “shows three boys over the slogan
‘Together with pride, together in hope’”. Then
he goes on to point out that “One boy has the
dark skin of an Ethiopian, the second the Slavic
features of a Russian [Ashkenazi/Khazar—Ed.]
and the third the tawny complexion of a native
Israeli [Semitic—Ed.]”.
Says Schmemann, they represent “a part of
the remarkable ethic and cultural diversity that
has evolved...since Israel was founded.
“Yet whether that diversity marks the
success or failure of the Zionist experiment is
a matter of considerable debate among
Israelis...”
Note: it isn’t a Jewish experiment; it’s a
Zionist experiment.
Meanwhile, the Times reports on a 22-part
documentary called Tkuma or Rebirth that has
been running weekly on Israeli TV.
Says Joel Greenberg in the NYT:
“The widely watched program is an
unvarnished historical account that replaces the
traditional Zionist story with a variety of
narratives, including the voices of Palestinians,
Israeli Arabs and Sephardic Jewish immigrants
resentful at their treatment by Israel’s Europeanborn establishment.”
Greenberg says that, “According to the
version of Israeli history taught in schools, the
Jews returned to reclaim a mostly empty land
but were fought by the Arabs, many of whom
fled during Israel’s war of independence when
their leaders promised that they would soon
return when Israel was destroyed.”
Then, he says, “In the television series, the
epic of nation-building is accompanied by
accounts of expulsion, dispossession and killing
of Arabs, and by monologues of Palestinians
lamenting the loss of their country.”
Now when The SPOTLIGHT has pointed this
out, the charges of “anti-Semitic” have flowed
like water from a barren rock struck by a staff
at the command of God. This, however, is the
New York Times speaking, and the New York
Times can’t be anti-Semitic, because it is as
pro-Semitic as anything in America.
Roger Cohen explains that “Zionism
involved the shaping of a secular identity from
an old religious identity.” And, Cohen says,
Theodor Herzl, the father of Zionism, “with his
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rational and secular convictions, specifically
eschewed recourse to any divine justification for
his nationalist movement... In fact, it was
precisely Herzl’s secularism, his sharp focus on
practical measures, that led many rabbis to
spurn his movement as an attempt to create,
through human organizations, a deliverance that
they thought should be divine—a fact that lends
some irony to the religious and providential
tones of much Israeli nationalism today.”
Had The SPOTLIGHT said that, we would
be getting the usual calls and letters from
brainwashed Christians quoting the Bible,
scolding us for our “anti-Semitism” and
canceling their subscriptions. We wonder if
they are calling and writing the New York
Times. We wonder if these Christians who like
to quote the “cursing” line have even read the
NYT or are aware of the television series in
Israel. We would be willing to put a small
wager in the negative. [End quoting]
What’s happening to the Times?? Do they
feel so confident that they don’t care if you
know some of the truth??
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in the fields to furnish them substance, while
they will be in the counting houses rubbing
their hands. I warn you, gentlemen, if you do
not exclude Jews for all time, your children will
curse you in your graves.”
—Benjamin
Franklin, 19th century U.S. Statesman, Quoted
in the Pinkney Papers.
“Certainly the Jew is the very devil
incarnate.” —William Shakespeare, 16th-17th
century British dramatist, Merchant of Venice,
2:2 [End quoting]
Where there’s this much smoke, there has to
be some fire
IN

CASE GERM WAR BREAKS
OUT SOMEDAY

From THE NEW YORK TIMES, 4/28/98:
[quoting]
To the Editor:
Richard Preston (Op-Ed, April 21) properly
worries that many doctors would not know how
to treat victims of a biological weapon like
anthrax or smallpox.
This concern was
underscored by an April 26 front-page article,
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN’S BLAST “Exercise Finds U.S. Unable to Handle Germ
AGAINST JEWS
War Threat”.
Contrary to Mr. Preston’s suggestion,
From
a
NEWSPAPER
C L I P P I N G , however, the Centers for Disease Control and
unidentified, article by Benjamin Franklin: Prevention is not “largely uninvolved” in the
[quoting]
“In whatever country Jews have settled in
any great number, they have lowered its moral
tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; have
segregated themselves and have not been
assimilated; have sneered at and tried to
undermine the Christian religion upon which
that nation is founded, by objecting to its
restrictions; have built up a state within a state;
and when opposed have tried to strangle that
country to death financially, as in the case of
Spain and Portugal... For over 1,700 years, the
Jews have been bewailing their sad fate in that
they have been exiled from their homeland, as
they call Palestine. But, gentlemen, did the
world give it to them in fee simple, they would
at once find some reason for not returning. “planning loop” to address a bio-attack. In
Why? Because they are vampires, and vampires c o o p e r a t i o n w i t h o t h e r F e d e r a l a n d l o c a l
do not live on vampires. They cannot live only agencies, the C.D.C. has sponsored forums,
a m o n g t h e m s e l v e s . T h e y m u s t s u b s i s t o n planned coordinated responses and participated
Christians and other peoples not of their race... in emergency drills in several cities, including
If you do not exclude them from these United New York. —Leonard A. Cole
States, in this Constitution, in less than 200
From THE NEW YORK TIMES, 4/28/98:
years they will have swarmed here in such great
numbers that they will dominate and devour the [quoting]
To the Editor:
land and change our form of government, for
Richard Preston (Op-Ed,
April 21)
which we Americans have shed our blood, given
our lives, our substance and jeopardized our recommends that a World Wide Web site be
liberty... If you do not exclude them, in less developed to provide medical advice to doctors
than 200 years our descendants will be working about potential bio-weapons like anthrax and
smallpox. That site is a
reality.
In 1996 the Army
Office of the Surgeon
General opened the
COPY PRICES HAVE CHANGED! M e d i c a l
Nuclear,
Biological and Chemical
Defense Training and
Please note:
Education Network at
As of 4/21/98 Back Issues of CONTACT are priced < h t t p : / / w w w . n b c med.org/>.
The site
at $3.00 per copy!
provides
medical
Thank you, information to anyone in
Contact, Inc. the military or civilian
health care communities.
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It includes Army field manuals, information
papers, fact sheets, and Government and
commercial publications. While it does not yet
offer training modules, the goal is to provide an
interactive training and reference tool. (Lieut.
Gen.) Ronald R. Blanck, U.S. Army Surgeon
General, Falls Church, Va., April 22,1998 [End
quoting]
Mark this site—it might be useful someday;
or better yet, download the information now so
you’ll have it on hand.
CIGARETTE MAKER LEARNS
IT FACES PROBE
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
5/11/98: [quoting]
Justice Department prosecutors have notified
Brown & Williamson Corp. and several of its
officials that they are subjects of the
government’s investigation into cigarette makers
and could be prosecuted, law enforcement
officials said.
It is not clear whether the company or any
of its officials will be indicted. But the
development marks the latest step in the
government’s accelerating inquiry into the
tobacco industry.
Prosecutors are looking at issues like
whether tobacco makers made false statements
to federal officials,
manipulated nicotine
levels to keep smokers
addicted, misrepresented
health information and
marketed their products
to underage smokers.
Justice Department
officials declined any
comment
on
the
investigation.
Mark
Smith, a spokesman for
Brown & Williamson,
which makes Kool,
Lucky Strike, Capri and
other brands, said he
could not confirm whether the company or any
of its officials had been alerted by the Justice
Department that they were targets of its
investigation.
A grand jury, sitting in
Washington, has been hearing evidence.
Smith said the company was outraged that
“any citizen is unfairly threatened by possible
criminal charges by purposeful and illegal leaks”.
“We are confident that our employees are
honest workers and have committed no wrongful
acts,” Smith added. “Brown & Williamson
protests this basic unfairness and intends to
pursue any remedy available to it.”
Several law enforcement officials, who spoke
on the condition of anonymity, said Justice
Department officials recently had sent letters to
the cigarette maker—based in Louisville, Ky.,
and a subsidiary of BAT Industries PLC—and
several of its officials formally notifying them
that they face possible prosecution. But in
criminal investigations, not all parties who
receive such warnings are subsequently indicted.
Information about the Justice Department’s
action originally was obtained by the public
television news show Frontline, which has
produced a documentary about the tobacco
industry that will be aired Tuesday. The
information was confirmed independently by The
New York Times.
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The indictment of a tobacco company or any
of its officials would mark a major step for the
government’s tobacco investigation. Thus far,
the inquiry has resulted only in a single plea
agreement by a small bio-technolgy company
that worked under contract with Brown &
Williamson to develop a genetically-engineered
tobacco, code-named Y-1, that had twice the
nicotine level of regular leaf tobacco. [End
quoting]
It’s about time the prosecutors did some
criminal prosecutions of the criminal corporate
officers who make the criminal decisions!

U.S. comes through Mexico. [End quoting]
The drug war is doing what it was designed
to do: demoralize society and give the drug
kings money to protect their monopoly, and let
us peons pay the cost.
When will we-the-people ever wake up to
the fact that government doesn’t protect us from
crooks. They protect themselves—the crooks—
from us.

CONGRESS TO BE
DRUG TESTED

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, by
James F. Mosher, 5/11/98: [quoting]
Frogs, cartoon images of dogs, penguins and
lizards, Halloween characters such as the Crypt
Keeper: these are the child-friendly advertising
gimmicks that Anheuser-Busch Co., the world’s
largest brewer, uses to sell beer.
Anheuser-Busch cartoon characters can be
found on radio and television shows seen or
heard by millions of teenagers and young
children, on billboards near schools and
residential areas, at family-oriented community
and sporting events and in department stores.
Children find these same Budweiser advertising
icons on shirts, hats, talking mugs, stuffed
animals and other paraphernalia.
August Busch III, chief executive officer of
Anheuser-Busch, says his company does not
target children and beer advertising does not
influence teenagers: R.J. Reynolds said the same
thing about Joe Camel.
The tobacco giant was lying. Company
officials as early as 1973 recommended “a direct
advertising appeal to young smokers” and
suggested that “comic-strip type copy might get
a much higher readership among young people
than any other type of copy”.
Do we have to wait 25 years to find the

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 5/11/98: [quoting]
House members and staff will be subject to
random drug testing before the 105th Congress
finishes up, according to Rep. Joe L. Barton (RTexas). Testing was authorized in January
1997, but a panel set up to implement it has not
decided on appropriate rules.
Some
congressmen oppose the testing for various
reasons. Minority leader Richard Gephardt (DMo.) says members are already free to test their
own staff. Rep. Ron Paul (R-Texas) opposes
testing on constitutional grounds. [End quoting]
It’s always interesting to see the responses
of Congress when they are compelled to apply
their lawmaking to themselves. The one main
difference here is they make laws—supposedly
also affecting them—but have enough
connections so that they still ignore them
without punishment.
I venture to say that many of the
congressmen would fail the testing.
MORE FROM
MOORE
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 5/11/98: [quoting]
Michael Moore, self-taught documentary film
maker and populist opponent of transnationals
has compiled some interesting statistics: Largest
employer in the U.S. is Manpower, Inc., a
temporary employer. Last year corporate CEO
salaries rose 174 Percent. Corporate profits are
up 250 Percent from 1991. Employee’s salaries
are up 2 to 3 percent. Nike’s revenues were
up 42 percent last year. Michael Jordan is Paid
$20 million yearly by Nike, more than the
entire 30,000 Indonesian makers of Nike shoes.
In the U.S., the richest one percent own 50
percent of all wealth, including both political
parties. [End quoting]
This shows what our society thinks of its
producers—the hardworking, blue-collar worker.
DRUG WAR
PARTNER
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 5/11/98: [quoting]
President Clinton’s pronouncement of
Mexico as “a fully cooperating partner in the
drug war” is premature. Benjamin Nelson of
the General Accounting Office (GAO), quoting
a GAO report, said drug-related corruption of
Mexican officials remained pervasive and
entrenched within the (Mexican) criminal justice
system. Nelson reported that U.S. agents
operating in Mexico trust only one judge in the
entire nation not to disclose wiretapping orders.
Since NAFTA, 70 percent of cocaine sold in the

CARTOON BOOZERS CAN’T
HIDE BEHIND
FIRST AMENDMENT
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internal memos at Anheuser-Busch disclosing
the obvious—that the Bud frogs and lizards
make beer attractive to children?
Underage drinking poses a huge threat to the
health and safety of young people. Drunkendriving crashes kill thousands of teenagers each
year. Two-thirds of high school seniors say
they have been drunk and 30 percent report
drinking five or more drinks in a row (binge
drinking) at least once in the previous two
weeks. Such heavy drinking results in alcohol
poisoning deaths, falls, assaults, violence, date
rape, poor academic performance and vandalism.
Does advertising contribute to these
problems?
Absolutely.
Recent research
confirms what parents know: Alcohol and
tobacco advertising exert a powerful influence
on children and young teenagers. As with
tobacco, beer marketers target teenagers. They
know that the earlier you start to drink the more
likely you are to become a heavy drinker.
Anheuser-Busch argues it has a free speech
right to use kid-oriented advertising. The U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit
disagrees.
The court held that alcohol
billboards can be restricted to protect the
children. The beer industry cannot hide its
unethical marketing practices behind a free
speech smoke screen. The First Amendment
does not apply to beer advertising that targets
children.
Anheuser-Busch puts its profits before the
health and safety of young people.
Its
advertising is unfair to parents, who already
have a difficult job raising safe, healthy
children.
If the industry refuses voluntary reforms, we
need vigorous, constitutional restrictions on kidfriendly alcohol advertising similar to those
being proposed for tobacco.
August Busch III has a choice: Take the
high road and stop marketing to kids, or

HUGE DISCOUNT OFFER
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continue down tobacco road. For our children’s have a positive effect on this situation.
sake, let’s hope he makes the right decision.
CHICKEN TROUBLE
[End quoting]
If we put a number of these corporate
gangsters in prison it might change their
Excerpted from the INTERNET, courtesy
attitudes about purposefully corrupting our Gail Irwin, 4/19/98: [quoting]
children.
Jackie has given us some good advice on
how to keep chickens healthy. Thanks Jackie,
COUNTERPROTEST FOCUS IS
Randy
AGAINST FORCED
Thought you might want to share some info
PSYCHIATRIC PROCEDURES
about the chickens. We give ours food-grade
hydrogen peroxide in their drinking water.
Excerpted from the INTERNET, courtesy of Raised them from day-olds and have had no
Gail Irwin, 5/98: [quoting]
problems.
I’m sure that isn’t scientific
Hoisting balloons and huge prop hypodermic evidence, but I’ve read about the avian flu that
needles in the air imprinted with the motto of killed millions of domesticated birds—of all
“NO FORCE” counterprotesters vow to break kinds—including chickens, geese, ducks, etc.
the silence about the spread of forced
Those that were receiving peroxide bypassed
psychiatric drugging in the USA, especially the flu—no problems.
court-ordered involuntary psychiatric drugging.
We make a 3% solution from 35% foodT h e l o c a t i o n o f t h e C o u n t e r p r o t e s t h a s grade. (1oz per 11 oz. water). [See box on
r e p o r t e d l y “ e n r a g e d ” a h i g h - l e v e l U S this page for a good source for food-grade
government official. That’s because the site of hydrogen peroxide.] [End quoting]
the Counterprotest is in the midst of a big,
P.S. We had a young Rhode Island Red
expensive US government public relations event rooster injure its leg—we know not how. It
that is supposed to be celebrating the current acted as though it was out of socket. We left
it be for a few days to see if it would heal up.
mental health system.
The U.S. government, National Alliance for The hens started pecking it to death. We
the Mentally Ill, and American Psychiatric rescued him...put him in a house by himself.
Association and other major pro-mental health He wasn’t getting better. Thought we’d have
system groups, are all uniting in a one-mile to put him down. Then thought about giving
“Walk the Walk” to promote the current mental MSM + (that’s MSM with cell salts & ester C).
health system. The event is mainly paid for by Long story short, the rooster that couldn’t even
$200,000 in US taxpayer money.
stand up without falling over on his head, sat
But mental health system “customers” are not around with muscles atrophying, suddenly began
showing much gratitude. “Psychiatric survivors” to stand—then walk with a funny goose-step
promise to hold their Counterprotest at the same walk—and now he’s the most beautiful of the
lot. He crows the loudest, can handle 15 hens,
time, same place. [Held May 2, 1998]
Support Coalition International—an alliance no problem, and his feathers are so sleek they
of 65 groups in eight countries—is leading this look like they’ve been oiled. He runs like a
legal counterprotest against forced psychiatry. jackrabbit, too. [End quoting]
For those people who have animals, it
[End quoting]
Hopefully enough pressure was brought to wouldn’t hurt to keep these natural aids to good

health in mind.
benefits, too.

Don’t forget the human

TB DRUG
BACKED
From THE MODESTO BEE, 5/6/98:
[quoting]
Advisers to the Food and Drug
Administration urged approval of the first new
tuberculosis drug in 25 years, one that might
significantly cut the number of pills patients
must take to be cured. They voiced concern
Tuesday that patients given rifapentine relapsed
twice as often as patients on standard therapy.
Still, the easier-to-use drug worked well enough
that the panel voted 10-1 to recommend
rifapentine. [End quoting]
Seems the doctors only really care about
saving half their patients. Some more planned
depopulation?? Either way, we pay for our
demise.
NETANYAHU

FOE

From THE MODESTO BEE, 5/5/98:
[quoting]
Saying it is time to end religious coercion
in the Jewish state, Tel Aviv’s secular mayor
announced Monday that he will run against
Benjamin Netanyahu for prime minister in 2000.
Roni Milo, who will leave Netanyahu’s ruling
Likud Party to make his bid, said he made his
decision after religious interference in a dance
performance celebrating Israel’s 50th anniversary
last week. [End quoting]
Looks like there’s no more real difference
between political parties in Israel than in the US.
WOMAN’S HOME SITE
GEYSER ERUPTION

OF

P.O. Box 964,
Tehachapi, CA 93581

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
5/12/98: [quoting]
Rotorua, New Zealand—A steaming, spitting
geyser erupted on the front lawn of a northern
New
Zealand
woman,
terrifying
the
neighborhood and drawing gawkers from far and
wide.
“I’m frightened. I don’t know what is going
to happen,” Karen Herbert, who rents the home,
said Monday. “I am looking for somewhere
else to live.”
The geyser flared to life Friday, hurling
rocks—some the size of TV sets—and spewing
steam, creating a pool of fizzing water 6 feet
across and 10 feet deep. [End quoting]
New Zealand is showing the “blood
pressure” of Mother Earth. Beware the clues!

35% Food-Grade Hydrogen Peroxide

THE PRESIDENT’S
TANGLED WEBB

$13.00 per pint for 1-3 bottles
$10.00 per pint for 4 or more bottles
(Shipping included!)

Excerpted from THE
MODESTO BEE,
5/6/98: [quoting]
...Hubbell’s attorney, John Nields, says the
fact that the tapes were edited makes them
suspect, but given the games the Clinton
administration has played with information,
Nields is creating a smoke screen.
Does the roll over Hubbell thinks be must
perform include sending his wife to jail, too?
Would both of them pay that high a price to
protect Bill and Hillary Clinton? What could
they possibly offer him to “roll over again”, and

Editor’s note: For those of you who do not have a good local source for 35%
Food-Grade Hydrogen Peroxide, we offer the following very reliable resource. Go back
to the 11/25/97 issue of CONTACT for our most recent discussion of the merits of
Hydrogen Peroxide, at the very least for water purification.
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probably for a longer stretch as a second
offender if he is convicted?
At his news conference last week, the
president said the independent counsel’s
investigation and Republican attacks are driven
by people who still can’t accept his election or
his policies.
He’s partially right
because the perception of
critics is that he won both
elections by deceit and by
breaking campaign finance
laws. An office attained
and held illegitimately is
illegitimate.
In a laughable response
to one question, the
president told reporters,
“All these people that have
been working hard on this
for seven years now, they
can affect my reputation;
they can do nothing for
good or ill to affect my
character [emphasis mine].”
Webb Hubbell and his
nervous friends in the White
House might have benefited
from Sir Walter Scott’s
sound advice: “Oh, what a
tangled web we weave,
when first we practice to
deceive.” [End quoting]
He sounds as though
he’s happy with his badly
flawed character.

also well serve spinal injury patients.
“Most trauma centers do not have hyperbaric
chambers, which is a tragedy, and most
physicians don’t understand the need to increase
the dissolved oxygen in the plasma of the
blood,” James told the Space and Underwater

From THE ORLANDO
SENTINEL,
courtesy
Norman McLaughlin, 5/11/
98: [quoting]
High-pressure chambers
used to treat divers who
rise too fast under water
could help prevent paralysis
in people with damaged
spinal cords, researchers
said Sunday.
“It may mean the
difference
between
significant disability and no
disability,” Dr. Philip James
of the University of Dundee
in Scotland said in a
statement.
James said the highpressure chambers force
healing oxygen into the
tissues of a damaged spine.
If the blood flow is not
restored quickly, cells die,
resulting in permanent
damage.
A consultant to the
North Sea diving industry,
James told a conference in
Washington that hyperbaric
chambers used to treat the
“bends” from decompression
sickness, in divers would

Research Group of the World Federation of
Neurology. [End quoting]
I wonder how long it will take this
information to be put to use, knowing how the
medical profession resists change—especially if
it came from outside their ranks.
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Beginning May 1st and running through
May 31, 1998 we will have on SALE:

AquaGaia
Gaia Vite
Gaia Min 121++
Gaia Col
Gaia DHEA
OxySol
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E!

The sale will be: “BUY TWO, GET THE THIRD ONE FREE”. Well, kinda free. We
will add on a small fee for each freebie, to cover the freight. The amounts are as follows:
2oz-freebies @ $1.00 s&h
16oz-freebies @ $2.00 s&h
32oz-freebies @ $3.00 s&h
2-liter-freebies @ $3.00 s&h
other, regular freight fees still apply.
This offer is good only on orders shipped within the United States.
*Limit 2 free offers per product. Note, this is on all sizes: 2oz, 16oz, 32oz and 2 liters:
*The way this will work is, you can buy 4-2oz GaiaCol for $10.00 each (and get two
freebies). That’s $40.00. Plus you will add $1.00 s&h for each freebie. That’s $2.00 s&h.
So the total for the 6-2oz GaiaCol would be $42.00. Or if you choose to go with the 32oz
size for this Product, it would look like this: 4-32oz GaiaCol for $96.00 each. That’s
$384.00. Plus you will add $3.00 s&h for each freebie. That’s $6.00 s&h. So the total for
the 6-32oz GaiaCol would be $390.00. This is a savings of $192.00.
We hope this helps.
Thank You for your continued support.
Yours Truly,
NEW GAIA

(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the newly
created, mutated viruses such as are carried by specialized parasites.
Call for a free catalog.
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SCHOOLS HOPE PARENTS
DON’T PUT OFF GETTING
SHOTS FOR KIDS
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, courtesy
Norman McLaughlin, 5/9/98: [quoting]
Don’t procrastinate.
That’s the plea Central Florida school and
health officials are making to thousands of
parents of sixth-graders, who must have required
immunizations before classes begin in the fall.
State rules that took effect in 1997 say all
seventh-graders must have the first in a series of
three hepatitis-B shots, as well as boosters for
tetanus, diphtheria, measles, mumps and rubella.
The shots are in addition to the standard
series of immunizations required for school
admission.
Districts are using a variety of tactics to
spread the word. Among them, fliers; mailings,
extra clinics, face-to-face prodding and better
contact with area doctors and health-care
providers.
The collective goal from Volusia to Osceola
counties is to stave off the problems that
emerged last year, when a few thousand Central
Florida students were kept from class on the
first day of school because they weren’t
immunized.
The problems were worst in Orange County,
where about 20 percent of seventh-graders were
kept from classes.
More than 1,900 of the county’s 10,000
seventh-graders had to stay in gymnasiums,
auditoriums and separate rooms until parents
picked them up.
With those memories still fresh in their
minds, officials started notifying parents of
incoming seventh-graders several months ago.
In mid-December, Orange County officials
set out to have every current sixth-grader fully
inoculated by the end of this school year.
Because it takes four to six months to
complete the hepatitis-B series, which includes
three shots, officials put their plan into action
in January.
Since then, school and health officials have
gone door to door, mailed information to parents
and sent fliers home with students. The health
department offers free shots every week. It runs
four clinics on the first and third Wednesdays of
each month and four others on the second and
fourth Wednesdays at some schools.
Despite those efforts the district isn’t likely
to reach its goal.
So far. an estimated 4,000 of the district’s
10,193 sixth-graders—about 39 percent—have
been immunized, said Christina Keough,
immunization program manager for the health
department.
In Lake County, school and health officials
Started offering free shots at weekend clinics in
February, said Claire Souliere of the Lake
County Health Department. Others are planned
for this month and in August.
Volusia officials last year managed to thwart
the first-day nightmares they watched unfold in
neighboring counties.
Fewer than 2 percent of the district’s
seventh-graders were kept out of class because
they lacked immunizations, thanks to extensive
planning and warnings to parents for 15 months
before school began.
Hoping to repeat that record this fall,
district officials have launched another blitz of
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warnings to get parents’ attention. School
officials are distributing information in Spanish
and English and planning free clinics, as they
did last year.
“I don’t think we can afford to relax our
efforts, because we certainly. don’t want to be
excluding students from school,” said Linda
Lenk, the district’s director of special needs
services. “We are mandated by law to turn any
student away who isn’t meeting the
requirements for immunizations. [End quoting]
Notice the forced effort to “help” our
children!!
Please, begin to realize the
politicians aren’t out to help anybody except
themselves—excepting the very rare ones.
When they use this much force to indicate they
are “helping” you, there is only one way to
view the circumstances and that is to search for
how it is truly benefiting them. In this case it
looks like it is to benefit the drug and medical
industries and the New World Order’s plan for
depopulation through injected toxic agents.
WAKE UP AMERICA—WE’VE BEEN
HAD!!
WILD FIRES IN
MEXICO AND GUATEMALA
From THE ART BELL SHOW, 5/13/98:
[paraphrasing]
There are a lot of wild fires that are so bad
that there is an alert along the Texas and
Louisiana border [air pollution??] and smoke
moving over into the Caribbean area. Also
peculiar the main news media is not covering
this story. Why? And what is going on here??

10512: [quoting]
The lure of Las Vegas had drawn me with
its easy money. For a week I had gambled
away funds I didn’t even have. Early one
morning after losing big at blackjack I
discovered I had lost every last cent of the
$35,000 my wife and I had saved. How can I
explain this to her? I wondered as I left the
casino in a daze.
In the predawn hours I stared out the
window from my twenty-fourth floor suite. The
neon signs glared back at me. I’m done for.
My life’s not worth living.
I tried to open the window to throw myself
out, but it was sealed shut. I picked up a chair
to break the glass. As I hoisted it above my
head a knock came at the door.
“Room service, sir,” a voice said.
I didn’t answer. The knock came again and
again. Putting the chair down, I walked to the
door and opened it. A young man entered with
a flourish, carrying a large silver platter. He had
a fair complexion and a shock of blond hair.
“Here you go,” he said cheerfully, putting
the breakfast tray down on the table. He
noticed my Bible next to it and started flipping
eagerly through the pages.
“The Ninety-first Psalm. It’s my favorite,”
he said. “‘The Lord, he is my refuge and my
fortress: my God, in him will I trust,’” he read
aloud. As I picked up the Bible myself and
read the verse again, the young man quietly left.
I collapsed on my bed, the desire to kill myself
replaced by a deep, gut-wrenching sob.
With God’s help I would be able to put my
life back together. But for now I gave a prayer
of thanks to the Lord. Only he knew I had
never ordered room service. —Julius T Stokes,
Jr., Alexandria, Louisiana [End quoting]
God sure has unique ways of getting our
attention and changing our lives.
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From ANGELS ON EARTH, Mar./Apr. 1998,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY

Tapes,

Transcriptions

&

Videos

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted.
Postage is included in tape prices.
Please send check or money order to: THE WORD, P.O. Box 1498, Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa,
Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to
notify you as your balance reaches zero.
Special Order tapes are noted by * and are not automatically sent.
The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and
mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
4/6/97(2); 4/7/97(2) EXTRA Interview; 4/8/97(2) Channel 29 Interview;
4/13/97(3) David Icke; 6/1/97(2); 6/22/97(2);7/20/97(2); 8/15/97(3)*Corporation Lecture ;
8/16/97 to 8/19/97(11) New Year Celebration meeting; 9/21/97(1); 10/19/97(2);
11/9/97(3);Christmas Party and Memorial for our beloved Zita 12/7/97(2); 3/8/98 (3);
5/9/98 (4).
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Part 1 In A Series

Re-Establish The
Constitutional Republic
Or Start Anew?
5/12/98

RAY BILGER

Those of us who believe we have any sort
of knowledge about what is really going on in
the united States of America and what has
happened in our past to bring us to this point
in time know that things are not what they seem.
Indeed, it might be more appropriate to say that
we live in a world of opposites, where what is
professed to be so is, in most instances, exactly
the opposite of what a given situation really is.
P r e s i d e n t B i l l C l i n t o n ’s a l m o s t d a i ly
bantering about how healthy and strong the
American economy is, is an excellent example
in point. Look around you. More factories and
b u s i n e s s e s c l o s e eve r y d ay ( w i t h t h e b i g
companies moving overseas where labor is
cheap), real unemployment keeps rising, less and
less of what we buy is made by Americans (with
the people now largely employed in service
sector jobs, like McDonalds), thus insuring that
our money will go out of the country, and it
sometimes seems that only the lawyers and
bankers are making any money. In addition, the
m o r a l d e c ay we a r e w i t n e s s i n g w i t h , f o r
e x a m p l e , t h e r o t d e l ive r e d t o u s o n o u r
televisions, only further ensures our demise.
America is in a shambles (not to mention the
rest of the world).
America today is about as far from the dream
envisioned by our nation’s original Founders as
anyone could possibly imagine. Even though the
facade of a Constitutional Republic is touted as
still existing, those who are more aware of the
facts know it is not so.
We c a n a rg u e a b o u t ex a c t ly wh e n t h e
Constitutional Republic met its end, but there
can be no argument that it is no longer in
operational existence. Oh sure, Congressmen
still talk the talk and refer to this or that about
the Constitution but, unless they are really
stupid, they know inside that it no longer exists.
This is not meant to infer by any means that
the Constitution is a perfect document. We stole
the basic body of it from the Iroquois Indians
and then excluded all Native Americans (and
Blacks) from even being considered as full
citizens. Article I, Section 2, Clause 3, for
example, states in part “...direct taxes shall be

apportioned among the several states... excluding
Indians not taxed, three fifths of all other persons
[ B l a c k s l av e s ] .” B l a c k p e o p l e we r e o n ly
considered to be three fifths of a person.
Our Constitution is not perfect but is about
the best we have on the planet, a testament to
how unevolved we are as a civilization. It could
certainly be f ixed up, at the ver y least, to
recognize and honor all treaties made with all
Indian tribes at all times in our nation’s history,
with full recognition of their sovereign status as
separate, independent, self-governing nations.
At the same time, an extensive apology
should be made to all Native Americans with an
acknowledgment that it was wrong to ever have
assumed that it was anyone’s right to come to
this land and take it, from sea to shining sea, as
though there was no one already here, when in
fact it had already been occupied at the time for
thousands of years by those who had been placed
on the land for “higher” reasons of their growth
and expression as Lighted beings.
Nor should there be, in re-establishing the
C o n s t i t u t i o n a l R e p u bl i c , a ny s u g g e s t i o n
whatsoever of overthrowing or attempting to
overthrow the current government in Washington,
D.C. A very grave mistake in that direction has
already been made by ones such as Emilio
I p p o l i t o i n Ta m p a , F l o r i d a w i t h h i s
“Constitutional Common Law Court” which is
backed by its own militia and was threatening
to arrest and summarily try judges currently
sitting on the bench in the U.S. District Court
in Tampa for committing treason against the
Constitution. Even though they commit treason,
we cannot be foolish enough to take matters into
our own hands and pull them out of their courts
and try them and hang them. That’s exactly what
our “leaders” would like us to do so they have
an excuse to take us out. As a result of Mr.
Ippolito’s threats, he was put in jail in March of
1996, where he now sits and will probably
remain for a long long time to come.
Many people can understand the frustration
that drove Mr. Ippolito to feel the pressing need
to have a true Article III legal system as our
Fo u n d e r s e nv i s i o n e d a n d s e t f o r t h i n t h e
Constitution. Who can argue with the fact that
our legal system no longer serves those it was
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designed for, We The People? Those judges are
supposed to be our public servants, but they now
more resemble our masters and treat us as
servants!
We might even ask ourselves if it would not
be better to simply scrap everything and start
all over with even higher ideals and greater
vigilance. Then again, could we be sure that
those in a new government would be honest
individuals, or would politicians once again creep
into the picture?
Or should we simply wait and bide our time
and let the corrupt cesspool called Washington,
D.C. collapse of its own accord as it most surely
will, as history has taught us that cultures (and
governments, and people) which see no further
than themselves, bear the seeds of their own selfdestruction.
T h e c u r r e n t g ove r n m e n t i n
Washington is a government unto itself (an active
functionary of the One World Government/New
World Order). But nothing exists in a vacuum.
Indeed, Nature abhors a vacuum. Everything in
the universe is in constant interaction with
everything else. Our current government long
ago ceased to be one of, by, and for the people,
and without our active participation it is doomed
to fall.
And never underestimate the incredible power
of mind control used on the masses in order to
achieve the level of corruption we now endure.
That mind control is so pervasive it makes the
t a s k o f r e - e s t a bl i s h i n g t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n a l
Republic diff icult at best.
If there could be a way for We The People
of America to let it be known that we choose to
exe r c i s e o u r r i g h t t o r e - e s t a bl i s h t h e
Constitutional Republic, and that it is solely our
prerogative to do so, then it would only remain
for us to so exercise this most basic God-given
right in a manner consistent with letting the rest
of the world know we no longer recognize the
corruption which is Washington, D.C. as “Our”
government.
We The People, as the power which created
the Constitution and united the States into a
nation in the first place, are the only ones who
will bring it back into existence, if in fact such
is possible or even desirable at this time. We
are the Sovereigns in any relationship with “our”
government. By law, by the Common Law of
our Constitutional Contract (the Constitution), all
bureaucrats in government (our agents) must
work for We The People, as our servants. That
goes for the President right on down through the
Congress and the Courts. All public servants
are just that, servants, and we their masters.
With yet another July 4th fast approaching,
some may think more seriously about the idea
of re-establishing the Constitutional Republic. If
indeed We The People have been less than
vigilant and have allowed the Constitution and
the Constitutional Republic to be lost, then it is
up to us, and only us, to re-establish it if we so
choose.
We have allowed our agents in our federal
government, sworn to uphold the Constitution
and our rights and interests, to usur p their
required obligation and duty, and instead they
now serve powerful monied interests which do
not have our best interests in mind, but rather
our total and complete enslavement.
Since it is strictly within the domain of We
The People to regain that which we have allowed
to become lost, it would seem only f itting and
proper for re-establishing the Constitutional
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Republic that we should def initely declare in a
comprehensive formal statement, the causes
which impel us to this most diff icult decision,
as well as stating our unwavering intent to those
whom we have allowed to wrong us. Such a
formal announcement to a candid world would
have to include some reference to the long train
of abuses and usurpations designed to enslave
and humiliate the American people. Such a
statement might read as follows:
DECLARATION OF INTENT
TO RE-ESTABLISH
THE REPUBLIC OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
To: All members, agents, servants, operators,
operatives and coparties, elected and appointed,
in the United States Government, including:
President of the United States
Vice President of the United States
All members of Congress
Attorney General of the United States
Secretary of State of the United States
Secretary of the Treasury
All Supreme Court Justices
Federal Reserve Board
Internal Revenue Service
Central Intelligence Agency
Federal Bureau of Investigation
All agencies, agents, operators or operatives
of the United States Government
BE IT HEREBY KNOWN THAT:
In order to form a more perfect union, We
The People of these united States of America,
b e i n g t h e A b s o l u t e S ov e r e i g n s i n a ny
arrangement with our government, either State
or National (“Sovereignty itself remains with the
people, by whom and for whom all government
exists and acts”, Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S.
356, 370, 1886 case), and being aware of the
fact that our agents in our current “Federal”
government may have knowledge of, and/or may
be complicit in, actual existing plans to replace
our current government and Constitution with a
One World Government, through the application
of various means, as further described herein,
including, but by no means limited to, a collapse
of the current unconstitutional usurous money
system, the use of human induced earthquakes,
h u r r i c a n e s , t o r n a d o e s , a n d o t h e r we a t h e r
modif ication techniques, and other mechanisms
of Mixed War, designed to terrorize the people
and create a chaotic catastrophic situation which
would supposedly necessitate the instituting of
mar tial law and other treasonous measures
created by Executive Order since 1933, the
destruction of our educational system and its
replacement with one designed to make perfect,
programmed, mind-controlled robots suitable for
this One World Government (New World Order),
and the use of absolute terror on the American
people, such as by orchestrating events like the
Waco Massacre and the Oklahoma City Bombing,
and through mind-controlling persons to shoot
other innocent persons in public settings, do
hereby and herein clearly Declare our def inite
Intent to re-establish The Republic of the united
States of America:
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The U.S. and other world powers should
sign a treaty to outlaw the tampering with
weather as an instrument of war.
I’m convinced that the U.S. did in fact
use rainmaking techniques as a weapon of war
in Southeast Asia. I’m convinced we did because
the Pentagon Papers contained a recommendation
that an existing weather modification program be
enlarged, and the Defense Department, despite
r e p e a t e d o p p o r t u n i t i e s , h a s ye t t o i s s u e a
comprehensive denial of such activities.
We n e e d a t r e a t y n ow. . . b e f o r e t h e
military leaders of the world start directing
stor ms, manipulating climates and inducing
earthquakes against their enemies. [End quoting]
We T h e Pe o p l e o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s o f
America know that the technology is now in
place, and fully operational, to induce any of the
above, including hur ricanes and tor nadoes,
against any designated population, including
against We The People of the united States of
America, and that even our “Federal” government
is involved in these activities, as through Mixed
War.
“A Mixed War is one which is made on one
side by public authority, and on the other by
mere private persons.” People v. McLeod, 1
Hill(N.Y.) 377, 415. It is not even necessary
that the people f ight back, or even know that
their government is f ighting to kill and terrorize
them, in order to have Mixed War waged against
them by their own government.
We The People f ind these activities to be
totally and completely unacceptable and that any
and all who are involved in any way with such
activities are committing Treason against the
Constitution and against We The People of the
united States of America and such persons must
and will be dealt with accordingly.
(2) On October 27, 1978, the United
Nations issued a Report by the Convention on
the Prohibition of Military or any Other Hostile
Use of Environmental Modif ication Techniques,
Approved by the General Assembly of the United
Nations on December 10, 1976.
Article II of the Report states: [quoting]
As used in Article I, the term
“environmental modification techniques” refers to
any technique for changing—through deliberate
manipulation of natural processes—the dynamics,
composition or structure of the earth, including
i t s b i o t a , l i t h o s p h e r e , hy d r o s p h e r e a n d
atmosphere, or of outer space.” [End quoting]
We T h e Pe o p l e o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s o f
America clearly understand that the United
Nations would not have issued such a Report if
there were not intentions to conduct, and the
actual conducting of, weather wars and the use
of human induced earthquakes, etc., by nations
against designated target populations, including
against their own Citizens.
We The People of these united States of
America f ind such actions by any government,
especially by our own deplorable and totally and
completely unacceptable.

(3) On August 11, 1987, a Patent was issued,
Patent Number 4,686,605, to Bernard J. Eastlund
of Spring, Texas, for a “Method and Apparatus
for Altering a Region of the Earth’s Atmosphere,
Ionosphere, and/or Magnetosphere”. These
(1) In 1975, U.S. Senator Claiborne Pell, Patent Papers state in part: [quoting]
Democrat from Rhode Island, spoke out about
The electron temperature of the
the use of weather control: [quoting]
ionosphere has been raised by hundreds of
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degrees in these experiments, and electrons with
several electron volts of energy have been
produced... This invention has a phenomenal
variety of possible ramif ications... including
missile or aircraft destruction...
Weather modif ication is possible by, for
example, altering upper atmosphere wind patterns
or altering solar absorption patterns... and the
E a r t h ’s n a t u r a l m a g n e t i c f i e l d c o u l d b e
signif icantly altered... [End quoting]
Mr. Eastlund also explains that Alaska, due
to its location relative to magnetic f ield lines
especially suited to the application of this
invention, and due to the abundance of fuel
s u p p l i e s n e c e s s a r y f o r t h e l a rg e p owe r
requirements of the invention, would be an ideal
location to set up the apparatus. Mr. Eastlund’s
work became part of H.A.A.R.P. (the Highfrequency Active Auroral Research Project),
wh i c h , a m o n g o t h e r t h i n g s , c a n p r o d u c e
electronic failures, major power failures, and
confusion in the minds of human beings on a
grand scale.
We T h e Pe o p l e o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s o f
America know that the large number of aircraft
falling from the sky are not doing so by accident,
but rather are being made to fall by various
means, including H.A.A.R.P., and that this
deadly device can cause us all to go crazy, unless
we put a stop to the madness now. H.A.A.R.P.
must be halted NOW and those involved with its
use must be held accountable for their actions.
(4) In 1968, Dr. Gordon J.F. MacDonald,
Science Advisor to President Johnson, published
his book, Unless Peace Comes—A Scientif ic
Forecast of New Weapons, which describes how
man-made changes in the electrical Ear thi o n o s p h e r e c a n b e u s e d f o r m a s s b e h av i o r
control: [quoting]
E . L . F. ( E x t r e m e L ow Fr e q u e n cy )
electromagnetic oscillations can attack the low
frequency electromagnetic brain waves in human
beings, producing changes in behavioral patterns.
[End quoting]
We The People of these united States of
America know that E.L.F., V.L.F. (Very Low
Fr e q u e n cy ) , a n d L . F. ( L ow Fr e q u e n c y )
electromagnetic oscillations can be, have been,
and are being used by governments, including
our own, against large populations, including our
own, to effect behavioral modif ications. This
s o r t o f a c t iv i t y i s t o t a l ly a n d c o m p l e t e ly
unacceptable and constitutes committing Treason
and must and will be dealt with accordingly.
(5) In 1970, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Founding
D i r e c t o r o f t h e Tr i l a t e r a l C o m m i s s i o n a n d
National Security Director for President Carter,
published his book, Between Two Ages, which
describes: [quoting]
Weather control as a new weapon that is
a key element of strategy, and also discusses
technology... and a variety of techniques for
conducting secret warfare... that would seriously
impair the brain performance of a very large
population in selected regions, over an extended
period.
Only a bare minimum of the security
forces need be apprised of these activities. [End
quoting]
We T h e Pe o p l e o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s o f
America fully understand the f act that Mr.
Brzezinski speaks of the very def inition of a
conspiracy. We further understand that there are
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only two groups of people who would deny this
conspiracy; 1) Those who are unaware of any of
t h e a b ove , a n d h av i n g n o b a s i s f o r
comprehending any of this, deny it as outrageous
and impossible; and, 2) Those who are aware of
the above, but being complicit in such activities,
have obvious reasons to vehemently deny their
active participation.
Mr. Brzezinski’s words are tantamount to
yelling “Fire” in a crowded theater and, as such,
are not protected by the free-speech provisions
of the First Amendment, and he has committed
Treason against the Constitution and against the
p e o p l e a n d h e m u s t b e c h a rg e d a n d t r i e d
accordingly.
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forward, there has been a total and complete
disregard for the original inhabitants of this land,
namely the Native Americans (Indians). Their
land was virtually stolen from them largely
through the use of treaties which were never
intended to be honored by the White Man who
created them.
We The People now recognize the absolute
necessity to honor in full all treaties made with
all Native Americans at all times throughout our
history, and to honor those treaties in full as
soon as possible. We further extend our deepest
regrets for what the ignorant White Man did to
t h e N a t ive A m e r i c a n p e o p l e s a n d p l e d g e
ourselves to help in any way we can to make
N a t iv e A m e r i c a n s ’ f u t u r e s o m e t h i n g t h e i r
(6) The Januar y 1978 edition of Specula children will be happy to be part of.
magazine described an incredibly profound and
powerful phenomenon that could be produced
(9) Our Constitution is a Contract which
within the Earth by what is called the “Tesla absolutely binds any and all who would work for
Effect”, originally discovered by Nikola Tesla. We The People (Our Agents) in Our government
Electromagnetic signals of certain frequencies to specif ic performance as clearly def ined and
can be transmitted through the Earth to form set forth in Our Contract. Certain powers have
standing waves in the Earth itself. Coherence been delegated by We The People (the Principals)
to this standing wave can be induced wherein a to Our Agents, with NO written authorization by
fraction of the vast, surging electromagnetic the Principals for Our Agents to delegate those
c u r r e n t o f t h e E a r t h i t s e l f f e e d s i n t o a n d powers to any other(s).
The Congress (Our Agents) committed
augments the induced standing wave, so that
much more energy is now present in the standing Treason to the Constitution and usurped any and
wave than the amount fed in from the Earth’s all delegated authority they might have had in
surface. These giant standing waves can then 1913, as follows:
be combined to produce a focused beam of very
(A) Our Constitution, at Art. I, Sec. 8,
great energy which can then be used to produce Cl. 5, states that “Congress shall have the power
earthquakes at a distant aiming point.
to coin money and regulate the value thereof...”
We T h e Pe o p l e o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s o f
(B) 16 Corpus Juris Secundum, Sec. 141,
America f ind this type of activity to be very states that Congress cannot delegate or sign over
counterproductive to the forward movement of its authority to any individual, corporation or
the human race. Any and all Americans involved foreign nation.
in any way whatsoever with these activities must
(C) On December 23, 1913, Congress
be charged with committing Treason and be dealt passed the Federal Reserve Act which delegated
with accordingly.
the power to regulate the value of money to the
Federal Reserve Board.
(7) On September 10, 1994 the Associated
(D) On April 19, 1982, in the case of
Press (A.P.) reported that the Space Shuttle Lewis v U.S., 680 F.2d 1239, 1241, the Ninth
Discovery utilized a powerful green laser directed Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that “The Federal
at key sections of North America and other parts Reserve Banks are independent, privately owned
of the globe. The September 26-October 2, 1994 and locally controlled corporations.”
(E) The Class “A” stockholders of the
issue of Defense News stated: [quoting]
During a checkout of the laser machine, Federal Reserve include, among others:
(1) Rothschilds of London and Berlin
pulses began emanating from Discovery at a rate
(2) Lazard Brothers of Paris, France
of 10-cycles-per-second as the Shuttle flew over
(3) Israel Moses Seaf of Italy
Manitoba, Canada. The lasers continued f iring
(4) Kuhn, Loeb & Co. of Germany
as Discovery cut across Wisconsin, Michigan, and
and New York
the Northeast, heading out over the Atlantic
(5) Warburg & Co. of Hamburg,
Ocean near Maryland... [End quoting]
Germany
We T h e Pe o p l e o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s o f
Thus, the Congress, in 1913, usurped any
A m e r i c a we r e t o l d t h a t t h i s l a s e r wa s f o r
mapping purposes, but the use of the 10-cycles- a u t h o r i t y t h ey m i g h t h ave h a d u n d e r t h e
per-second (the same frequency as human brain Constitution by delegating a delegated authority
waves) laser employed in the operation reveals to a private cor poration. The term “Federal
that mapping played NO part in the mission, and Reserve” is simply a name and is no more
that we have been lied to about the entire “Federal” than Federal Express Co.
purpose of the Space Shuttle program.
Due to the fact that it is the Federal Reserve
We find it an incredible insult to anyone with (owned by international bankers) and their usury
any intelligence to believe that the Shuttles are debt cur rency system of fractional reser ve
being used for studying such things as rats and banking (the largest conf idence game in the
f ish, and that such fabricated stories are nothing world) which has brought America to bankruptcy
less than outright lies.
and made us the largest debtor nation, the actions
Off icials at N.A.S.A. involved in these lies, of Congress in 1913 also constituted nothing less
and the real missions, must be held accountable than giving aid and comfort to our enemies,
for committing Treason.
wh i c h i s t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f Tr e a s o n i n t h e
Constitution, at Art. III, Sec. 3, Cl. 1.
(8) We The People of the united States of
There is an overwhelming volume of stare
America recognize the fact that from the time decisis (cases which have created a settled
of the f irst European settlers on this continent precedent) which clearly shows that usury breeds
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criminality on both sides of such transactions.
The Congressional Banking Committees and the
Federal Reserve are a prime example of the truth
of that.
The Federal Reserve Act, at Section 31,
expressly reserves to Congress the right to repeal
the Act. The Congress today, if duly informed
that Treason has been committed, and if they do
nothing about it, can be charged with Misprision
of Treason under Title 18 U.S.C. Sec. 2382.
We The People f ind that Congress does know
that Treason has been committed, more times
than they can probably count, and that there is
no excuse for their having not acted to remedy
the situation, and that, therefore, Members of
Congress must step aside and relinquish their
positions.
(10) Congressman Charles Lindbergh, Sr.,
speaking out against the passage of the Federal
R e s e r ve A c t i n 1 9 1 3 , s a i d t h e f o l l ow i n g :
[quoting]
This Act establishes the most gigantic
Trust on Earth... When the President signs this
Act, the invisible government by the money
power, proven to exist by the Money Tr ust
Investigation, will be legalized.. The new law
will create inflation whenever the Trusts want
inflation... From now on depression will be
scientifically created. [End quoting]
We The People know that Cong ressman
Lindbergh’s words were absolutely true, and that
the Stock Market crash of 1929 and the ensuing
economic depression were in fact scientifically
created. We also know that the current economic
situation we are now in has been scientifically
created to collapse in the near future, and we do
n o t f i n d i t a c c e p t a bl e a n d h o l d a l l t h o s e
complicit in these matters responsible and
accountable for their actions.
( 1 1 ) R e p . L o u i s T. M c Fa d d e n ( R .
Pennsylvania) spoke at length before the House
of Reps. on June 10, 1932, bringing to light the
i n t e r n a t i o n a l s u p e r s t a t e ( o r O n e Wo r l d
Gover nment) to which the united States of
America had become adhesioned through the
Federal Reserve Act: [quoting]
Mr. Chairman, when the Federal Reserve
Act was passed the people of the United States
did not perceive that a world system was being
set up here... They did not perceive that the
United States... was to supply f inancial power
to an inter national superstate—a superstate
c o n t r o l l e d by i n t e r n a t i o n a l b a n ke r s a n d
international industrialists acting together to
enslave the world for their own pleasure. [End
quoting]
We T h e Pe o p l e o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s o f
America are aware of the fact that Mr. McFadden
was absolutely correct in pointing out what we
were not supposed to know anything about. We
understand that the front organization for this
corrupt world enslavement became the United
Nations. Mr. McFadden continued: [quoting]
What is needed here is a return to the
Constitution of the United States... The
independent United States Treasury should be
reestablished and the government should keep its
own money under lock and key in the building
the people provided for that pur pose... The
Federal Reserve Act should be repealed... Unless
this is done by us, I predict that the American
people, outraged, robbed, pillaged, insulted, and
betrayed as they are in their own land, will rise
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in their wrath and send a President here who will
sweep the money changers out of the temple.
[End quoting]
We The People are about to do exactly that
as we re-establish the Constitutional Republic,
and those who have violated their oath to uphold
and defend our Constitution will be held
accountable for their actions at the Common Law.
(12) Rep. John R. Rarick, speaking before
the House of Reps. On April 19, 1971, alluded
to the United Nations being the instrument of a
One World Government: [quoting]
The ratif ication of the U.N. Charter, a
plan for world government, by the U.S. Senate
in 1945, transferred ‘people power’ still further
away from the people at the local level. [End
quoting]
We T h e Pe o p l e o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s o f
America f ind our nation’s participation in the
U.N. completely unacceptable, as our National
Sovereignty is not to be infringed in any way
wh a t s o ev e r by a ny o f o u r A g e n t s i n o u r
Government.
(13) The case of Sei Fujii v. State, 217 P.2d
481, 486, decided on April 24, 1950 by the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals, stated that:
[quoting]
The [United Nations] Charter has become
‘the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges
in every State shall be bound thereby, anything
in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the
contrary notwithstanding’. [End quoting]
We The People understand the fact that the
Sei Fujii court, in quoting from the Constitution,
Art. VI, Sec. 2, deleted the most important part
of that Section, namely:
“This Constitution, and the Laws of the
United States which shall be made in pursuance
thereof... shall be the supreme Law of the Land.”
(Emphasis added)
A treaty, such as the U.N. Charter, which
destroys the Constitution, was never intended by
the Framers to be ratif ied and is most definitely
NOT made in pursuance of the Constitution.
This being so, the U.S. Senate was without power
or authority to ratify the U.N. Charter, and,
therefore, We The People hereby absolve the
united States of America of any association with
the United Nations whatsoever.
(14) On March 9, 1933, the Congress passed
an Act which declared that a serious national
emergency exists, and the Act also amended
Section 5(b) of the “Trading With the Enemy
Act” of October 6, 1917 to now include “any
person within the United States or any place
subject to the jurisdiction thereof ”. We The
People were no longer differentiated from any
other enemy of the United States during time of
war or national emergency.
In addition to the above, the united States of
America has been in a continuous state of
declared national emergency since March 9,
1933. This is conf irmed in the Foreword and
the Introduction to Senate Report 93-549 (1973).
T h i s c o n t i n u o u s n a t i o n a l e m e rg e n cy h a s
suspended
our
Constitution
and
our
Constitutional Republic as well. We The People
f i n d t h i s s i t u a t i o n t o t a l ly a n d c o m p l e t e ly
unacceptable and those responsible will be
brought to justice.
(15) The continuous state of declared national
emergency has brought into force Executive
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Orders (EOs), issued by the President, allegedly
The actual date of ratif ication of the
to control domestic unrest in a chaotic situation. Thirteenth Amendment was the date of reSome of the more disturbing EOs ready to be publication of the Virginia Civil Code, March 12,
implemented at a moment’s notice are:
1819. Virginia announced the ratif ication by
publication and dissemination of the Thirteenth
EO 10995—Provides for the takeover of all Amendment.
communications media.
A s o f A u g u s t 1 9 9 1 , r e s e a r c h e r s h ave
EO 10997—Provides for the takeover of all identif ied eleven different States or territories
electric power, petroleum, gas, and that printed the Amendment in twenty separate
other fuels and minerals.
p u bl i c a t i o n s ove r f o r t y - f ive ye a r s .
The
EO 10998—Provides for taking over all food Amendment appears to have been removed from
resources and the nation’s farms. Our Constitution during the tumult of the Civil
EO 10999—Provides for taking over all modes War and replaced, on December 6, 1865, by the
of transportation, control of cur rent so-called Thirteenth Amendment
highways, seaports, etc.
prohibiting slavery.
EO 11000—Provides for mobilization of all
As there has never been any kind of formal
civilians into work brigades under repealing of the original Thirteenth Amendment,
government supervision.
We The People recognize that it is still in Full
EO 11001—Provides for government takeover of Force and Effect, and as such, any and all judges
all health, education and welfare and attorneys who now hold a Title of Nobility,
functions.
i.e. Esquire, cease, at this very moment, to be
EO 11002—Designates the Postmaster General to Citizens of the united States of America, and are
operate a national registration of incapable of holding any off ice of trust or prof it
all persons living in America.
under them.
EO 11003—Provides for taking over of all
In addition, people such as George Bush,
airports and aircraft.
who, in 1997, was knighted by the Queen of
E O 1 1 0 0 4 — P r ov i d e s f o r t h e H o u s i n g a n d England as Sir George Bush, also cease to be
Fi n a n c e A u t h o r i t y t o r e l o c a t e citizens of the united States of America.
communities into designated areas.
EO 11005—Provides for the gover nment to
(17) Our Declaration of Independence, one
t a k e ov e r
railroads,
i n l a n d of our Founding Organic Documents, signed by
wa t e r way s a n d p u bl i c s t o r a g e our progenitors on July 4, 1776, states in
facilities.
pertinent part: [quoting]
EO 11490—Implements all of the above in a
...Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
state of National Emergency.
Happiness.
That to secure these rights,
EO 12148—Provides for the Federal Emergency Governments are instituted among Men, deriving
Management Agency (F.E.M.A.) to t h e i r j u s t p owe r s f r o m t h e c o n s e n t o f t h e
coordinate emergency planning.
g ove r n e d .
T h a t wh e n eve r a ny f o r m o f
EO 12803—Provides for privatization of nation’s Government becomes destructive of these ends,
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e t h r o u g h s a l e o f it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish
public assets to private parties.
it, and to institute new Government, laying its
EO 12919—Brings everything not covered above foundation on such principles and organizing its
under total government control.
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their Safety and Happiness...
T h e s e E O s a r e a l r e a d y i n p l a c e a n d (W)hen a long train of abuses and usurpations,
circumvent, undermine and otherwise destroy all pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a
of the cherished rights secured to us by Our design to reduce them under absolute Despotism,
Constitution. But We The People do not f ind it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such
t h i s a c c e p t a bl e , a n d i n r e - e s t a bl i s h i n g t h e Government, and to provide new Guards for their
Constitutional Republic we will reinstitute the future security. [End quoting]
rule of the Common Law and those responsible
We The People recognize the fact that it is
for perpetrating this dictatorial enslavement upon we who have established the united States of
us will be held accountable, since it is quite America, and it is we who now possess the sole
obvious that our Agents (public servants) have Sovereign Authority to alter or to abolish Our
totally usurped any power or authority they may government at any time we so choose. We would
have once enjoyed.
not be inclined to abolish Our government for
any light or transient causes, but the usurpations
( 1 6 ) O n M a r c h 1 0 , 1 8 1 9 , t h e Vi rg i n i a and abuses by Our public servants outlined
L eg i s l a t u r e p a s s e d A c t N o . 2 8 0 ( Vi rg i n i a herein constitute only a very small part of a
Archives of Richmond, “misc.” file, page 299 for long, long train of abuses we have been forced
micro-f ilm), which made Virginia the 13th and to endure.
f inal State to ratify and therefore enact into Full
The prescription for correcting the abuses and
Fo r c e t h e T h i r t e e n t h A m e n d m e n t t o t h e usurpations by Our Agents in our government is
C o n s t i t u t i o n o f t h e u n i t e d S t a t e s , wh i c h provided in this part of Our Declaration of
Amendment reads: [quoting]
Independence, and we hereby exercise that right
If any Citizen of the United States shall which is Ours and Ours alone.
accept, claim, receive, or retain any Title of
Nobility or Honour, or shall, without the consent
(18) Black’s Law Dictionary, 4th Revised
of Cong ress, accept and retain any present, Edition (1968), at page 1444, def ines the term
pension, off ice, or emolument of any kind “re-establish”, as:
whatever, from any emp eror, king, prince, or
“To restore to its former position.” Baron
foreign power, such person shall cease to be a v. Prudence Life Ins. Co., 315 Ill.App. 129, 42
Citizen of the United States, and shall be N.E.2d 137, 138.
incapable of holding any off ice of trust or prof it
Due to the fact that the Constitutional
under them, or either of them. [End quoting]
Republic no longer exists, as set forth above, and
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due to the fact that Our Agents/public servants
have committed and are committing Treason, and
due to the fact that “Sovereignty itself remains
with the people, by whom and for whom all
government exists and acts”, and due to the fact
that We The People have had more than we
should be expected to endure of unconstitutional
usurpations by Our Agents, therefore, it only
remains for We The People of the united States
o f A m e r i c a t o a c t t o r e - e s t a bl i s h t h e
Constitutional Republic, and we do now hereby
and herein Declare our def inite Intent to do so,
not out of necessity, but out of common courtesy,
For All The World To See.

Human Freedom.
By the Power vested in We The People of
the united States of America by Our Creator, WE
D O N OW H E R E B Y r e - e s t a bl i s h t h e
Constitutional Republic of the united States of
America, with the Rule of the Common Law in
Full Force and Effect.
DONE in Convention by the unanimous
consent of the True Representatives of We The
People of the Fifty States of the Union, this
fourth day of July in the year one thousand nine
hundred and ninety-eight, and of the
Independence of the united States of America the
two hundred twenty-second. In witness whereof
we here unto subscribe our names.

Nowhere in any of the aforestated Sections
of this Document do We The People f ind any
s e m bl a n c e r e m a i n i n g o f t h e o n c e G r e a t
Constitutional Republic our forebears fought so
hard to establish and gave their very lives to
defend.
T h e r e b e i n g n o f o r m a l p u bl i c
announcement of the dissolution of the
Constitutional Republic, even though We The
People are aware of the fact that it has been all
but done away with, the bare threads of it that
remain, in the for m of Our Constitution (a
Contract), Our Declaration of Independence, and
the Articles of Confederation, must now be
rewoven into the fabric of the True Constitutional
Republic envisioned by Our nation’s Founders.
It is for this reason and with this Intention,
with a f irm reliance on Our Creator, the Source
of All Things, that We The People of these united
States of America do now hereby and herein
Declare Our def inite Intent to re-establish the
Constitutional Republic of the united States of
America, and that we do so now, acting from
this moment forward as if and as though there
were no constitutionally established government
in Washington, D.C., BECAUSE THERE IS
NONE.
Having now Declared Our Intent, and the
reasons which impel us to this most diff icult of
decisions, it now only remains for We The People
to decide where we shall re-establish the Seat of
the Constitutional Republic of the united States
of America Government. When is not a question
herein.
When it is Re-established is the moment this
D e c l a r a t i o n i s p e n n e d a n d s i g n e d by t h e
Representatives of re-establishment Conventions
of each of the f ifty states of the union, just as
our original Declaration of Independence was
signed by Revolutionary Conventions of the
thirteen original states. These representatives
could be descendants of our nation’s founders,
but if they be but concerned citizens who are
mindful of all of the above, they are Absolute
Sovereigns, Masters over our public servants in
our government and fully capable of insisting
upon our right to have the government We The
People choose.
For, as the Federalist Papers (the undisputed
authority on our Constitution) #51 so aptly puts
it: “Justice is the end of government. It is the
end of civil society. It ever has been, and ever
will be pursued, until it be obtained, or until
Liberty be lost in the pursuit.” Liberty shall not
be lost for We The People shall now restore it.
We The People will hencefor th be ever
vigilant and watchful as we re-establish the
Constitutional Republic, so that never again shall
we allow bankers, or those who possess any Title
of Nobility, to unduly influence, participate or
disrupt in any way Our Great Experiment in
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precepts and guidelines. Such was the purpose
of our original Constitution. It was, perhaps,
f l awe d f r o m t h e b e g i n n i n g a n d d o o m e d t o
circumvention by attorneys and bankers who are
crooked by def inition.
The result has been that our Constitution is
merely used as window dressing and in no wise
can be followed by our so-called “leaders” and
s t i l l ex p e c t t h e m t o m a i n t a i n t h e l eve l o f
corruption they now so deviously enjoy.
So, perhaps it is time to consider the
possibilities of starting anew and setting a f irm
foundation for a just government upon ideals
which, once again, may be a bit beyond what
we are immediately capable of living up to, but
which will give us something with real Truth,
Justice, Freedom and Happiness to aspire toward.
California Republic
Such a new foundation must recognize the fact
Raymond E. Bilger, S.J.
that we are all part of a global community which
does not exist in a vacuum, but which is part of
a vast universe of inhabited worlds without end.
In Part II we will examine the possibility of
It is good to set before humanity an outline starting anew by building a global community
of high ideals for developing a just society and without the loopholes which would otherwise
then see how society is able to live up to those allow it to be turned into a political tool.

The Untold History
Of America
by Ray Bilger

This book shatters the image that has traditionally been portrayed as
American History, by exposing the high-level corruption that passes for
business as usual in the Halls of Congress, the White House and throughout
our entire Judicial system.
The Untold History of America was written for the specific purpose of
providing a high school textbook for all American schools that would educate
students into the real nature of our national situation. With a clear
understanding of things as they exist in reality, students will then be in a
much better position to go on in life and do something to correct our current
downhill course.
This book is for those who want to know why America is the way it is
today, where we went wrong, who are the responsible parties, and what we
can do to bring back the American Dream our forefathers and mothers fought
so hard to establish and gave their very lives to defend.
Special emphasis is placed throughout the book on the original
inhabitants of America, the Native Americans. They lived for thousands of
years on this continent in complete harmony and balance with the Earth.
With their help we may yet be able to turn things around so that our
tomorrows will be something we will all be honored to pass on to the children
who are our future generations.

The first 16 parts of Ray Bilgers ongoing series,
The Untold History Of America,
have finally been compiled into a book,
The Untold History Of America, Vol. I,
now available from Phoenix Source Distributors
for $7.00 plus S/H

See Back Page Of This Paper For More Ordering Information
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Global Parasites

The International Jew
The World’s Foremost Problem
faced, poetic young Jew, with an unspeakable
love of my people burning in my heart. Of
Polish-Russian parentage, there was implanted in
my nature an indefinable sorrow (born perhaps
of my father’s and mother’s persecution), which
left me high-strung and sensitive to the antiSemitic taunts of my schoolmates.
Given to idle dreaming by some old
abandoned shaft or roaming the deserted alluvial
diggings of the little mining town of my youth,
I would conjure up visions of that new world I
had so often read about—that great country
where there was no prejudice against my race—
the New Jerusalem. [H: Ok, Americans all, you
5/13/98 #1
HATONN
have it here directly from the experiencer’s
words. This is why in these current days of
[QUOTING, Part 86, GLOBAL PARASITES:] the ’90s there is an open proclamation by
leading Jewish citizens that the Americas ARE
A JEW SEES HIS PEOPLE
the Jewish homeland. I do not say this with
AS OTHERS SEE THEM
bias or prejudice for it has become a fact, and
what is so terrible about this is the pain and
This week we present another Jew’s comment agony brought forth against these people
on his race and for the good of the race. Bert seeking “home” to find their very own enemies
L e v y h a s s a i d t h e s e t h i n g s b e f o r e J e w i s h of ancient times have taken THEIR dream—
Women’s Councils, and B’nai B’rith lodges, and AGAIN.]
they will assist readers of this series to an
Shyly hugging to my breast some borrowed
understanding of some of the truer, though American book or magazine I would seek the
m i n o r i t y , i n f l u e n c e s w h i c h a r e a t w o r k i n shadows of the huge decaying poppet legs and
American Jewry. He sincerely exposes every dream over the pages containing many Jewish
obvious defect, and it is to be hoped that one faces, and I read with pride and gratitude of the
day, with as sincere a pen, he will go deeper. high places occupied by my people in music, art,
Mr. Levy’s chosen title is:
literature and the drama. Filled with Jewish
names and good Jewish deeds was the story of
FOR THE GOOD OF THE RACE
this new Zion, and a longing to be among the
From a far-off land I came, a sad-eyed, pale- great ones of my people took possession of me.
Between my dear father and myself
there was a bond of love too
sacred for words, and when I
GLOBAL PARASITES
looked upon his dear face for the
last time in this world and bade
FROM:
him a sorrowful goodbye before
THE INTERNATIONAL JEW
my departure for the New
Jerusalem, he held me close to his
The World’s Foremost Problem
Vol. I: Being a Reprint of a Series of Articles appearing in breast and whispered:
“Don’t forget that you are a
the Dearborn Independent from May 2 to October 2, 1920.
Jew, and if you need sympathy,
Vol. II: Covers from October 1920 to March 19, 1921.
love or help, go to your own race
Vol. III: Covers from April to October 1921.
and show your Arba Kanfoth.”
Vol. IV: Covers from May, 1921 to January 14, 1922 and
is titled ASPECTS OF JEWISH POWER IN THE UNITED (According to Deuteronomy XXII,
12, the Jews are commanded to
STATES.
wear fringe upon four corners of
their vestures and this command is
Published by: THE DEARBORN PUBLISHING CO.
observed to the present day by
Dearborn, Michigan.
wearing a special garment with
Republished May, 1976 by:
these fringes, generally hidden by
Liberty Bell Publications, Reedy, West Virginia 25270.
the ordinary clothes.) [H: This

Editor’s note: This is the conclusion of
material from Henry Ford Senior’s The Dearborn
Independent. This was a series of articles therein
which spanned the time period from May 2, 1920
to May 1922. Part 1 of this series began in the
2/17/98 issue of CONTACT.
It should come as no surprise to the serious
student of world history that Mr. Ford’s material
was buried as quickly as it could be, and Mr.
Ford faced much in the way of persecution for
spending the time, effort, and money required to
conduct first-class research of the truth behind
so many historical lies.
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would be something similar to the Mormons
who are required, if they be accepted through
the temples, to pay their tithes and meet other
requirements, to wear “garments” which are
a standard type of undergarments. These are
worn all the time, generally, and not just for
sacramental or ritual occasions.]
I carried my father’s words across the ocean
in my heart and the memory of his tear-dimmed
eyes and the pressure of his big loving arms has
never left me; in fact, it is so strong at times
that I find it hard to believe that he is not by
my side telling me, in spite of many
disappointments, that after all, the Jews are still
my brethren and sisters.
Words fail to describe my feelings as the
beauties of the New World unfolded to me. In
wonderful contrast to the melancholy aspect of
my own country was the joyous color of Samoa,
with its hallowed memories of Robert Louis
Stevenson, lifted like some fairy veil out of the
midst of the Pacific to give me a glimpse, as it
were, of my dream of America—the New
Jerusalem.
Oh, the wonderful days and wonderful nights
out on that vast blue expanse, where God and
His stars seemed so near that one formed a good
resolution with every throb of the great engine
far down below. On one of those nights I sat
listening to some one playing in the music salon
and I was inwardly thanking the Creator that
there was a Puccini in the world and that he had
given us “La Boheme”. There we were,
thousands of miles from anywhere, languidly
rolling under a perfect moonlit sky, listening to
the plaintive airs that Puccini had coined for
Mimi. There was hardly a sound but the gentle
lapping of the waves breaking against the
vessel’s side till a slight commotion on deck up
ahead caused some of the listeners to investigate.
One of the passengers, an ex-Harvard man,
returned with the remark:
“Oh, it’s only some damned Jew. He’s fallen
and hurt himself pretty badly.”
Like a smudge on some beautiful picture was
this anti-Semitic sentiment on such a night, and
considering its source I felt deeply grieved. As
I was the only other Jew in the first cabin I made
my way to the stateroom where they had carried
the victim of the accident and found him to be
a tender-hearted old man who I subsequently
learned had spent a long life in acts of charity
toward his fellow men and women, regardless of
creed. He was returning to end his days in
Jerusalem (his Jerusalem, not the one of my
dream), where he could touch again the beloved
stones of the wailing wall.
Something in the old man’s face, that
“something” which was in the face of my father,
my brother, that “something” which is in the face
of every Jew, drew me to him, as it has drawn
me to all Jews always, and I spent many
intellectual hours by his bedside, picking up
grains of wisdom which he had translated from
the Talmud. I wished that the ex-Harvard man
could have known that the old man’s wrinkles
were but the pathetic records of the massacres
of his kith and kin which he had witnessed in
his homeland and that he daily prayed for death
to efface the awful memories.
Later on the ex-Harvard man asked me to
join in a deck game. I reminded him that I also
was a “damned Jew”.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “I know what you refer
to—that was an unfortunate slip I made the other
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night—merely a figure of speech, I assure you.”
I found him a charming companion and soon
in a cozy corner of the smoking room we became
fast friends and I tried to win him over to think
better of our people.
“I would like to hear your opinion of your
fellow Jew after you have spent, say, twelve
months in America,” he said.
Since then I have walked the length and
breadth of the great cities of America, and my
very soul has cried out to my fellow Jew:
“Suppress Thyself!” The day I arrived in New
York I learned that my dearest friend, my father,
had passed away, and naturally my first thought
was to say the Kaddish, a prayer of the Jewish
liturgy recited by orphans for the welfare of the
souls of their deceased parents, somewhat after
the fashion of the Catholic mass. Every male
of Jewish blood at some time of his life recites
this beautiful prayer. It does not matter how
far one strays from the fold or how much one
has denied the faith, there comes a time when
the Jew in him asserts itself and he says the
Kaddish.
Public prayer among Jews can be recited only
in the presence of ten males above the age of
religious maturity, and this assembly is called
minyan. Surely in this great city I would easily
find a minyan, I thought; so I followed the line
of least resistance, like any stranger in a strange
land, and sought out the Jewish names best
known to the public. I called at a business house
uptown with the name of a great Hebrew over
the door. He was the great man of whom I read
with such pride in the little mining town at the
other end of the world. Yes! The same Jewish
face depicted in the huge photograph in the lobby
I had seen in the magazine I had hugged so
lovingly at home.
I made my way, full of hope, to his office
and was asked by a doorkeeper my mission. I
explained—the doorkeeper was a Hebrew—that
I desired to say Kaddish for my father and that
I wanted to form a minyan. With a sly wink he
passed me on to several Hebrew clerks and office
boys, each of whom smiled, sneered, and made
his little joke about “greenhorns”. Then I was
ushered with many grimaces into the presence
of the big man.
Just a minute’s conversation convinced me
that he was a Jew in appearance only, and that
he had never known anything of the traditions,
the romance, the art or the literature of our race.
He didn’t exactly know what minyan was, or
pretended he didn’t, but recommended me to
“one of our people”, as he put it, who ran a very
popular chophouse close by. I began to realize
that I was a stranger among my own people and
that night I walked the streets of great New York
with an aching heart. Everywhere in the
hurrying crowds I saw the faces of my brethren
and sisters, thousands, hundreds of thousands of
them, hurrying, pushing, shoving brethren they
were, with all the tenderness, the friendship and
the Semitic look gone from their eyes.
“Oh God!” I thought, “are these the children
of Israel? Is this the persecuted race—that
people who had been scattered to the four corners
of the Earth?”
Hungry and weary, I made my way as if in
a dream to the cafe of a great hotel. Everything
in the huge room was glaringly false—marble
pillars, oak beams, flowers, were all imitation;
a big orchestra sat in a balcony with an artificial
moon and a painted sky in a background;

everywhere were lights, lights and more lights.
From table to table I went but I was roughly
reminded that “this” was reserved and “that” was
reserved.
Presently glaringly gowned,
bediamonded Jewish women, accompanied by
equally vulgar Jewish men, filed in and occupied
every seat, and between mouthfuls of food and
drink their bodies would sway to the voices of
other Jews who sang only of “Mississippi” and
“Georgia”. How these people did laugh when
they caught sight of my foreign clothes and my
pale, poetic face, and how they would have
screamed with laughter had I shown them my
Arba Kanfoth, that beautiful little token which
my poor father fondly imagined would have
made me understood in the New World.
Out into the night I went and found myself
struggling in a torrent of humanity. Every time
I received an extra bump or hard push I looked
only to see that my antagonist was a Hebrew.
On the street, in the cars, in the subway, or at
the soda fountain, wherever I saw my fellow
Jews blatantly shouting and rudely pushing, I,
in spite of my indignation, felt the love of my
race uppermost in my heart, and I wanted to cry
out:
“Oh, Jew; dear brothers and sisters, suppress
yourselves for the good of the race! Stand back!
For the good of the race!”
Never in the world have our people known
such a free country as this, and it is a privilege
to be here, but at times a great fear comes over
me that we are abusing that privilege. Amid the
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din of Jewish music and laughter, the newsboys
are shouting the names of Jewish murderers (the
Rosenthal case), the gunmen of the city. The
bribe givers and the bribe takers depicted in the
news sheets have Jewish countenances. The
gambling house keepers—yes! yes! I know that
there are Christians who are murderers, gamblers
and informers, but the Jew is a marked man. He
is distinct, apart, so distinct that in a crowd he
is the first noticed.
It is for this reason that I would have my
brethren and sisters suppress themselves, stand
back! I would have real Jews take the worst of
a bargain once in a while for the sake of the
race. I would have them once in a while give
up their seats in public conveyances, behave
modestly in cafes, dress quietly, and give up the
use of assumed Christian names.
There is nothing so pathetic as the man who,
with a Hebrew face, assumes a Christian name.
I never go to a public place without wishing that
my fellow Jew would talk less and appear less
ostentatious. When one Hebrew comes in late
to a show, marches down the aisle and on the
front row deliberately obstructs the view of
people in the audience as he stands slowly
removing and folding his coat and gloves, he
seems to cause more annoyance than if half a
dozen Gentiles did the same thing. When a Jew
stands aside and waits patiently at a ticket
window, gives his seat to a lady on a street car
or behaves in a refined manner in any walk of
life, he immediately makes friends for our
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people.
Most of our people, I have found, have
aggressive personalities; it is this aggressiveness
which has enabled many immigrants to pass
through Ellis Island to the ownership of fine
apartment houses all within a couple of years—
but sometimes this aggressiveness becomes
absolutely cruel, crushing from the very soul all
the tender elements which go to make up a happy
life.
Recently I thought with much bitterness of
my father’s last words to me: “If you need
sympathy, love or help, go to your own race.”
Ill-health overcame me and I became involved
in debt for a trifling amount. Each stage of my
embarrassment and consequent suffering was
contributed to by a brother Jew. First, the
shyster lawyer, without principle or mercy, then
his brutal clerks, sly and grafting. Next, a
collector, absolutely callous, then the process
server, and, at last, the “bouncer”, sans heart,
sans soul, sans everything.
If all these agents of misfortune were
Gentiles I could have borne it, but the greatest
heartbreak of all was the fact that one and all of
them were brother Jews. Why must a Jew
always be in at the death, as it were?
There came a time soon after this when I
applied at the store of a wealthy Hebrew. I
explained to the well-groomed proprietor that I
was an orthodox member of his race and
appealed on the ground for a chance. He poohpoohed the idea.
“My dear fellow,” said he, “these are the
enlightened days, when Judaism is not taken
seriously, in fact, it doesn’t pay. I am a
Christian Cultist, I meet nice people and it helps
my business.”
Here was a poor fool with his head like the
ostrich’s—in the sand. I explained to him that
being a Jew was not a question of religion but a
question of blood. I told him that if a Jewish
leopard ceased visiting the synagogue to go to a
Christian cultist chapel it did not necessarily get
rid of its spots. I left him scratching his head,
and I also lost the chance of a job in his store.
In and out of offices presided over by men
with Jewish faces I trudged all day. Most of
these men, I subsequently learned, belonged to
New Thought, Christian cultist and other up-todate churches and societies—it was good for
their business.
They called themselves
Christians, but nature’s marks cannot be changed
like one’s clothes.
In the great theatrical districts I found
thousands of my fellow Jews who had grown rich
overnight by coining perhaps a popular song that
had pleased the cabaret-mad crowd or by
ridiculous impersonations of their race upon the
music hall stages. A good many of these were
young men, sons of fathers and mothers who had
been driven from their own country with fire and
sword.
The mothers and fathers stay at home
blessing God every hour of the day and night
for guiding them to such a country as this, while
the sons and daughters are out at the theaters,
in the halls and cabarets singing songs of Dixie.
Passing by in this great throng are prominent
actors, critics and play-wrights, many under
assumed names, simply because their own names
are Jewish.
Flashing across the horizon as I write is a
notorious Jewish doctor with a consumption cure.
He could have been famous and honored had he
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but suppressed himself, instead of which he, with
his commercial instinct and his press agent
methods, made more enemies for the race. Many
Gentiles, I will admit, have had consumption
cures, but it remained for one of our people to
float companies and open institutions before the
“cure” was even reported upon by the
government.
Tramping the city tired and weary of looking
for friendly Jewish faces I found myself near the
City Hall. I approached a milk station and
bought a cent’s worth of the most delicious milk
I have ever tasted. A rough-looking fellow next
to me said, as he smacked his lips:
“Pretty good stuff, that,” and perhaps noting
that I was a stranger, he added: “The guy who
is doing this milk thing is saving the babies all
right—he’s some rich Jew—God bless him—I’ve
got three babies of my own.”
Hungering to hear a Jew praised I talked with
this man for an hour, listening with keen
enjoyment to the story of one of my race who
had caused his millions to do good for the people
irrespective of creed, and had kept himself
suppressed. I learned of this Jew’s efforts for
the dying babies at home and for his starving
co-religionists in Palestine and felt proud. Proud
and happy for the first time, I sat in the little
park watching the passing procession till I dozed
off into a sound sleep. My happiness continued
in my sleep, for I had a most beautiful dream.
Before me in my dream passed a grand
parade; it was a series of “For the good of the
race” tableaux. All the prominent professional
Jews headed the procession with their real names
and the name of their race emblazoned upon silk
banners in letters of gold. Then came all the

Hebrew gambling house keepers bearing aloft
broken roulette wheels and other emblems of a
discarded and disgraced “business”.
Next in order was a large army of Hebrews
who were professional bondsmen for arrested
street walkers headed by two crooked war
politicians carrying a huge streamer with the
words: “Henceforth we will go to work.” These
men looked a little sad as they marched along
thinking of the easy money they were leaving
behind, but the cheers of the multitude exulting
over their great sacrifice somewhat atoned for
their agony of mind. Next followed the
amalgamated Jewish usurers, real estate and
company promoters’ union. This part of the
parade took four hours and a half to pass a given
point.
All the marchers had discarded their
expensive clothing and their diamonds and were
modestly attired. They had also discarded their
automobiles—many of the prominent men in this
section carried flags and banners upon which
were inscribed the legends: “We will not lie
about values.” “We will not charge exorbitant
interest” and “We will not water our stock.”
These inscriptions were received with incredulous
looks of astonishment, and many of the crowd
called out: “We’re from Missouri,” whatever that
meant.
Then came a beautiful torchlight brigade
called “The Hebrew Firebugs’ Union”. Nearly
all these men had their hair close-cropped and
wore prison clothes, a fact which filled the crowd
with relief. Next came that part of the
procession which showed the greatest following
among its marchers. It was the large army of
Hebrew “aggressives”. Hundreds and thousands
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of them passed by with reformed looks upon
their faces. Oh, I felt so happy as I read the
buttons they wore and saw the flags they carried.
Most of the streamers read: “We will suppress
ourselves.” “We will stand back and keep
quiet.” “We will be unostentatious.” There they
were, hundreds of well-known faces and types—
end-seat hogs, front-seat hogs, loud talkers,
inconsiderates, bargainers, and the terrible army
of people that go to make up the crowd which
is directly responsible for the anti-Semitic
feeling. The line of them was miles long.
I was awakened from my happy dream by a
rude thump from a Jewish policeman who hurried
me to a police station, where I was surrounded
by shyster lawyers, my brethren, who wanted
money with which they could square other
brethren. I could not gain the services of a
Hebrew bondsman because I had no pull. A
Hebrew magistrate called me a “bum” and a
loafer for going to sleep in a public park.
“Keep awake in the future,” he said as I was
roughly bundled out of the court.
Keep awake! This is the worst advice he
could have given me, for I was so happy asleep
and dreaming that my brethren and sisters had
reformed and had become real Jews for the sake
of the race.
I now look upon my police court humiliation
as the best thing that could have happened to
me, for a kindly old Jewish scholar, who acted
as court interpreter, was attracted by my appearance.
His long contact with human misery and his great
experience with foreigners stranded in a strange
country enabled him to understand me.
That night he took me to his poverty-stricken
little room behind a delicatessen shop in the
Ghetto. After supper he went to the street door
and called the neighbors from their stoops. He
called them by their first names and I said
Kaddish for my father as they stood around
among the pickle barrels.
Since then I have lived among Jews, real
Jews. I have learned that beneath the ragged
coat of a push-cart vender there may beat a heart
of gold, and that a poor seller of collar buttons
or suspenders may be a student of the Talmud
with a mind that is a gift of the gods.
Leaving the seething, modern, fashionable
life of upper Broadway to enter the religious
atmosphere of the numerous schools of Jewish
literature on the East Side entails a violent
contrast in conditions.
To see the deeply furrowed, time-scarred
faces of the grand old men pouring over their
beloved Talmud is to get a glimpse of another
world—a world of resignation, peace and love.
Within earshot of the thundering traffic of
Broadway I stood gazing at the bowed figures
engaged in study and prayer. As I gazed the
sordid walls of the poverty-stricken room faded
from my sight, and in their stead I saw (in my
mind’s eye) the wailing wall of Jerusalem or
some ruin of the Holy City—a more fitting
background to the rabbinical figures so strangely
out of place in hustling America.
The great passion for the dead and gone past
reflected in the Rembrandtesque faces of the aged
students lends to their lives a religious grandeur
which the uptown tourist (hastily passing on a
rubber-neck wagon) would never suspect.
Behind many a shabby-looking little store, or
maybe above some corner saloon, are the
societies for the study of Hebrew literature,
where congregate the types of Jewish scholars

and philosophers that make the heart of the
writer and artist glad.
Gray-haired, bewhiskered, sad old men, many
of whom have tasted only the bitterness of life—
yet such is their faith in the Almighty that they
cling to the praying shawl and Bible to blot out
the memory of a Kishineff—their lives of study
and prayer amid abject poverty giving the lie to
the fallacy that the Jew lives but for money.
I have often wandered among these scholars
picking up the crumbs of wisdom which fall from
the lips of the old men, grateful that my Jewish
face and blood gave me the privilege to sit and
sketch among them. Somehow or other my
ramblings on the East Side are like the calm after
the storm of the uptown struggle.
Many times I have felt the heart tug—the
longing to be among my people—the real Jews—
and, leaving theatrical uptown, the land of makebelieve and unrest, I have sought the little
schools of study where the wonderful real old
men who live by optimism and nourish their
souls by faith teach me the lesson of patience
and the love of humanity.
There is something restful and inspiring when
an old man—long, long past the Biblical three
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score and ten—places his hand on your shoulder
and murmurs in Yiddish, “It is God’s will.” I
have envied the profound peace of many of these
aged students living in the past and undisturbed
by thoughts of the future. Their Jewish view of
life is as beautiful as it is simple. It disregards
neither Earth nor heaven. It looks to Earth and
observes the evil prevailing among men; it thinks
of heaven and ponders on the bliss of “the future
state”, and it urges man to strive to bring heaven
on Earth, to establish by justice and equity those
blessed conditions on Earth which so many
associate with heaven.
Their Jewish view of death is equally
beautiful. For those who die they feel no
sorrow. Having once torn aside the veil which
parts the known and the unknown, having once
entered into the shadow, or rather the sunshine,
of the beyond, they are better off in the other
life. Whether death means eternal sleep or
eternal life, those who have left our side, having
passed into the arms of pitiless death, repose in
a condition which should give survivors no cause
for anxiety on account of their beloved dead.
In the pathetic chapter of “The Old Curiosity
Shop”, in which Dickens tells of the death of
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Little Nell, he makes the Schoolmaster utter
these words of wisdom, on which all who mourn
for their dead may well ponder. “If,” said he,
“one deliberate wish expressed in solemn terms
above the bed could call her back to life, which
of us would utter it?”
Dickens took this view of death from the
Talmud.
The interpretation of a difficult passage from
the Talmud, or the coining of an epigram, is as
food and wine to the wise old students, and there
is not an ill in their lives that cannot be soothed
or a blessing that cannot be acknowledged in a
quotation from their beloved book. To watch
them at their study and devotions undisturbed by
the turmoil about them is to marvel at the faith
which has enabled some of them to live more
than one hundred years with no other interest in
life than their God and their books.
From the dingy windows of the schools the
mass of sordid buildings looks to their eyes like
the hills of Palestine, and the shriek of the
passing elevated trains and the clanging of the
car bells and the din of passing traffic disturb
them not, for they live in the past.
The alleged Jew of the fashionable uptown
lobster palaces—the blatant, pushing type, who
is the direct cause of much anti-Semitic feeling—
knows and cares nothing for the submerged
student of his race. The latter is equally
oblivious of the alleged Jew who is
contemptuously referred to as a meshumad
(apostate). But while the former stands out in
the world of money and worldly success as a
target for much abuse and hatred, the latter lives
with books, unknown and unheeded, drawing
from the Talmud a joy that riches cannot buy
and solacing himself with the love of humanity.
In strong contrast to their fathers and
grandfathers are the children of these old men.
Modern America, with its opportunities for all,
has torn them from the religious atmosphere and
sent them uptown to become the lawyers, the

From
The Gathering

artists and the actors.
The Jewish comedian of the vaudeville
theater who nightly sets the audience shrieking
at his Yiddish idioms is in nine cases out of ten
the son of a scholar, and though the glamour of
Broadway success claims him and he no longer
lives at home, in his heart of hearts he is a Jew
and never forgets the old people. He will tell
many stories of his parents to his Gentile friends,
imitating and exaggerating their many
characteristics, but he is mighty sore when he
hears a Gentile do the same thing. But, after
all, the comic Jew of the modern stage is but an
imaginary sketch.
There is absolutely nothing humorous in
these old men of Judea. Even in the sordid
surroundings where you find them engaged in
prayer or study, their attitude is one of quiet
dignity—a dignity enhanced by their extreme old
age.
In a little dark den behind a poultry store I
was sketching some of the old men at study.
One old fellow one hundred and four years old
was explaining to a young fellow of sixty a
passage in the Talmud about which the latter was
in doubt. Both men were without coats. The
younger man had left his push-cart at the door,
entirely forgetting the perishable goods thereon
and quite oblivious to the fact that hundreds of
dirty children were surrounding his cart and
fooling with his wares.
Other old men were in the school, and the
background to their somber faces was the shop
with its ghastly poultry suspended by the necks.
One of the old Talmudic students would now and
again leave his ponderous Bible to serve in the
shop, returning, after wrapping a fowl in a
newspaper, to the verse he had been
propounding. There was absolutely nothing
humorous in all this, but I would love to have
had some of my non-Jewish friends see how little
thought of money and business the real Jew has.
Sometimes when I have felt full of shame at
the behavior in public places of men and women
with Jewish faces but with no Judaism in their
hearts, I have wished that the simple, studious
lives of the old men of the East Side could be
the standard by which our race is judged, and
that the Talmudic saying so aptly put into verse
by Rabbi Meyers was better known:
“Which is the path, both right and wise,
That for himself a man should find?
“That which himself much dignifies,
And brings him honor from mankind.”
Issue of May 7, 1921
[END OF QUOTING]
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I hope you see that it is unwise to JUDGE
anyone, and much the less that which you do
NOT KNOW. If you think there is pain in
YOUR hearts over that which has happened—
try walking in the shoes of REAL JEWS as it is
worded here in this writing. They pay far more
dearly than all others and always have, and
again, always will for they do not understand that
which has come upon them in their own name,
but without any reality to it at all, save Elders
of Zion projecting exactly what the human
desires produce.
Can we not make an effort to be brothers and
sisters and focus toward granting each to live in
self-esteem of himself? Can we not reach our

minds to one another and see the truth and
beauty of each contact in brotherhood, and less
caring of and for SELF and praying and holding
as sacred, each OTHER?
Good morning.
5/14/98 #1
PLEASE

PAY

HATONN
ATTENTION:

“THE ORAL TRADITION SAYS, GET
OUT OF YOUR OWN WAY. BELIEVE. JUST
HAVE FAITH. THERE ARE THINGS THAT
YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND. THERE ARE
THINGS THAT YOU’RE NOT READY TO
UNDERSTAND YET BECAUSE THE TIME
ISN’T RIGHT. BUT, JUST GO ON AND DO
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO.”
—Little Crow
You do NOT go willy-nilly about your way
just hopping around in goody-two-shoes. You
LEARN, and then belief and faith have eyes and
ears—WISDOM. You LIVE ON EARTH AS
HUMAN BEINGS and therefore things of the
most value are elusive in their capture unto self.
But we must respond to that which confronts us
lest we die on the vine of ignorance. If you
wish to accomplish something great—then you
must go where greatness (not simply bigness)
resides. And, whatever is thrust onto your
pathway, you must study it carefully, and if it
demands attention—attend it. If it has negative
impact—attend it carefully and discard it as
quickly as possible in order to move onward. If
it effects or affects others marching in our core
of engineers, attend it even more carefully to
distract as little as possible while accomplishing
something of positive input. Look FIRST to
possibilities of gifting from God as to growth
and learning potential and act upon those things.
If it only is destructive—de-fuse and/or de-fang
the thing. Sometimes the only real thing
necessary is to ignore the bellowing and taunting,
and pass right on THROUGH THE OBSTACLE.
Very often it is best WISDOM to totally observe,
objectively define the happening and simply
MOVE ON.
It is NOT being Indian (today it apparently
is nasty to be in India who comes into disfavor,
AND WATCH IT: YOU IMMEDIATELY
THOUGHT “NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN”),
or Jewish, or pale-faced U.S.ians or Canadians
or Goose-down pluckers. It is that which oozes
from the depths of those in powerful places
which define you or your groupings. You can
only be respected or put down around the globe
according to that which you allow presented IN
YOUR NAME. On the pathway to that which
is positive and goodly, you MUST GET OUT
OF YOUR OWN WAY!
It is exactly the same with the Jewish
“question” as put forth in the writings of recent
days—the Jewish PEOPLE must be the ones to
bring back respect and loving definition to the
very term itself. You cannot legislate love,
friendship or respect, for those are things of
mind and soul—not physical intrusions.
Segregation is that which comes from a mind
producing SEGREGATION. When you change
self and self’s attitudes, you see the world
differently and therefore you begin to change that
which is around you every time—whether it be
for better or worse. Marriages may not endure
“for better or for worse” as the readings go—
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but change is CERTAIN with EVERY change of Jews and non-Jews are associated. And as the courteously considered.
one partner or the other—or both.
Jews are the common element of the situation it
What is the answer? First, that these men
would seem probable, on the face of it, that the are Jews. Second, that being Jews these men
“The struggle within us is to not let it cause will be found in them rather than in the constitute a problem for the Jews themselves.
go, to not want the change to happen, to hold w i d e l y v a r y i n g g r o u p s w h i c h f e e l t h i s Third, it is time for some one to call attention
on somehow, to keep putting on bandaids antagonism.” Jesse H. Holmes, in The American to the necessity of cleaning up on that problem.
somehow, to stem the flow of change, to stem Hebrew.
There has been too much mincing of words.
that flow of this civilization ending as it
There has been too much concealment of names
should end, dying as it should die, going its
This is a candid address to the Jews of the and relationships. The method which Jews were
own way and going back into the process of United States. Without subterfuge, without taking in this country with regard to concealment
regeneration and rebirth—re-emergence. We flattery, wholly without fear of all that they may was heading them swiftly toward the same
are fighting it tooth and nail. We are threaten or can do, this attempt is made to set conditions which have menaced their race in
fighting it hanging on as scraping our nails b e f o r e t h e m t h e J e w i s h Q u e s t i o n a s t h e i r Europe, and The Dearborn Independent would
against the chalkboard, and they are dragging q u e s t i o n , t h e i r s t o a c k n o w l e d g e , t h e i r s t o count no labor lost that would rouse the Jews to
us, kicking and screaming, into the vortex of consider, theirs to solve.
a sense of the responsibility which rests on them
change.”
I t i s n o t a q u e s t i o n o f T h e D e a r b o r n to solve the Jewish Question in this country,
—Little Crow Independent at all. This paper has merely possibly the only country where it can be solved.
become the vehicle of unwelcome facts which
Let us be frank: If this paper had mentioned
Chelas, life IS change!
have finally thrust themselves up for final o n l y t h e n a m e s o f i n d i v i d u a l J e w s , n e v e r
You MUST KNOW what WAS—but you disposal in this country.
mentioning their race, and had exposed them as
Damning this paper, compelling cheap city i s o l a t e d p e r s o n s , i t w o u l d h a v e m a d e n o
cannot live there in the past for “If we live our
lives in that historical past of how it used to politicians to interfere with its sale, indulging a difference in the general Jewish reaction, the cry
be, then we invite disaster because we offer no ribald humor concerning it, will not affect the would still have been that “the Jews were being
flexibility”—Little Crow. Ah indeed, there is facts at all. What The Dearborn Independent attacked”; whereas the other people of the
intelligence being offered from the Ancient says is true or it is untrue. If true, it ought to country would have been just as much in the
Brethren.
B u t , r e c i t i n g o r a l s c r a p s o f b e c o n s i d e r e d . I f u n t r u e , i t o u g h t t o b e dark regarding the close bonds which unite all
information doesn’t do a thing but waggle the disproved. The present policy of Jewish leaders the groups of evil influences in this country.
tongue and lips—while we need to take Truth is to do neither, but to indulge in antics which The purpose of this series of articles is to let in
go a long way toward illustrating what this paper the light—to show the Jews generally that the
within and waggle the mind! Aho!
Let us move on to finish our task from Mr. has said.
stench had become too great, and to show the
What The Dearborn Independent says is true, rest of the people where the stench arose.
Ford, hopefully opening your eyes and ears and
growing bigger for the understanding and insight. and tens of thousands of Jews know it is true.
The list of charges for the Jews of the United
No representative Jew has ever approached States to consider as affecting the distinguished
It is NOT a “people”, it is an attitude of people
which is presented, and if you do not like that us with a denial of the truth of what has been members of their race is very serious. And the
N e i t h e r h a s a n y charges are true.
attitude—then change your own and the rest will s t a t e d i n t h i s p a p e r .
follow if it be a righteous (right) perception. If unrepresentative Jew.
It is true that there is a distinct “Jewish idea”
T h e c h i e f o b j e c t i o n m a d e a g a i n s t t h e in business and professional life which has eaten
it continues to be wrong attitudes and actions,
one against another—it will worsen and time and publication of the facts is always stated in this away the traditional principles of honor on which
again war is your only chosen solution. War form: “What you say is true. Certain Jews are Anglo-Saxon life was erected. Every Jew knows
NEVER WORKS. Pushing around another never guilty of the things you charge. But why do that, every non-Jew knows it. Here and there a
works for very long before the wars come—even you say ‘Jew’? Why do you not say Al Wood, Jew in business or professional life makes a
Morris Gest, Louis Marshall, Samuel Untermyer, break-away from trickery, deception, dishonesty,
in India TODAY.
Going to SPIKE training to shoot whatever ‘ W o l f ’ L a m a r , E d w a r d L a u t e r b a c h , F e l i x and exploitation of the gullible public, and
at one another to win prizes from Col. Bo Gritz Warburg—why not let it go with these men’s achieves success with honor, but that Jew also
i s N O T A S O L U T I O N T O A N Y T H I N G , names, why say ‘Jew’? When you say ‘Jew’, it knows that the majority of his brethren in the
same line practice different methods.
unreasonable thinkers. If you shoot your paint- sounds as if you blamed all the Jews.”
This objection has been seriously and
It is true that behind the amazing degeneracy
gun wad at someone, you are a criminal in intent
a n d a c t i o n — s o w h y p l a y a t t h o s e g a m e s ? courteously made by a number of Jews who have of the modern stage and motion picture is a solid
Protection of self? No, games that will get you conferred with The Dearborn Independent on this wall of Jewish ownership and control. This
incarcerated, if not shot, if you use the talents series of articles, and has been as seriously and o w n e r s h i p a n d c o n t r o l m u s t b e a r t h e
picked up in the chosen play-yard. It is much
cheaper to simply invite your enemy to lunch—
and ever so much more profitable. Provided, of
course, you don’t feed him poison or something
dastardly in the lunch-box. WHY DO YOU
HAVE TO HATE ONE ANOTHER? KNOW
THAT GOD IS LOVE, AND WHEN YOU
BRING LESSER TO ANOTHER—IT WILL
RESULT IN PAIN, UNTO SELF, WHEN THE
This Journal is GOD’s deliverance of Truth to YOU, His blinded fledgling
CYCLE MAKES ITS CIRCLE.
creatures. HE is offering YOU the instructions for reaching the ‘Lighted’ Path back
You are restricted to the things of physical
home to HIM, AND THUS TO ONENESS. You will learn HOW to recognize the
environment in the body—BUT, the mind can
Anti-Christ (that which is AGAINST GOD and therefore AGAINST LIFE) within
dwell in that which is higher and greater than
you and why, through your gift of free will, YOU allowed the Anti-Christ within your
ANYTHING physical. Why don’t you grow to
temple of God. You will learn about: The “Deadliest” Sins (Errors), Personal
fit the shoes of the GREATER HUman?
Responsibility For Consequences And Experiences.
[QUOTING, Part 87, GLOBAL PARASITES:]
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responsibility for the rapid and dangerous
deterioration which has come since such
ownership and control was achieved.
It is true that behind all the shoddy and
make-believe and adulteration in the staples of
life is the Jewish idea of profits, “making the
ephah small and the shekel great”, and that the
initiators of American business into these shady
practices were Jewish. It is idle to retort that
apt pupils have been found among non-Jews; the
point is that before Jewish influence began to
be felt in American business, sound quality and
a fair price were the rule. It is the Jews’
ceaseless boast that wherever they go they
change business, but not for the better.
It is true that beneath all the network of
trivializing influences in literature, art, politics,
economics, fashion and sport, is Jewish influence
controlled by Jewish groups. Their Orientalism
has served as a subtle poison to dry up the sound
serum of Anglo-Saxon morality on which this
country thrived in its formative years. Is it
necessary to specify? In every movement toward
a lower standard, a looser relationship, especially
toward the overthrow of the old Christian
safeguards, do not Jewish names predominate?
These charges and many more have all been
made in detail with evidence submitted, and need
not be repeated here. The present purpose is
simply to get the problem squarely before the
Jews of the United States.
These charges are true, they cannot be
disproved, Jewish leaders have not attempted to
disprove them. Thousands of Jews have said that
they are true.
Then where is the obstacle to a settlement?
This question is best answered by three
typical replies made by Jews during the course
of the present series.
1. “What you say is true, but you should not
say it.”
There is a principle, seldom expressed among
the Jews, but always acted on, that Jews should
not have public attention called to them except
by themselves or their chosen spokesmen. This
is unfortunate, because any establishment of the
Jews as an accepted and trusted part of the
general citizenry must include their being known
as such. In this country the Jew should not only
welcome the widest knowledge (unless he has
something he fears to have known) but should
himself undertake the exposure of those things
which will eventually bring a shadow on the
name of his race. The Jew has never done this.

When exposure could no longer be suppressed,
the Jewish attitude has always been one of
defense, regardless of the merits of the case.
“The Jew can do no wrong” is the principle acted
upon. Never must a “Gentile” charge be
admitted, however true it may be. Never must
a “Gentile” reform be assisted, no matter how
much needed.
Now, that principle may do for other
countries, but not for the United States. If the
Jew is wise, he ought speedily to take warning
that in this country the old line of action will
not succeed. If Jews continue to show a
disposition to defend the malefactors of their race
against the just expostulations of the rest of the
people, they must not be surprised if the public
begins to view them as all one crowd—an inner
nation set against the outer nation.
2. “What you say is true, but your conclusion
is wrong: it is not for the Jew to change to your
standards, it is for you to change to the Jew’s
standards.”
This is the fighting view. It admits that there
are two ideas in conflict in the United States,
what it unfairly terms the “Puritanic” idea,
opposed by what it calls the Jewish Universal
idea.
This view would command respect if it
represented a superior morality in conflict with
a lesser morality, if it represented a higher
civilization against a lower civilization. Will any
Jew contend that it does? Will any Jew deny
that the influence of the Jewish idea in this
generation is to break down such morality as we
had? Will any Jew deny that the civilization of
the United States before the advent of the Jews
thither was superior to the highest civilization
ever achieved by the Jews anywhere at any
period of their history?
There are two ideas in conflict—that is
certain. The Jewish idea has a tremendous
infiltrating force and a serious degenerative
power. It is a powerfully disintegrating
influence. It eats the substance out of the
civilization which it attacks, destroys its moral
virility, throws down its reverence, saps its
respect for authority, casts a shadow on every
basic principle.
That is the way the Jewish idea works in
American civilization. Moral gravitation being,
like physical gravitation, downward, it is not
difficult to seduce human nature to lower levels,
but it is a massive task to lift it to higher levels
of morality and reverence and sober justice. And
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this latter task, organized Jewish effort has never
attempted. The campaign in the United States
is a campaign for the breakdown of the ideas
that now obtain, not a lifting of them to a higher
degree of nobility.
If it were an attempt to substitute the
austerity of the Mosaic law—the law given to
Moses, not the ordinances decreed by Moses—
for the half-hearted Christian idealism of the day,
even that would be a task in which all righthearted men could join. But Moses condemns
the modern Jews more severely than anyone else
could. They have rejected the Mosaic law. They
have built their international power upon the
exact opposite of the Mosaic law. Moses was
given a law of human society which would have
saved civilization its greatest tragedies. Moses
has a social program, obedience to which for one
day would completely wreck the Jewish
international power. Moses is their judge, and
when the Law is established Moses will be their
destroyer.
Let the Jews think seriously what is this idea
which they set up to follow. Let them penetrate
the mists and seek out where this idea originated.
Let them think forward and visualize the effect
if this idea should become regnant. It will not
become regnant here; there are safeguards here
which the true Israelite will understand; but it
is as certain as day that the idea will in the end
destroy, utterly destroy, all who trust in it.
This much is granted, however, from the
attitude we are now discussing: We have gained
clarity of understanding as to just what it is that
is in collision; it is two ideas, and one of them
is the idea of disruption, fostered by the false
and delusive hope that disruption will spare the
disruptor. [H: But it never does, does it?]
3. “What you say is true, and we Jews could
change if we only would. The trouble is, we
don’t want to seem to be driven to it. But I
don’t see how otherwise we are to do it.”
Many Jews will recognize this sentiment as
their own, but they will be readier to express it
to a non-Jew than a Jew. Why? Because
prophets must be prepared to suffer in Judah.
“Well, if you insist on playing Christ, you must
expect to be crucified,” said Lilienthal to Isaac
Wise. “O Jerusalem, that stonest them that are
sent to thee!”
Yet there is need of prophets in Judah today,
men who will rise among the people and tell
them plainly. The rabbinate is utterly bankrupt
of the prophetic spirit. It has fallen into the
blindness of the old priesthood. Here and there
a literary man attempts to speak, but Jewish “art”
has so accustomed the Jews to make-believe that
the writing is looked upon as a performance,
nothing more.
No one with a sense for such things—and
there are believers still left in Judah—will doubt
that the times are ripe for a great change
respecting the Jews. So strong is the feeling
among the remnant of believing Jews that it is
interpreted as forewarnings of the Messianic
period. Among the Judaized Christian sects,
other interpretations are given to the times, most
of which are used to support political Zionism
which represents the materialism and unbelief of
present-day Judaism and which will undoubtedly
fail as a national restorative and as a political
program. But however misinterpretative these
sectarian and Jewish conclusions may be, they
indicate a sense of imminent change. A greater
change is indicated than migration to Palestine
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would be—for that would not mean any change
at all in the world, and certainly no change for
the better in the fortunes of the Jews.
Christians—misguided Christians, one must
say—who see God’s alleged will of universal
Jewish dominion fulfilled by means of the Jews’
defiance and despite of the Law given to Moses,
ought to re-examine their ground for so strange
and immoral a conclusion. The break-up of this
civilization, this age of civilization, will occur
because of the collapse of this system by which
the Jew has obtained his hold on the nations.
The system that gives him his hold is doomed,
is passing, and the fallacy of Jewish tribal
destiny to rule the world will pass with it.
With this change already on the threshold,
prophets should be expected to arise in Judah to
recall their people to the Law whose previous
denial meant their overthrow. These prophets
will not be of the “Reform school” which denies
the God of Israel as a divine Person, nor will
they be of the ultra-orthodox school which makes
much of fringes and cookery—they will be of
the race of the ancient prophets who spoke
boldly against Judah’s violation of the
fundamental law.
Our confidence is that a sufficient number
of Jews will see the truth, and act upon it.
What would be the greatest overturn the
present Jewish idea, the disruptive Jewish idea,
could possibly have? This: A knowledge that
the way they are going is the way their own
Law foredooms to failure, and that the people
they hope to triumph over are the people their
own Scriptures say they are not to triumph
over.
The first is beyond dispute. There is no
success for the Jew, no establishment of him in
the world except upon the basic law given to
MOSES. In any other attempt he must fall when
the structure collapses.
The second is in dispute, but is by no means
beyond consideration, especially by Jews. In
these matters the Jews are much wiser than the
so-called Christians. There is among the Jews
“the law of the brother” and “the law of the
stranger”. The “law of the stranger” permits
several important things which the “law of the
brother” prohibits. The Jews have been treating
the rest of the world, often intentionally,
sometimes as a matter of course, according to
the “law of the stranger”. This is one of the
influences which has helped to solidify Jewry
against the rest of the world.
Suppose it should be shown that the people
in whose lands the Jews have never been
persecuted, the people of those lands to which
the Jews have never been “driven” but to which
they have hopefully and joyfully come, are not
“strangers” and are not to be treated as
“strangers” and, so far from being “strangers”,
are really the leaders and rulers of that ethical
stream of influence of which the Jews, but for
their disloyalty to their destiny, might have been
an important part! [H: Well, it is this way:
they followed the leaders THEY THOUGHT
to be Jews and now we find them to simply
be JEUS with no reality in their lineage from
anything Torahian or Biblically in TRUTH.
If you follow the leader as in the blind-man’sbluff, you reap that which you sow. This only
eventually causes the whole of the state of the
people or the nation to arrive at moral and
ethical collapse instead of growing worthy in
God and within the WORLD itself. When the

nonsense stops and TRUTH is brought forth
for consideration and action, then and only
then can people and nations CHANGE INTO
WORTHY CITIZENS.]
Suppose it should be shown that Judah, the
“driven” part of Israel, has been blindly attacking
the “led” part of Israel. Suppose it should be
shown that Judah is not the Israel upon whom
great destiny is to come, but a small part of that
Israel and not even a participating part, until it
“returns, returns, returns.” [H: !!!!!]
If these things should once take hold of the
intensified consciousness of Judah, as facts, there
would be such a change in human society in
general, such a change in the Jewish situation
in particular, as would make a return to Palestine
a mere summer excursion in comparison.
Jews are thinking about these very matters
now. They are thinking from within. They are
seeking a reason (the thoughtful among them) for
the sense of unfitness which they feel when they
adopt the traditional attitude of enmity toward
the “others”, the “others” in this case being the
Anglo-Saxon peoples. The reason for this sense
of impropriety is that here, in this land, the Jew
will have to change his attitude of antagonism
and dwell in peace as in a land prepared for him.
Not as lord of it, by any means, but as a grateful
wanderer at last come home. Not as ruler, but
as adding his bit to the righteousness, prosperity
and peace of the people.
It is not a question of religion. Let the Jew
get back his Mosaic religion—it is the most
perfect social system ever devised and directly
contrary to the practical modern Jew’s idea of
things.
It is not a question of intermarriage. Let the
Jew keep as long as he pleases his idea that he
is racially different.
The suggestion of
intermarriage is a crude one and always indicates
a lack of grasp of the Jewish Question.
Let the Jew keep all his traditions. They are
not objectionable in any way; the slightest regard
for them can only hold them as romantic.
But let him shed his false notion of “the Jew
against the world!”
Let him shed his false program of breaking
down Christendom by the infiltration of
Orientalism into business, art, entertainment and
the professions.
Let him abolish the false ideal that it is an
honor to Jewry to save a guilty Jew from the
common law, and a disgrace to Jewry to see a
guilty Jew punished by the common law.
Let him draw up notice on all the Jews of
the United States who by hook or crook are
sowing vile seed in society, that the Jewish
community charges itself with their misbehavior
and will use methods well known to Jews to
bring that misbehavior to an end.
Let the Jews end forever the disgrace of an
anti-defamation committee which grows frantic
over innocent remarks on the part of “Gentiles”,
and is absolutely indifferent to the misdeeds of
thousands of Jews who do more damage to the
Jewish name than all the “Gentile” critics and
newspapers could do in twenty years. No one
can give the Jews a bad reputation but the Jews
themselves.
Most Jews who have given this matter a
thought will agree. A good deal of bad temper
exists among them, no doubt, and it will be hard
for them to admit that anything The Dearborn
Independent may contend for is right, but the
idea here expressed, when divorced from this
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paper, does command respect from many Jews.
The question remains: When will they start
on the program here suggested?
Human nature being what it is, they will hate
to start at all if it will seem that the present
agitation has compelled them. But would they
have started without the agitation?
Is it possible for an additional number of
Jews to catch the thought that this series of
articles cannot be so easily explained away—we
are not referring to the contents now, but to the
fact that these articles exist at all—as being the
creation of prejudice, or hatred or vindictiveness
or ignorance?
Suppose these articles should be truly a sign
of the times for American Jewry! Suppose they
offer a warning word, however unwelcome, and
a light, however undesired, which it would be
most unwise for Jews to ignore.
Suppose these articles were conceived in a
spirit far different than the average pro-Jewish
spouter is competent to understand. Suppose the
ultimate benefit will be mostly Judah’s. Suppose
the set time has now come for the Jews to quit
their attitude of attacking everyone who shows
them the truth, and to profit by this report of
the poor figure they cut in American life today.
Suppose these people who are moved to search
and report the truth about Judah are truly the
shophar calling the people to a new day—is it
wise to let stubbornness counsel? Is it wise to
let pride close the ear?
The enemies of the Jews are those who
defend them for the pay of hire or praise or
votes. The enemies of the Jews are those who
bespeak them fair to their faces, and express
quite different thoughts behind their backs. The
writer of this personally knows that two of the
principle “Gentile” defenders of the Jews, men
who have shouted and ranted through the Press
on the Jews’ behalf, are men who privately hold
and express thoughts about the Jews which are
sheer hatred and enmity and—fear. Mostly fear!
The enemies of the Jews are those who
encourage them to take an attitude that they
cannot hold in America—not as affecting their
personal liberty at all, but their social attitude
and the Public Right. These are the enemies of
the Jews, and yet these are the ones whom Judah
counts his friends. They are hired friends, false
friends, incapable of realizing for a moment what
this whole Question means. Judah’s friends
today are those who will speak the surgical truth
to him, braving his fury in the knowledge that
the future will justify the word.
Judah’s leaders have betrayed him in this
country—they do not know they have crossed the
Jordan. The Jews are as sheep without shepherds
in this land. And the chief objection which the
Jewish leaders have to The Dearborn
Independent is that The Jews may read it! The
Jews have read it, and they have not found
hatred, they have not found abuse and calumny,
they have not found ignorance and malice; they
have found statements of fact calmly set forth,
not to arouse hatred among the non-Jews, but to
arouse a sense of social responsibility among the
Jews.
These are significant times. The emergence
of the Jewish Question is a part of the
culmination of destiny that has come upon us,
not for harm but for good. The Jews must
uncover their eyes and unstop their ears, and they
will see the beginning of the end of their travail,
and they will hear that to which they have been
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too long heedless.
you by these demons straight from the dark side and it is by no means certain that it is accurately
The justification of a discussion of the Jewish and you will have lost your chance for change. given. A very great chance exists that it is not.
Question is the good of the Jews, and the
Knowledge in TRUTH is that which offers That, however, is a matter which, of course, is
that if one is not a Jew one must be a Gentile.
greatest present obstacle to that good is the Jews FREEDOM, none other! Salu.
This is only another instance of the Jewish view
themselves. The time is here when they shall
being “put over” without the “Gentile”
see it.
5/14/98 #2
HATONN
understanding or even questioning it. [H:
Issue of January 7, 1922
[QUOTING, Part 88, GLOBAL PARASITES:] Recognize that the Mosaic orthodox Jews are
ALSO CONSIDERED, BY THE ORTHODOX
[END OF QUOTING]
AN ADDRESS TO “GENTILES” ZIONIST TALMUDISTS, AS “GENTILES”
OR
“JACK-JEWS”
AS
IN
THE
Please don’t go away, for a possibly more
ON THE
TERMINOLOGY OF SUCH AS THE
important “message” finishes this series—to the
JEWISH PROBLEM
MORMON CHURCH ABOUT THEIR
“Gentiles”.
The point of a “religion” under God is to
“Everywhere they wanted to remain Jews, UNACCEPTABLE MEMBERS. This very
move you more closely TO GOD. This is no and everywhere they were granted the privilege TOOL is the one most devastating weapon
different in the so-called Jewish community if of establishing a State within a State. By virtue against both Jewish citizens and all Gentiles
defined properly. The problem is that the so- of these privileges and exemptions, and immunity in general.]
There is another difficulty: How shall one
called “little” Jewdean in religious aspects can from taxes, they would soon rise above the
only find the Talmudic TEACHINGS OF “MEN” g e n e r a l c o n d i t i o n o f t h e c i t i z e n s o f t h e address “Gentiles” collectively? When one
who serve the negative god, not the God of municipalities where they resided; they had addresses Jews he knows that the Jew is always
Creation. Those wondrous teachings have been better opportunities for trade and accumulation a Jew; that every Jew acknowledges every other
changed, tampered, and hidden so that the of wealth, whereby they excited jealousy and Jew; that Jews understand each other and are
loyal to each other as against “outsiders”; that
ordinary human person is not exposed to other hatred.” Lazare.
they think together and act together; that they
than what is desired by the IMPOSTERS, while
T h e h e a d i n g o f t h i s a r t i c l e p r e s e n t s stand together for Jewish defense, no matter how
never realizing there are IMPOSTERS.
I t i s m u c h l i k e , a n d d o n ’ t c o n f u s e m y d i f f i c u l t i e s . T h e c o r r e c t u s e o f t h e t e r m just the charge brought against them. When you
statement here: If you have a homosexual person “Gentile” is in question. It is a name that has address Jews you address a unit, and when you
in your midst—fine. It is always that there is a been given us, not by ourselves, but by Jews, discuss Jews you get a united reaction from
new feeling interjected into society to set them
APART and, in the name of equality—totally
destroy them as individuals. God cares not what
sexuality you might espouse—IT IS WHAT YOU
DO WITH THAT “ACTION” THAT IS
JUDGED. ARE THERE NO THINGS IN YOUR
LIFE WORTHY OF PRIVACY IN THIS
MODERN DAY OF “LET IT ALL HANG
OUT”? YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED MAJOR
SPREAD OF DISEASE AND TRASHING OF
HUMAN BRETHREN IN YOUR ATTEMPT TO
FORCE UPON SOCIETY UNDESIRABLE
ACTIVITIES WHILE DEMANDING THAT
YOU MAKE ANY SORT OF DEVIANT
BEHAVIOR ACCEPTABLE.
Cort W. Christie: Founder And CEO Of NCH, Inc.
There are already laws against bashing,
beating, killing another person. Why do you
have to delineate away from right legal recourse
for the ACTIONS and stop causing judgment of
•Robert Bennington: President of National Audit Defense Network, Inc.
the RACE or CREED or COLOR? Do the Jews
and Author of 1-800-AWAY-IRS...“The Answer To A Nation’s Plea”
and “Whities” not like fried chicken, black-eyed
peas and cornpone? What is WRONG WITH
•A Former IRS employee, Consultant and Entrepreneur
YOU PEOPLE? YOU PUT DOWN THE VERY
THING YOU ARE! And, you do it in the name
•Micheal L. Potter, Esq.: Bar Association
of supremacy and bigotry. GOD CREATED
expert on Taxation, Business Law, Trusts, Probate, Real Property
MAN TO BE EQUAL—IN LIGHT! This does
not say “White”, “Red”, “Yellow” or Jew! It
does not say “Gentile”—it says “IN HIS
When: Saturday, June 13th, 1998—8:00am-5:00pm; and
IMAGE—LIGHT!” Thus to be in that image
Sunday, June 14th, 1998—8:00am-5:00pm
there must be a desire to move into
Where: Bally’s Hotel/Casino, Las Vegas, NV
enlightenment IN TRUTH. You can’t make it
any other way, friends or foes. You will never,
Cost: $1495 per person—GUEST tuition ONLY $995.
in addition, have creative ability as long as you
remain in the trap of such human structures as
you have put upon self in the shadow of the
Please call for Special Rates for
would-be-controllers.
NCH Clients
You WILL change or you will kill off the
and CONTACT Subscribers
very substance of your existence, good or bad.
If you continue to kill your very source of
Registration: CALL 1 (888) INC-IN-98 or FAX 1 (702) 873-3471
sustained life—you cannot survive. And, until
Hotel Information: Only $95/night (available until May 13, 1998)
you gather together as a moral entity out of the
harsh gold-strewn pathway to Hell, you will
Call NCH for more information regarding Bally’s Hotel/Casino.
perish. There will be no assistance from the
Questions: Call NCH, Inc. at 1 (888)-INC-IN-98
Hosts of God—nor God Himself in your downhill
run for the things of unworthy human greed and
avarice. As you are headed, you are destined to
fulfill the FALSE PROPHECIES foisted off on
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them.
This cannot be said of Gentiles. They are
of many races, many nationalities, many
religions, many tongues. They never think of
themselves as being united under the name
“Gentiles”. They are not race or class conscious;
certainly they do not think of themselves as a
unit with reference to the Jews as an opposite
unit. “Gentiles” cannot be organized into one
group nationally, let alone internationally, as
Jews can. Jews of every shade of opinion, of
every degree of religion and of unreligion, can
unite all round the world, and do unite, having
their own news service, their own telegraph
service, their own “foreign department” (as they
themselves describe it) [H: And today—YOU
are under these departments!], by which they
keep themselves united and informed for mass
action.
There is nothing even remotely
approaching that among “Gentiles”.
Not that this fact can be urged against the
“Gentiles” as a fault. There are reasons why
the “Gentiles” never can be united. And one
reason is that among the so-called “Gentiles”
there is a regnant superior strain that is not
“Gentile” at all; no more is it Jewish. There
are racial and moral strains among the nonJewish section of the world which never can be
brought into agreement. And, outside this
superior strain, among the Gentiles proper, the
very basis for enduring union is lacking.
So that the only union that can be expected
is a union of the superior strain, which physically
and morally is unconquerable, and whose task it
is to liberate the lesser peoples who easily fall
victims to subversion and have no reactive power
to rescue themselves.
It is to this human Gulf Stream that flows
through the ocean of humanity, blessing it, that
this address is offered. As to the identity of
this section of humanity—”He that hath ears to
hear, let him hear.” The others will not, because
they cannot. There are many genuine Gentiles
mixed up in our common population, but it is
not to them that these words are offered.
The Jewish Question has existed for a long
time, as the Jew knows and admits, and is a
consequence of certain un-Jewish, or rather unIsraelitish ideas held by Jewish persons of power.
The disability under which the Jew labors is that
he is not a Jew, properly speaking, and does not
desire to be. Just at that point is the soil and
the root of the Jewish Question.
Tackling the Jewish Question is not congenial
work. The Race which this article now addresses
has always shrunk from tackling it. Our Race
has little disposition to chastise any portion of
humanity, to arouse feeling or resist it. We have
little taste for this surgical work which becomes
absolutely necessary when certain corrupt
influences deeply dislocate and seriously injure
the common life. Nothing but a clear vision of
the danger, nothing but an imperative sense of
duty would impel any one of us to embark on a
course which is subject to misunderstanding and
which must, in the nature of things, wait long
for its complete justification. Our Race is too
fair, and has always been too fair, to enter hastily
into judgment—and upon this fairness and longsuffering the offending groups have often
seriously trespassed.
Regarded by itself, as a separate entity, the
Jewish Power is most impressive. International
Jews today occupy literally every controlling
lever of power. Building up for centuries,

perfecting their teamwork from generation to
generation, from country to country, they have
practically reached the summit. Nothing but the
Christian religion remains unvanquished by them,
though through false “liberalism” even that has
felt the Jewish assault. So great is this power
that the very knowledge of it kills hope that any
movement can ever dislodge it. Earnest, honest
men have walked round it, surveyed it, measured
its strength, and have given up the dream of
changing it. In Russia they tried to segregate
it, but while segregation went on from one side,
infiltration proceeded from the other, and even
the “anti-Semitic” Russian Government was
honey-combed with Jews, as the end showed. In
Germany they endeavored to vote the Jewish
power out of politics, only to find the root deepset in finance—and no country has yet attacked
the sacred image of gold. In England the policy
of absorption was adopted, and the result is that
wherever a Jew was put in power the British
Empire has reaped trouble, in Ireland, in India,
in Palestine, the present vice-regents of all these
possessions being Jews. Other little countries,
exasperated beyond endurance, tried violence,
and failed just as miserably as the others.
Why? Because every one of these methods
is precisely the method that the Jew prefers to
have people try. He knows their futility first;
they find it out later. He knows how these
methods positively help him; they discover that
later. The knowledge thus won would be pure
gain, were it not that it also seems to discourage
the hope of men who know how seriously wrong
the situation is.
Besides this massive array of power,
immovable as it appears, there is the veil cast
over the Christian mind as to the supposedly
peculiar destiny of “God’s chosen people”. The
Christian cannot read his Bible except through
Jewish spectacles, and therefore, reads it wrong.
The idea of “the chosen people” is one of the
two great Biblical ideas, but that the Jews
constitute this Chosen People is entirely opposed
to the statement of the Bible—even of the Bible
which the Jews acknowledge, the Old Testament
of the Christians. The blessings of world
possession, world rule, superior population,
commercial greatness, military power, constituted
governments, “a great nation and a company of
nations”—all of these as means by which to
spread light and healing among the nations—
were truly promised to one people, to Israel, not
to Judah. Judah’s destiny was to be quite
different. Very few Bible readers ever note the
distinction between the House of Israel and the
House of Judah, yet this distinction was marked
from the time of Jacob; the prophets absolutely
insist upon it. Israel seceded from Judah, being
unable to live with the people any longer.
Israel’s destiny took them out into the world,
and if the Bible be true, then Israel’s destiny of
greatness is being fulfilled in Israel and not in
Judah. The two Houses are distinct to this day,
although a future reunion, a spiritual reunion, is
prophesied to come.
Yet the false idea that the Jews constitute All
Israel has penetrated the Christian consciousness
to an alarming extent, so that when the Jewish
press insists, as it does every week, “We gave
you your God, we gave you your Bible, we gave
you your Christ”, even Christian ministers cannot
find an answer. The answer is that the Old
Testament is nine-tenths an Israelitish book, and
not a Jewish book. Abraham was not a Jew;
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Isaac was not a Jew; Jacob was not a Jew; Moses
was not a Jew; Joshua was not a Jew; Gideon
was not a Jew; Samuel was not a Jew; even
Esther and Mordecai were not Jews, but
Benjaminites; the majority of the prophets were
not Jews, but Israelites. Upon the coming of
Judah into power, in the persons of David and
Solomon, the misrule was so great that Israel
seceded, and the secession was sanctioned by the
prophets. In the New Testament, Jesus Christ
found his disciples in Galilee, far out of Judea,
and of them there was but one, Judas, whose
name indicates that he was a Jew. St. Paul was
of the tribe of Benjamin, “the light tribe”, which
was left with Judah “for a light”. [H: Paul
(Saul of Tarsus) WAS NOT A JEW NOR OF
BENJAMIN. It remains that the best way to
deceive you is to fool you.]
But there is a constant patter of preaching
(the Russellites make it the great theme) that
“the Jews are to rule the world because it is so
prophesied”. The amazing blindness with which
Christians have regarded the open pages of their
Bible is the only explanation of this one-sided
teaching which is confusing to the Christians and
exceedingly dangerous to the Jews. In the Bible,
Israel is the Chosen People of Blessing, and the
time is announced when Judah shall walk to
Israel and recognize them and become one of
them. There is a chosen racial breed, a select
seed, a superior strain of blood and soul in the
world, but it is NOT Judah. One thing,
therefore, that Christians can do, as a
contribution to the solution of the Jewish
Question, is to read their Bibles CAREFULLY.
[H: You can, if you pay attention, note that
the evangelistic fundamentalists call
themselves ZIONISTS, not JEWS. Such as
Jerry Falwell would never “lower” himself to
the caste of “Jew” because he touts a (FALSE)
“christian” religious presentation which he
knows could not, and would not, SELL.]
The Jewish Question will be solved, and its
solution will begin in the Untied States. But
that does not mean that it will come as the result
of a popular movement. Great changes do not
occur that way. It makes little difference
whether the mass of the people see this Question
or not; the mass of the people are not always
called into such matters. Their work is to hold
the world steady while the change takes place.
But a sufficient number of qualified persons have
seen the Question to insure that now the era of
solution may set in. The timid, the soft literary
men in pulpits (with whose ilk Jeremiah had a
keen acquaintance), the false preachers of “Peace,
Peace”, the hush brothers and sisters of every
name, the shallow shouters for “fairness”, and
all who are afraid of the truth in its surgical
forms—these have no place in the healing of the
hurt of these times; they are wedded to their
softness. Nothing has been more shameful in
the last two years than the spectacle of men
bidding for the applause of bootleggers, and
gamblers, and the lecherous masters of the
modern stage, and the sinister Kehillah, and the
anti-Christian American Jewish Committee,
because, forsooth, some one has fulfilled the duty
to tell the truth. However, these things must
always be, and the evil influences among the
Jews have learned just what kind of help they
may expect and from what kind of men.
The Dearborn Independent has not been
making a fight but fulfilling a duty to shed light
on a matter crying for light. The Dearborn
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Independent, therefor, has never urged any
individual or organization to join it in this work.
Nor has it charged with cowardice those who for
prudential or other reasons have kept silent.
Editors especially have been absolved; not one
of them was asked to lend his aid, although the
files of this office hold thousands of written
assurances from newspaper men all over the land,
and from all parts of the world, testifying to the
truth of our statements.
[H: This goes
quadruple for CONTACT!] Organizations have
been proposed, for various purposes; strong
organizations have offered themselves as vehicles
for the carrying out of any plan The Dearborn
Independent might propose. But all such
undertakings have been avoided, our belief being
that simply to state the truth, and let it work its
own right will, was sufficient at this time. And
to that belief and policy we have adhered.
[H: So just who, then, represents the input
against CONTACT, and the Phoenix Journals?
Easy to answer as justly as with the AntiDefamation
Assaults,
the
REPRESENTATIVES of these Jewish
organizations have as their lead spearhead,
Jason Brent, Steven Horn, George Abbott,
David Horton, George Green, Leon Fort, Betty
Tuten, Judges one through thirty, Lawyers
who join the ranks for security and protection,
and there you have it—get the Ekkers and the
assumption is that you “get” all they stand
for and that in which they have no real
input—like the paper, CONTACT. And to be
sure—IT CERTAINLY DOES WORK,
DOESN’T IT? Does it not bring feelings of
shame at how blind you ARE? MOST
OFTEN YOU CAN JUDGE A PERSON BY
THOSE WHO ARE AGAINST HIM.]
“But what shall we do?” is the constant
question; “How shall we balk this system which
surrounds us and infects so much of our common
life?”
Observe it, identify it, eschew it—that is
more powerful than active opposition. The clear
eye of the man who sees and understands is
something that even the evil powers of Jewry
cannot endure.
But the most potent action any awakened
person can take is this: To erect again our own
moral landmarks, which the Oriental Jewish
invasion has broken down. [H: You will note
from Gary Wean’s and Burgin’s writings that
history and research offers the label “Mongol”
Jew. This is a very valid term, and if it
“sounds” terrible to you, then consider
yourself who say you are a Welch American,
or English American, or Afro American—
where comes the insult? The tribes of
Khazarian Jews came from the Mongol, Russ
and Nordic tribes and had nothing at all,
really, to do with Judea or Judean or
Hebrew—or Semitic. We offer the facts so
that
the
misunderstanding
STOPS
OVERFLOWING
ONTO
THE
UNSUSPECTING JEWISH PEOPLE.] This
would spell sheer doom to the whole evil system
sponsored by Jews. And this is the course which
has never been tried. To go back to the
principles which made our race great, the
principles to which we have been recreant and
therefore have fallen an easy prey—this is the
only invincible course. It is an opposition which
evil Jews cannot understand and cannot defeat.
[H: Well, let us be more equal in our
observations—as it is not JUST Jews who fall
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into the classification of EVIL or “the” evil
empire.]
In place of the way of doing business which
Jewish dealers have introduced, let the business
men of the country adopt the old way of the
White man [long long ago!], when a man’s word
was as good as his bond, and when business
was service and not exploitation.
[H: When you ask how is it that Ekkers
and Rick Martin and a handful of others
around here are always in trouble and have
such enemies, you ask the following: how do
they make agreements? THEIR WORD IS
THEIR BOND IN TRUTH—AND THEY DO
NOT BREAK IT—EVER! OTHERS GIVE
THEIR WORD, TAKE AND DESTROY,
HURT AND PILLAGE—FOR THEIR WORD
HAS NO VALUE AT ALL! Therefore, would
you ask that these people break their bonds
and lie, cheat and steal to maintain against the
thugs, criminals and liars? YOUR ANSWER
WILL REVEAL YOUR OWN TRUTH AND
VALUE PLACED UPON YOURSELF.]
Let the men and women of the country learn
how to buy, let them learn how to test quality
in fabric and food, instead of being dependent
on price tags. The merchandising practices of
this country, in the hands of ruthless exploiters,
have all but ruined honest merchants. Let any
dweller in a great city recall the last twenty
years, how the Christian merchants have been
growing fewer and fewer. Why? Is it because
the owners of Jewish department stores are better
business men? No! The Jewish merchants began
the practice of filling their store windows with
goods that looked like the goods in reputable
merchants’ windows, and sold them for a much
lower price. The helpless public, no longer able
to determine the quality of goods, and guided
solely by price tags, flocked to the Jews’ stores.
The result is that one hears everywhere in
ordinary conversation the complaint that
“everything is shoddy”. Of course it is, and it
will remain so, until we educate people in the
art of buying. That of itself will break down
three-fourths of the abuses practiced in the
commercial world today.
Another contribution that can be made to the
defeat of Jewish subversive influence is the
examination of so-called “liberal” ideas, their
source, their effect, their whole tendency. Men
are thinking ideas today that poison them
morally, socially and economically. These ideas
are as deliberately shot into society as poison
gas was shot into ranks of soldiers in France.
Our mental hospitality has been grossly abused,
the public mind has been made a sewer. The
time has come for a custom barrier to be raised
for the examination of imported ideas.
Unrestricted immigration of ideas has been as
bad for the American mentality as unrestricted
immigration of people has been for American
society.
We have taken our amusements without
thought of what was behind them in the way of
deliberate intent to make us common and careless
and coarse. We have read our newspapers,
wholly innocent of the propaganda mixed with
the news. We have even taken our religion in a
Judaized form, without troubling to inquire
whether it squared with the Bible, the textbook
of religion. We have read our novels and have
failed to see what serum the author was injecting
along with his story. And all this has been
possible because we have been asleep, enjoying,
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as we thought, a life which was swiftly being
taken from us, and dreaming that the old
principles still held sway.
It is perfectly obvious that the cure for all
this is to become awake, alert, to challenge the
foreign influence, and to seek out again the
principles which gave us our greatness. [H: You
had best listen, America, for you are now
known globally as the “EVIL EMPIRE” AND
“CLOWN PUPPETS OF ISRAEL”.]
We have been weaned away from our natural
leaders. We have been taught to look to those
who cannot even speak our language and who
do not hold our institutions dear. A people that
turns from its own leaders, or a people whose
leaders have been turned from the sacred
responsibilities of the high office of leading, is
in a precarious position, and becomes an easy
victim to confusion of soul. There is a dearth
of voices in the land today, the prophets are
dumb, or are reading beautiful essays to the
people. Suspicion has been sowed like darnel
seed between classes of the same race, the people
have been broken up, and the subversive Jewish
influence supports the oligarchy of unserviceable
wealth at one end of the social scale, while it
stimulates the baser elements of industrial unrest
at the other end. And the race thus rent asunder
to its own undoing, does not see this—capital
does not see, and labor does not see—that the
leaders of chaos are alien in blood and soul.
To keep American and Christian the school,
the church, the legislature, the jury room and the
Government, is the most potent resistance that
can be made to the evil influences which have
been upon us and which this series of articles
has partly uncovered. The strength of all
subversive influence is in proportion as we cease
to be what we ought to be. The evil influences
surrounding this people can succeed only as they
change this people into something less than it
ought to be. Therefore, to go back to the
landmarks, whereby we made all the progress we
ever made, is not only the part of wisdom, but
the need of the hour. The school must be
cleansed. The jury box must be kept inviolate—
trial by jury has almost disappeared in Jewish
New York. The church must be un-Judaized and
Christianized.
The Government must be
Americanized. [H: I go right back to feeling
this last statement is wrong in concept, for
what you want is to go back to the basic and
DECENT Constitution upon which goodly
practices are the accepted and not the
exceptional.] Let there be the utmost freedom
of thought and speech, but let there be also with
it a discrimination which will prevent the people
being victimized by every spurious idea, every
“gold brick” economic proposal which comes
along. It needs only that men be awake to their
better interests and to leave no place in their
scheme of life for the practices which destroy
the very foundations of confidence.
Surely it must be understood by this time that
the Jews rule, not by reason of their brilliance
or their money, but by ideas which are not even
properly Jewish, but Babylonian. They have
captured the castle from within. They have been
able to do so only because of our ignorance of the
lineage and dignity of the stock of ideas upon which
our civilization has been founded. Our people
(including the Jewish people) needs to engraft itself
again on the parent tree and draw again the
sustenance which made it great and fruitful.
Many so-called “Gentiles” are somewhat
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affected by the Jews’ wails of “persecution”.
This has been sufficiently discussed in previous
articles, but “Gentiles” can further contribute to
the solution of the Jewish Question by looking
about them to see if they can discover any
evidence of “persecution” here—unless it be
persecution of the Christians by the organized
agencies of the Jews! In this month’s Atlantic
Monthly a Jewish rabbi, who undoubtedly knows
better, assumes that his race is a hated race. He
rather enjoys the thought and accepts it as a
distinctive honor. Our “Gentile” might also
observe how untrue this is—how, indeed, in the
mixture of nations, the Jew gets off with less
even of the harmless kind of racial animosity
than any other foreign admixture.
Above all, the “Gentile”, so-called, who in
ninety cases out of every one hundred is no
Gentile at all (as the Jews may well admit) will
do well to avoid fear. Nothing is more abject
than “the fear of the Jew”, and nothing more
disastrous to the Jew than the tactics he employs
to sustain that fear. The Jewish subversive
power has been powerful only for evil and only
where there was a disposition to evil. It has
never yet succeeded in bringing shame or
confusion to the light.
Indeed, there is one sure way of gaining the
respect of the Jew, and that is: TELL THE
TRUTH. No one knows better than the Jew
whether statements made about Jews are true or
not. “Gentiles” may never be certain whether a
statement made about the Jews may be relied
upon, but Jews always know. That is why
prejudice, abuse, hatred, scorn, ridicule, false
charges roll off them as water off a duck. The
Jews have never in all their history feared the
lies of their enemies; but they have feared the
truth. And if they only fear the truth in the
ancient sense, not to be afraid of it but to fear
to violate it, and to fear to have the truth testify
against them, then the day of Judah’s return to
standing has come. The truth is Judah’s friend,
and Israel’s friend, and the world’s friend. It
makes hard demands; it is sometimes not easy
to speak and harder still to hear; but the truth
heals, as Judah is due to discover.
There is this to say, that among the many
thousands of persons who have written to The
Dearborn Independent confirming out of their
own observation and experience the statements
made in this series of articles, there has been a
most gratifying absence of the spirit of violence.
At the beginning a few rabid Jew-baiters made
themselves known and expressed their hope that
at last a regular program of pogroms was to be
instituted. We never knew how far these
advances were made with knowledge of the
Jewish leaders, but we do know that for a year
and a half in this United States the Jewish press,
and Jewish thugs, and Jewish politicians, and
even some of the most respectable of the Jewish
organizations did their utmost, and in some of
the strangest ways, to compel this Study of the
Jewish Question to lead into violence and
disorder. There was nothing that the Jewish
leaders more desperately desired or more
tirelessly worked for.
That was their first setback. Everywhere else
in the world they had always been able to foment
this sort of thing and label it “anti-Semitism”.
The label “anti-Semitism” is one of the choicest
weapons in the Jewish armory. But in the
United States their plan failed. It is their first
notification that in this country the Question is

going to be solved; it is not to be given a new
lease of life by following the old mistakes.
The Dearborn Independent knows the temper
of the American people on this question, that it
is cool, fair, and somewhat more determined than
it formerly was. But the Jews know this temper
better than anyone else. Hence the magnitude
and superb rashness of the propaganda with
which they are literally flooding the country.
The Dearborn Independent is grateful for the
flood of Jewish propaganda. It has served in
hundreds of important cases to give the
confirmation to our statements which was
wanted. Jewish literature has been a powerful
informer of the gravity of the Jewish Question
in the United States. The result was not what
the Jewish leaders wished, of course, but it was
serviceable to the truth just the same.
Now that the Question is open, now that the
press is able to print “Jew” when necessary, now
that a bunch of keys has been provided by which
the people may unlock doors and make further
inquiries, The Dearborn Independent will follow
other aspects of the Question, discussing them
from time to time as circumstances may warrant.
Issue of January 14, 1922
[END OF QUOTING. END OF VOLUME IV.]
These last two articles are the crux of your
insight treasure. We have exactly the same
offering of intent as did The Dearborn
I n d e p e n d e n t— a s i m p l e m e a n s t o o f f e r
information. It is so very apparent that you DO
NOT KNOW ANYTHING MUCH ABOUT WHO
YOU ARE—SELF INCLUDED. IF WHOOPY
GOLDBERG IS A JEW—WHAT ABOUT HER
BLACK HERITAGE? THE JEWS TAKE HER
“IN” SO THAT THEY CAN FURTHER
EXPLOIT AND CONTINUE THEIR TOTAL
HATRED OF THE BLACKS. UNTIL YOU
CAN FACE TRUTH, READERS, YOU CAN’T
GET ANYWHERE IN MORAL GROWTH OR
GAIN RESPECT OF ANY OTHER TRIBES OF
PEOPLE ON THE GLOBE.
AND ANY
“RELIGION” THAT ACCEPTS VULGARITY
AND
IMMORALITY
AS
JUST
A
“MODERNIZATION” PROCESS IS DOOMED
TO BE PUT DOWN INTO TOTAL FAILURE,
FOR THAT WHICH DIMINISHES MAN AS
THE GREATEST AND MOST PROFOUND
CREATION OF GOD WILL PERISH, FOR
THERE IS NO WAY ON EARTH TO DIMINISH
GOD! If you try—you only make a fool of self
and those who follow your pathway.
And to my friends who feel battered and
bent:
“The answer is there and what we need to
do is to have faith in what we believe. If you
believe that there is a God and that there is
heaven, then believe that and believe it with all
of your heart and all of your being and act
accordingly to it. Act accordingly to it! Behave
as if you do believe that. That’s all. Little
Crow, Lakota, (and HONORED HUMBLY to be
so). [H: He is a teacher—a bringer of Oral
Traditional TRUTH to a starving world. Aho,
son, may your voice be heard in this
wilderness in which our people find themselves
in the difficult days of change.]
May you always honor those willing to risk
all that you might find truth in which to find
freedom, and to you who find the journey to be
too hard from time to time but are continuing in
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the “as if” stage of struggle:
“Have faith. Have faith. Have faith. You’re
on the spiritual path. You’re on the road. You
are the spiritual sanctuary. You are that
strength and you’re not going to be punished for
believing that GOD LIVES INSIDE YOU. THAT
ISN’T A PUNISHMENT, THAT’S A JOY.” [H:
Wow—that’s ole L.C. again so perhaps you
might want to listen to his songs to God and
share his DANCE to awakening—for that is
all there IS, friends—JUST YOU AND GOD,
SO MAKE THAT RELATIONSHIP AS NEAR
PERFECTION AS YOU CAN GET IT.]
Salu, and thank you, Fingers, for all the
alphabet tapping. The WORD, chelas, is actually
all you HAVE upon which to LEARN GOD.
Aho!
H

ATON N

P.S.: When you announce in word or deed
that somehow you are “more equal” than
another—you have just announced THAT YOU
ARE NOT! Ponder it!
5/17/98 #1

HATONN

Since the feedback from our Global Parasites
writings are massive and, surprisingly enough,
eye-openers, we are asked to give a bit more of
related information. We have no intent of
pounding any race, religion, creed or color so we
will most certainly stick to that which is not
new, not news, and well published—YOU just
missed it. Oh indeed, he keeps good company—
the better to fool you, Red Riding Hood.
Welcome to Paradise.
Let us consider from 1977: [QUOTING]
JEWS ARE NOT ISRAELITES!
RESEARCH PROVES 90% ARE
NON-ISRAELITE ASIATICS
DATELINE U.S.A.:
A new book has been published by Random
House—one that should hit the Christian
churches like a blockbuster, although they
probably will completely ignore it. It deals with
the racial origin of the people in Communist and
Christian nations who call themselves “Jews”,
and who the churches generally insist are “God’s
Chosen people”, the Israelite descendants (so
touted) of Abraham.
During the last 50 years or more, a small
number of Christian Bible Scholars have insisted
that the Church denominations are wrong in
teaching that these Jews from Eastern Europe and
Western Asia are Israelites. They have written
hundreds of small tracts and books and attempted
to encourage ministers to investigate the claim
that these Jews are descendent from Mongolians
and Asiatics rather than the tribes of Israel. But
these Bible scholars have generally been
ignored, or condemned and called “cultists”
and “anti-Semites”.
Now, after many years of research, Arthur
Koestler’s book THE THIRTEENTH TRIBE is
being widely distributed—a book by a wellknown writer that proves the same point; i.e.,
that these immigrants from Eastern Europe who call
themselves “Jews” are NOT ISRAELITES at all,
but instead are Khazars, Mongols, and Huns!
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Most major newspapers and magazines
reviewed the book during 1976. Also, Random
House, the publisher, advertised it extensively
and began some of their ads with the following
headline: WHAT IF MOST JEWS AREN’T
REALLY SEMITES AT ALL? In addition,
Random House quoted the following reviews:
“Mr. Koestler’s excellent book... is as
readable as it is thought-provoking. Nothing
could be more stimulating than the skill,
elegance and erudition with which he marshals
his facts and develops his theories...” [H: Well,
perhaps, but “they” murdered him (Koestler)
anyway.]
—Fitzroy Maclean, New York Times
Book Review
“You do not have to be Jewish to be
interested... Are today’s Western Jews really
ethnic, Semitic, Biblical Jews, or are most of
them descendants of converted Khazars?... This
compact, interesting book... examines tragicironic implications in [this question] for modern
history... It should fascinate.”
—Edmond Juller, Wall Street
Journal.
“Koestler marshals the evidence in a
clear and convincing way. He tells a
good story, pulling together materials
from medieval Muslim and Jewish
travelers, scholarly controversy and the
mysterious lore of the Khazars.”
—Raymond Sokolov, Newsweek.
Robert Kirsch of the Los Angeles Times
stated in his lengthy review that Arthur Koestler
publicizes with his customary skills a daring
hypothesis: THAT THE KHAZAR JEWS
MIGRATED TO POLAND AND BECAME THE
FOREBEARS OF EASTERN EUROPEAN
JEWRY...
Then Kirsch quoted Prof. A.N. Poliak of Tel
Aviv University, who stated that “the large
majority of world Jewry” is descended from the
Jews of Khazaria. Then he again quoted
Koestler in The Thirteenth Tribe, “If so, this
would mean that their ancestors came not from
the Jordan but from the Volga; not from Canaan
but from the Caucasus, once believed to be the
cradle of the Aryan race; and that
GENETICALLY THEY ARE MORE RELATED
TO THE HUN, UIGUR, AND MAGYAR
TRIBES THAN TO THE SEED OF
ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND JACOB...” [H: I
find that it is very interesting that Col. Bo
Gritz will get up and swagger to a podium and
proclaim his service to Isaac, Jacob and
Abraham as his god and tribe. These were
called, by themselves, “Serpent people” prior
to their taking on the label “Jew”. You will
recall Col. Gritz screeching at me: “The only
thing reptilian about you, Hatonn, is your
chameleon ability to turncoat.” That truly
was a sincere COMPLIMENT to me, readers, so
stop your picking at him for recognizing his
reality. He also knows that my security records
are a long way up from his access capability—
but he KNOWS THEY ARE THERE AND JUST
HOW BIG I ACTUALLY AM.]
We cannot stress enough how absolutely
imperative it is for all Americans to consider the
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startling proof in Arthur Koestler’s book that
today’s Jews are not Israelites. The Jewish
influence on American life has reached such a
stage that no student of contemporary history can
ignore it. Not only the news media are Jewish
monopolies, but top positions in the U.S.
government are largely filled by Eastern
European Jews. The magazine and book
publishing houses are in Jewish hands; and
movies, television, and the other entertainment
industries are dominated by Jews in all phases.
America’s government and most of her people’s
sources of information are controlled and directed
by Jews. If these people were really “God’s
Chosen People”, perhaps American would have
little cause for concern—BUT WHAT IF THEY
ARE
REALLY
THE
“HUNS”
AND
THEREFORE THE ANCIENT ENEMIES OF
CHRISTENDOM?
Since many Americans may not have an
opportunity to read Koestler’s book, we shall
herewith submit our own index-style review.
THE THIRTEENTH TRIBE by Arthur
Koestler, Random House. Reviewed by Sheldon
Emry.
[H: This book became almost
impossible to get—just as soon as “they”
realized the terrible mistake they had made in
publishing the information. Many people died
and many heads rolled over this one. The
book was “banned” and years went by without
ability to obtain a copy.]
NOTICE EDITORS: The numerical listings
are NOT all presented so please take note and
not change the numbering system in the
following quotations. Some of the numbers will
also be out of order in presentation so be
cautious please.
[QUOTING:]
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46. Quotes 1,000-year-old Arab historian,
“The Khazars and their King are all Jews... some
are of the opinion that Gog and Magog are the
Khazars.”
47.-50. Khazars were re-exporters of foreign
goods, middlemen, inspectors of trade,
goldsmiths, and silversmiths; and they exacted
10% tax on all trade.
59.-63. Jews fled Rome and Greece to
Khazaria to avoid forced conversion to
Christianity. They adopted Islam when forced
but repudiated it when safe.
72. Khazar King, in a letter, traced his
people to Togarma and Japheth, the ancestors of
all the Turkish tribes.
81. In A.D. 864 a monk wrote, “There exists
a people under the sky in regions where no
Christians can be found, whose name is Gog and
Magog, and who are Huns; among them is one
called Gazari [Khazari], who are circumcised
and observe Judaism in its entirety.” Koestler
quoted another source that Christians were
prisoners of these Jews. (Comment by reviewer:
Compare with Communist Russia today. Jews
are in high positions throughout Russia, but few
Christians are left alive in the whole land! The
leopard has NOT changed its spots.) [H: Do not
forget the Katyan forest massacres and the
fact that over 10 million so-called Christians
were killed at the hands of these very people—
IN RUSSIA! NOW, IF YOU WANT TO
TALK “HOLOCAUST” PERHAPS THIS IS
AS GOOD AS ANY PLACE TO BEGIN.]
93. Russian communists tried to hide
Khazar-Jewish connection.

15. Khazars adopt Judaism as their
religion in A.D. 740.

95.-132. History of breaking up of Khazar
Empire and integration of these Jews into Russia,
16. Majority of Eastern European Jews are Poland, etc.
Khazar and Japhetic in origin, not Semitic.
Khazar kingdom known as a
135.
Refers to 1973 Jewish Encyclopedia and A.N.
Poliak, Professor, Medieval Jewish history, Tel kingdom of “Red” Jews.
Aviv University.
141. Khazars joined Ghengis Khan and
17. Jews more closely related to the Hun, retained their Judaism.
Uigur and Magyrs than to the seed of Abraham,
145. Majority of Jews in Middle Ages were
Isaac and Jacob.
Khazars.
18. Khazars exacted tribute from subject
152.-154. Interchangeable names—Khazar,
peoples.
Zhid (or Yid), and Jew.
20. Identified them with the hosts of GOG
151. Majority of Jews in Middle Ages were
and MAGOG.
Khazars.
22. German word Ketzer is our word for
152.-154. Jews were mintmasters, royal
Khazar and means heretic or Jew.
treasurers, tax collectors, and money lenders.
23 Khazars were with Attila the Hun in 4th Principal source of income was foreign trade and
century.
the levying of customs dues and they practiced
communal life. [H: Nothing ever REALLY
37.-39. Some were phallic worshipers, killed changes, does it—except learning.]
anyone thought to be extra intelligent, and called
it an offering to god. [H: See also; SYMBOLS,
159.-161. They lost the name of Khazars and
S E X , A N D T H E S T A R S b y E r n e s t became known as J E W S. DURING DARK
Busenbark—I believe it is available for $25.00 A G E S c o m m e r c e l a r g e l y i n J e w i s h h a n d s ,
+ $5.00 S&H, through:
including SLAVE TRADE.
BBC Of America
19528 Ventura Blvd. #449
Tarzana, CA 91356]

163.-167. During Crusades whole families
and towns of Jews committed suicide rather than
accept Christianity.
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167.-171.
P r o v e s o n l y a h a n d f u l o f Israel to become its rulers and religious leaders
Sephardim Jews were in Europe so the vast (scribes and Pharisees) in Jerusalem. It was they
majority of Jews today are KHAZAR in origin. of whom Jesus said [H: Or did HE?], I know
that ye are Abraham’s seed; but ye seek to kill
172.-174. Gives origin of Yiddish language. Me, because My Word hath no place in you. He
said to them, Ye are of your father the devil... ye
IT IS NOT HEBREW!
are NOT of God. (John 8:33-56; 10:6-27) [H: I
178. “The Jewish Dark Ages may be said to love it when this happens—the PROVING
b e g i n w i t h t h e R e n a i s s a n c e . ” ( R e v i e w e r ’ s comes from the very tampered WORD itself.
comment: This remark by the Jew Cecil Roth, Sounds likes foxes and chickens to me!]
coupled with other information, is a sorrowful
[H: Get ready, readers, for here comes
admission that the Jews were supreme in the
Dark Ages but lost their dominion over Europe some more pure hogwash.]
when the Light of God’s Word brought about the
4. After Jesus’ redemption of Israel, the true
Renaissance in Europe!) [H: This is also when
the really interesting tampering with the so- Israelites were renamed Christian (Acts 11:26),
as prophesied in Numbers 6:26, Isa. 62:2, 65:15
called HOLY BIBLE went into full swing.]
and Rev. 3:12, and were driven from Palestine by
180.-199. Quotes from many sources to their Christ-rejecting Edomite enemies who
p r o v e J e w s N O T d e s c e n d e d f r o m B i b l i c a l remained in Jerusalem and retained the name
Israelites, ending with this: ...evidence from “Judean” or “Jew”. [H: People, the whole point
anthropology concurs with history in refuting the of a “New Testament” was to negate the “Old
popular belief in a Jewish race descended from Testament” so what is all this B.S.? Go back
to Koestler’s number 15! There was no word
the biblical tribe.
such as Jew available in any language until
200.-222. Koestler ends his book by saying this transition took place, and only much,
he believes many Jews have learned of their much later did the term “Jew” take its place
Khazar ancestry and now reject the Chosen-Race in deceptive history.]
doctrine. (Reviewer’s comment: This section of
5. These Edomite-Canaanite Jews were then
Koestler’s book is practically a rejection of any
relationship between God and the Jews. It is a driven from Jerusalem in A.D. 70 by the Romans
cry of We have no king but Caesar [Chazar, and later mixed with the Japhetic Khazars and
Khazar] heard 19 centuries ago from the Edomite c o n v e r t e d t h e m t o J u d a i s m ( P h a r i s e e i s m ) ,
whereupon they ALL have since been known as
Jews in Palestine!)
“Jews”. [H: Now, this is getting closer to fact.]
THE “EDOMITE CONNECTION”
6. Communism, the revolutionary, antiArthur Koestler traces most Jews back to a Christian arm of the Pharisees (Jews), calls its
p e o p l e c a l l e d K h a z a r s i n w e s t e r n A s i a a n d followers “Reds” after their Abrahamic ancestor
southern Russia and links the Khazars with Esau-Edom (Gen. 25 and Obadiah).
Gomer and Magog, grandsons of Noah through
Japheth. We believe he is right; and he does
And on and on. These Edomite and Japhetic
prove that most Jews CANNOT be Israelites who “Jews” are NOT Israelites but are instead the
descended from Shem (Semites).
ancient and malevolent enemies of true Israel.
But there is another racial mixture in the They are those which say they are Jews, and are
modern Jews, which Koestler does not touch not, but are the synagogue of Satan (Rev. 2:9).
upon but which should be considered for it gives
us a reason WHY modern Jews insist they are
IS THE JEWS’
Abraham’s seed.
“CHOSEN PEOPLE”
This racial mixture is covered in great detail
MASQUERADE FINALLY OVER?
in AN OPEN LETTER TO ANY MINISTER
WHO TEACHES “THE JEWS ARE ISRAEL”,
Shortly after World War I, Henry Ford,
which I wrote several years ago. I will outline founder of the Ford Motor Company, assembled
briefly below:
a staff of experts in Detroit to conduct research
[H: Now you may well find out how you on the European Jews who had been entering
come to have this new Judeo-Christian label America in large numbers since the 1880s. Ford
these days: JU(es)—also known as JEU(s)— provided the staff with several million dollars for
having nothing really to do with Jews of the this research, and in 1923 he published the
Israelites.]
results in a four-volume work titled THE
INTERNATIONAL JEW.
1. Abraham’s grandson Esau, the twin
It was Henry Ford’s conclusion that very few
brother of Jacob, sold his Abramic birthright to of these people who called themselves “Jews”
Jacob for a mess of “red pottage”, at which time were descendants of the Bible Israelites. Ford
his name was changed to Edom, which means further PROVED that these Jews, using all
“red”. (Genesis 25)
sorts of crimes while under the cloak of being the
Chosen People of the Bible, were rapidly taking
2.
T h e s a m e E s a u m a r r i e d i n t o t h e economic and political control of America.
Canaanites (Genesis 26 & 36), who were
In the religious field, Ford claimed THE
descended from Ham (Genesis 10). Esau moved JEWS HAD SECRETLY GAINED CONTROL
to Mt. Seir and his descendants were called OF MOST PROTESTANT SEMINARIES AND
Edomites (Genesis 36)
CHRISTIAN BOOK-PUBLISHING HOUSES and
had been able to remove almost all criticism of
3 . T h e s e E d o m i t e d e s c e n d a n t s o f E s a u Jews from Christian (so-called) literature.
continually tried Esau’s birthright [H: JE(s)US]
In summing up his findings, Henry Ford
by fighting Israel. Later they infiltrated true stated, “The Jews are not the Chosen People,

though practically the entire Church has
succumbed to the propaganda which declares
them to be so.”
Ford’s book caused a furor for a few years
but soon DISAPPEARED from colleges,
universities, and public libraries and became
unobtainable at any price. The Churches
continued to teach “the Jews are God’s Chosen
people, Israel”, and the (by then) Jewishdominated news media began to refer to Jews
always as Israelites.
Anyone questioning or opposing the
increasing Jewish control of the nation was
branded “anti-semitic”; and the Ministers were
taught to quote Genesis 12:1-3, telling their
flocks that anyone speaking unfavorably of these
“children of Abraham” would be cursed by God.
Jewish control and corruption of America
continued without opposition from Christians.
Then in 1951 another book on the Jews appeared.
It author was a retired U.S. Military Intelligence
Officer, Col. John Beaty. Col. Beaty, intrigued
by the tremendous increase of Jews in Hollywood
and in top positions in the news outlets, the U.S.
Government, Labor Unions, and large
Corporations, prepared a book on the Jews, based
on his research while with Army Intelligence and
in retirement. The title was IRON CURTAIN
OVER AMERICA. [H: We offered you readers
a LOT of that book, and you can still get it, it
is available from Omni Publications; P.O. Box
900566; Palmdale, CA 93590.]
In the book Col. John Beaty gave his readers
overwhelming evidence that this strange race of
Eastern Europeans who called themselves
“JEWS” WERE ACTUALLY KHAZAR AND
MONGOL ASIATICS AND HAD NO RACIAL
ANCESTRY IN ISRAEL AT ALL. He then
brought up to date the proof that these Jews
[JEUS] by 1951 had a stranglehold on American
politics, on Banking and economics, on all
sources of the news, on the entertainment
industry, and on America’s educational system
[H: This is not to even mention the full take-over
of the Judicial system and there you have again,
“JU-dicial” system.]; that they were predominant
as judges, lawyers, and doctors; and that they were
the controllers of organized crime.
Col. Beaty’s scholarly 265-page volume
suffered the fate of Henry Ford’s books. The
Jews condemned it, the Christian Churches
ignored it, Jewish book dealers refused to handle
it, and only a few thousand copies were
distributed. [H: How interesting that we have
three or four copies which were sent to us by
observant readers, just as was a priceless set
of THE INTERNATIONAL JEW.] Copies were
stolen from libraries, as had happened to Henry
Ford’s book, and as a result most Americans never
heard of IRON CURTAIN OVER AMERICA. [H:
Note that the Phoenix Journals and CONTACT
ARE BANNED FROM LIBRARIES, STOPPED
AT INTERNATIONAL BORDERS, AND
DENOUNCED AS SATANIC WORKS WHILE
ACTUALLY BEING ABOUT THE ONLY
“CHRIST”-ORIENTED PUBLICATIONS IN
THE WORLD TODAY.
I SPEAK OF
“CHRIST” IN TRUTH OF THE FACT THAT
“CHRIST” IS A STATE OF BEING “GODLY
(GOODLY)”.]
[END OF QUOTING]
Just remember something, readers: “Fear
them not therefore: for there is nothing covered
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that shall not be revealed: and hid, that shall not
be known. What I tell you in darkness, that
speak ye in light: and what ye hear in the ear,
that preach ye upon the housetops.” (Esu, in
Matthew 10:26,27)
Dharma asks, “Yes, perhaps, but why us?”
Why not you? IF not YOU—WHO? We have
no bigotry or animosity—we offer the facts of
research and history, and nothing more. If man
cannot handle his own bigotry and hatred, it
becomes even more evident that there is a
REALLY BIG PROBLEM HERE! Not even a
tenth of 1% of those thinking themselves to be
Jews—realize they are NOT. They (these non”Jews”) are the first to be persecuted and
destroyed so that the truth won’t come forth—
can’t come forth. Do you really think that such
as Jason Brent of the “Kill the infirm, the old
and stupid” comes from a Jewish Israelite
CONCEPT? THIS IS A PRIME EXAMPLE OF
A “JEU” WITH TOTALLY CRIMINAL
INTENTS. THAT HE IS A LAWYER AND
JUDGE, YET, PRESENTS THE TRUTH MORE
BEAUTIFULLY THAN I COULD EVER
CONJURE—AND NOTE WITH WHOM HE
CONSORTS: The “fixed” legal system players,
the George Greens of the world, and such rascals
as the world has never before known to be
greater in dis-, mis-information and destructive
attitudes. But you see something: THESE ARE
NOT EVEN COUNTED AMONG THE ELITE—
FOR THEY ARE DESPISED BY THE VERY
ONES THEY TRY TO BECOME. These guys
even flunked CIA, FBI and HUMAN
RESOURCES. Well, readers, it gets increasingly
difficult to casually MURDER everyone who
opens their eyes, although they still try in their
stupid attitudes to do exactly that. This turkeyshark Brent even ADVERTISES for “Jews” to
join his GROUP—right in the paper.
THIS IS NOT A COMPLIMENT TO THE
JEWS! HE ONLY WANTS THEM FOR A
COMPLEMENT TO HIS IDEAS AND IDEALS.
Dharma claims to have “had enough” for this
morning and so be it. Good Day!

SOURCES FOR
SUPPRESSED BOOKS
Here are three great sources for books
not generally available elsewhere.
The Omni/Christian Book Club
P.O. Box 900566
Palmdale, CA 93590-0566
Call for catalog:
Phone/Fax (805)274-2240
Tattered Cover
(303)322-7727 Cherry Creek Store
(303)436-1070 Downtown Store
628 16th St., Denver, CO 80202
Catalog on the web:
<www.tatteredcover.com>
The Truth At Last
P.O. Box 1211
Marietta, GA 30061-1211
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Legal Update

A Picture From
The Inside
5/16/98

DORIS EKKER

INSANITY, MIRACLES, OR
LOGICAL SEQUENCE?
Yesterday brought such an “upper level
high” as to drop me into a failure to want to
work today. We witnessed our first legal
“miracle” that was somehow thought to have
gone the way of all justice—a Justice who
actually spoke TRUTH.
As you know, we have struggled for over
ten years to simply have a hearing in our case
of stolen property—our property stolen by the
RTC, Savings and Loan, and LAWYERS into
the millions of dollars—with absolute technical
stone walls at every turn we made.
The incident may appear small to others but
it was BIG to us. We have a trial date set, to
simply bring truth and a decision in the case as
to LAW and who did not serve the law. Well,
it looks like our old “friend”, Tips, misread the
law and actually turned our property over to the
RTC through a poorly written legal agreement.
The facts are that probably the opponent legal
staff, Gordon and Horn, simply tricked Tips in
their usual Satanic way—but the results were
and are the same—off with your head, people.
Now, Mr. Tips’ attorney has tried every
trick in the book to get the trial date put off.
While in the United States, in Bakersfield for
a hearing (Mr. Tips moved to the French
Riveria 2-3 years ago), Tips refused to be
deposed in his own case. It was “leaked” that
his lawyer and the claims officer of his
insurance company wanted to “settle” but Mr.
Tips wouldn’t, so our attorney (we’ll call him
“Don” for now) withdrew the offer.
Yesterday we had to go before Judge
Wallace in a “compel for information” hearing.
The long and short (hopefully) of the outcome
was that Judge Wallace, in his measured and
severe presentation, told the Tips attorney that
Mr. Tips could pay for all of us to go to France
to the Riveria or he would make himself
available AT OUR CONVENIENCE to be
deposed. If he refused, he would be ordered to
“stand mute” at his own trial, OR,
MOREOVER, THE JUDGE COULD “STRIKE
HIS ANSWER” AND THE CASE WOULD BE
LOST TO HIM BY DELIBERATE DEFAULT.
This is NOT the way to “win” this case,
however intriguing it may appear, for there

would just be appeal after appeal—but it was a
most refreshing moment in time.
When the nice young man from the
opposition tried to argue, and with a room filled
with lawyers waiting for “chambers” hearings,
Judge Wallace did an unheard of thing: He
actually said the law is filled with gamesmen
and games and he was fed up with it. He said
that we had been at this for a decade and the
POINT OF LAW IS TO FIND TRUTH AND
THAT IS ALL THAT IS LONGER
ACCEPTABLE IN HIS COURTROOM—OR
WORDS TO THAT EFFECT. “STUNNED” IS
NOT A SUITABLE WORD, I’M SURE, BUT
IT WORKS FOR ME. AND, THANK GOD,
THERE WERE WITNESSES THERE TO
REMIND ME OF WHAT I HAD HEARD!
I will end my own speech by quoting Gerry
Spence (who, by the way, is the teacher of our
new attorney (God works in mysterious ways,
His wonders to perform):
“AND SO: Throughout our lives we must all
face our juries—our fellow workers, our bosses,
our spouses, our children. We all have cases
we must win. But fancy words and gilded
phrases usually don’t prevail. Always the
argument is more in the person than in the
words, more in being credible than in appearing
credible.
“The problem of credibility, of course, arises
when what we say is not what we mean, when
we speak of caring but do not care, when we
feign deep beliefs but our soul is empty. The
problem of credibility arises when we fail to tell
the truth—when we fail to tell both the factual
truth and the emotional truth, when we fail to
tell the Other how we feel.
“The form and content of the winning
argument may stem from the logical,
intellectual, linear progeny of the mind. But
the energy, the power, the stuff that excites,
that moves, that makes us credible and
eventually convinces, is born of the soul.
Because an argument from the soul is truthful,
it bears the ring of truth. When we fail to tell
the truth, our communication string will always
be out of sync. It is as though a platoon
marches down the street, but one of the soldiers
is left-footed. The slickest of prevaricators
cannot keep the entire platoon in step for long.
But when we truthfully reveal our feelings, the
chosen words are released in sync with the
sound words and physical words. When we tell
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the truth factually and emotionally, all the
elements of communications, physical and
verbal, automatically come together.
“Successful argument unfolds when we have
regained the ability to reveal ourselves, to
expose our feelings, and simply ask for what we
want. In the end, we must undress our psyches
and stand naked before those to whom we make
our arguments. Ah, the power of the honest
who will but tell us who they are and what they
want!”
I am reminded of being in Carson City,
Nevada, with several of our friends, having gone
there to, what else, struggle through another
court “trial” (well named) on the “Green-Gold
Case”. As we settled to dinner, Mr. Dixon said,
“We need to plan our presentation now.” “What
‘presentation’?” I squeaked back at him—all we
need is the TRUTH! Dixon responded: “No
jury will believe the truth, we need a story...”
Wow, and double whammy wow. Charles
interrupted and said, “I just don’t believe that,
Gene!” Well there was the argument phase and
the “drop it” phase before somebody hit
somebody else over the dinner plate. IF YOU
DON’T HAVE TRUTH—YOU CANNOT HAVE
JUSTICE—PERIOD!
And so this soggy saga goes on—and on—
and on. But if everybody stays alive, this one
is going to march to a good ending, and then
perhaps we can pay some of you back for your
incredible support and move on to clean a few
more old dirty closets.
Our little tiny voices are being heard,
readers. Yesterday Rick received a call from a
very famous author (no name here, however—
oh shocker) who had been contacted from a
contact at the Swiss Embassy. We are also into
the area of “Remote Viewing” as projected by
the Military Intelligence Service—now with
contact to the teachers of same—of the military
program participants. A voice in the wilderness
seems to be heard if we keep plugging away
and are brave enough to speak the truth and
serve in right intent.
Seems
like
everyone
knows
our
“Commander” and wobbles in fear and
trepidation—except us who, I suppose, don’t
have enough smarts to panic. What we don’t
know in this regard is probably what is saving
our assets. As I said before: I believe; but I
guess I just don’t “trust” enough. It is nice to
report that every day a dozen or more
confirmations smack us right between the eyes—
and the trusting is getting far easier! And, the
realization that we have a “team” out there and
we don’t have to do “it” ALL alone, is better
than eating a whole roll of Rolaids to settle the
stomach and nerves.
I find it wondrous indeed, however, that in
view of Gerry Spence’s book, How to Argue
and Win Every Time, I wrote and argued—and
I lost! Or did I? It pulled forth the demons
in the woodwork who argued to him against
us—with guess what—TOTAL LIES. Surely
enough—we now win! We have “better” than
Spence, for Spence is too notorious for this
little case in its (finally) beginning towards truth
and right actions. We will be able to go back
now and nail the other shysters to the wall of
sand. Expensive? You BET—but this time the
payback is worthy of the price—if we can just
hang on a bit longer.
When our man gets up to speak in his open,
congenial and truthful manner—the courtroom

LISTENS as well as the Judge. He doesn’t
bully or bash; “we” just cooperate in every
known way possible—for right is on our side
and, finally, someone treats it as so. Several
lawyers are still mopping blood off their
tweaked ears from yesterday, I’m confident. I
actually witnessed some in that room stricken
speechless, including, of course, yours truly.
[Editor’s note: And that’s not an easy thing to
accomplish—making Doris speechless!]
The “newly arrived attorney”, Mr. Lam, who
the opposition tossed to the den of Lions, was
stammering “But, they—well they put in a
“preliminary”... and that negates the notice of
interrogatories... and...” “And then there is
3092 subsection (b) that says they can’t...”
Judge Wallace very measuredly said “We are
not going to discuss 3092 anything,” and the
look said, “You better shut up while you still
have a head with which to waggle the tongue
in mouth, not to mention the foot in mouth.”
My hope is that the young Chinese-Vietnamese
attorney [Lam] learned something valuable for
he is undoubtedly out of his league of cutthroats and thieves, while being obviously
brilliant and with great human potential. I
would hope God will find him a place with
such as Spence or Don in a search for Truth
and Justice, after this game is over. Perhaps it
is always this way in that someone has to stand
the ground while the army gathers. Boy, are
we ever ready for those support troops—as our
little team is pretty frazzled and frayed of body
and uniforms. Perhaps we are just “too tired”
to do other than tell the TRUTH and, therefore,
we can only hope for success.
I would ask, however, that you out there be
cautious as to your contacts and tales for any
poor PR comes right back to our doorstep and
our necks—even from half a world distant.
Further, bear with us for we are under FULL
ASSAULT over those damned contracts from
Grannie two-face, and the backup is about to
overrun us—for it appears that Russell Herman
knew exactly what he was doing when he did
it—it was us that had no notion of what we
accepted from him as both value and task.
V.K. Durham is doing EXACTLY WHAT
RUSSELL SAID SHE WOULD DO AND HOW
SHE WOULD BE—EXACTLY.
I miss so much, but thanks to so many of
you, the games show up everywhere, i.e., from
our most missed Brent M. came a notation that
JEUS is from whence Jesus was a chosen label
for the shrewd false-Jews. “JE(S)US”. Thank
you, Brent, for we can now focus on “actions”
and stop trying to pick on any group of
“people”. The adversary will use any and all
weapons and any kind of ammunition against
the better “cause” of mankind. Whatever it
takes to win is the name of their game for this
New World Order of puppets and puppetMasters. I for one am sick and tired of being
jerked around by the strings of these political
cheats and liars.
But am I too old to make a difference? I
don’t know. I do know, however, that it helps
to understand if you have experienced the
damage on self. And, glory be, there are
youngsters coming along who already know it
is a wrong world in a bunch of hurt. THEY
WILL MAKE “THE” DIFFERENCE. Our focus
has to be centered, like on John Travolta’s
“Stayin’ Alive”, I suppose. However, JUST
breathing and eating is NOT “BEING” ALIVE,
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WE NOTE. And, we note that that old “good
life” projected into our senses is just a bunch
of hogwash. I am totally embarrassed that it
took so long to realize same.
I pray to live long enough to fill a volume
with appreciation to ones such as Pierre, Ben
and Louise, the Millers, LC, Wally G and so
many more who seem to know what to say and
what to do to allow us one more breath—one
more hope, one more step.
There is no way to thank the people who
put out CONTACT, in spite of the pressures
and bashings. We have to not have gatherings
lest we “vent” too much and talk ourselves out
of doing our jobs “in spite of...”; you name it,
we get it! But one day, we shall “have” and
when we “have”, get out of the way, because
we now know where we are going! And it
WILL be “we-the-people” who pull off the
coup! And furthermore, “abundance” goes with
that promise in success. That, so that we can
move on in accomplishment and building again
a worthy nation and global community.
We have such tales to tell, such experiences
to laugh over, and such interesting things to
share, and one day we will fill our paper with
those little things which make or break a day—
and bring the ego into line. I actually got
quoted in a major publication—me, Doris,
WOW! Then the writer went on to say:
“...crazy sayings from an insane mind!” Oops!
Well, I’ve been called worse—unfortunately. I
have learned, through it all, not to speak for
OTHER THAN MY OWN PERSONAL SELF.
The others, therefore, can speak for themselves
and leave me out of it.
One last interlude which has a lot of humor
under the circumstances: In deposition, Gene D.
was asked to describe George Green and what
he “does”. Gene explained that he is a gold
dealer, sets up hidden corporations and off-shore
“things” to hide funds...” and thus and so, never
even mentioning that he professed and professes
to be a publisher and distributor of magnificent
books and such. Then when later discussing
this, it was noted that Gene had missed the only
important thing in “our” cases—but just the
“money hiding and gold stealing” and our
lawyer said, “Yes, your gold and money.” It
was brief, witty and unbelievably TRUE. The
point was, really, friends, as the topic was on
the Institute and the CLC—that the thefts were
of YOUR PROPERTY and it turns out that
those thefts are so much greater than we dreamt,
as truth comes out that our minds are boggled
by the very unfolding. It turns out that Pratter
and Tips came from Green; Methven, Gross,
McDonald, Dixon, Anderson, Mortimer—and all
others of our supposedly legal teams—came
from Tips. Tips never stopped working on offshore hiding of assets, “our assets”, off shore
and rolled over in gold dealings with Green, et
al. THIS is what they fear will come forth—
because it will involve Jason Brent, Steven
Horn, the RTC and all parties thereto. All the
opposition also came through the Green Brigade
and ultimately I shall remain a shade of green—
from embarrassment of not seeing it for such a
long, long time.
Will these people be brought to justice?
Well, I do hope for such a pleasing ending—
and we are surely going to try to be heard, if
at all possible. Let us also remember that,
through the adversity and lack of alternatives,
we have grown and experienced and LEARNED
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that which could take others ten lifetimes to
learn and know. There is no price great enough
to cover such educations as we have gleaned.
We have learned that CREATIVE THOUGHTS
PUT INTO ACTION can only come from
NECESSITY TO CREATE SOLUTIONS—and
meanwhile the necessity of lessons and texts
upon which to lay a foundation is required, so
that we CAN build and make passage, whether
we like it or do not like it.
We note that, as we mature in knowledge,
we even start to let go of our stupid approaches
to yea, even our own children. My, my, what
a confrontation—to find they are bright and
capable and have seen further than ourselves. It
also causes a lot of old egg to be needing
washing from the face. Try asking them for a
bit of forgiveness for our narrow attitudes and
fixed my-way authority—because I am bigger
and older. What a silly concept, and when we
offer them the respect and RESPONSIBILITY
for selves—they blossom like the lotus in
Spring. P.S.: it doesn’t matter if they be 5 or
55 or 105 years of age.
I have an old friend who kept his favorite
saying always out front: “What you do will
always come back to you,” especially if it
concerned a disagreement with his status as
super-god. Years go by and surely enough—it
was a good and truthful saying—as his own
projections are resting right back where they
started—and “out of the mouths”, yet, of babes.
It is time to laugh at our ignorance and then put
it aside for better realizations and allowances—
especially to our families and those we “claim”
to love so much. Do we love “them” or do we
want “them” to be the images of our own
narrow thinking? Oh goodness, do we hate to
confront ourselves in the latter setting.
However, the flip side of that coin is that THEY
MUST STAND RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR
OWN ATTITUDES AND ACTIONS, AND MAKE
CHOICES FOR SELVES
WITH WHICH YOU AS A
PARENT
MIGHT
DISAGREE. Give those
little fledglings roots and
wings—roots to find their
way home and wings that
they might fly to their
own destinies.
AND
PRAY HARD THAT
YOU HAVE GIVEN
THEM ENOUGH OF A
FOUNDATION UPON
WHICH TO BUILD AND
GROW
WITH
COURAGE
AND
STRENGTH
OF
PURPOSE.
I found it interesting
that on “Mother’s Day”—
“they” had their own and
the most of my cards and
“gifts” came with a
loving “Grandma” out
front. What a relief—
finally!
My legacy to my
family? That I made an
effort to not just take
them to the movies or
shopping malls—but that I
helped change a world into
worthiness
of
their
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participation and experience.
They won’t
understand that now—but my hope is that “one
day” realization will come that some things are
worth doing because they are worthy of the
greatness of our own creation.
Is “that” ideal within the realm of
possibility? Well, God says: “If it can be
conceived—it can be achieved.” So, the mind
must first “conceive” and then “perceive”
(correctly), and then comes “achieve”. We are
yet in kindergarten, but our older teachers have
walked the walk, done that and been there.
And we have found that FEAR FALLS TO THE
WAYSIDE IN THE LIGHT OF TRUTH. This,
because the soul is the important point—and the
body is only a tool of that soul, a “housing” for
that mind which can create or destroy—as we
make our choices.
I often have wondered if my “ego” has gone
because of the bashings and trashings, and I
simply no longer have such a thing. Then I
realize that no, I took control somewhere along
the line, armed with truth and knowing—and
dumped the barrier from my pathway. I can
focus on the TASK at hand instead of the
confounding circumstances of my own little tiny
world of self-interests. I understand now what
the Natives mean when Grandfather says to pray
for your RELATIONS and stop your all-fired
selfish focus on self. You always get BACK
what you ask for others in goodly intent and
honor and, moreover, it truly is the ONLY way
to get the good things back. Wisdom, Truth,
and Knowledge replace “luck” and mystical
“gettings”. If I have gained nothing more from
this journey—that one realization is worthy of
the whole trip through wonderland and wanderland. I know who I am, what I am, and
WHERE I AM. I could ask for no greater gift.
My own expression of thought is so
conclusive with that of “a” Gerry Spence as
presented:
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1. Everyone is capable of making the
winning argument.
2. Winning is getting what we want, which
also means helping “others” get what they
want.
3. Learn that words are a weapon, and can
be used hostilely in combat.
4. Know that there is always a “biological
advantage” of delivering the TRUTH.
5. Assault is not argument.
6. Use fear as an ally in public speaking or
in argument. Learn to convert its energy.
7. Let emotions show and don’t discourage
passion.
8. Don’t be blinded by brilliance.
9. Learn to speak with the body. The body
sometimes speaks more powerfully than
words.
10. Know that the enemy is not the person
with whom we are engaged in a failing
argument, but the vision within ourselves.
If “truth actually wins”, friends, this time
we have a WINNER! And, we find that if we
truly ask God to do His perfect work, and stand
out of the way—it happens ever so much better
than our instant gratifications which keep us
shackled to indecision and “I can’ts”. God’s
delays are NOT God’s denials. And, further, it
is obvious that a “loss” is NOT EVER A LOSS,
FOR IF THERE BE TRUTH IN THE
WINNING—IT WILL BE ACHIEVED IN
PERFECT TIMING BEYOND THAT WHICH
COUNTS OUR MOMENTS TOWARD OUR
GRAVES. We are finding that life begins the
minute we move into truth and turn away from
the restrictions of the lies and deceit of the
experience in which we find ourselves
occupying, ever so briefly, space.
Why did we choose THIS pathway? Good
grief, is that ever a good question which would
infer we are asking for self-induced pain and
suffering. This goes away, we
find, the minute we stop
accepting suffering as our
rightful and degradingly painful
walk across physical non-reality.
But, warning indeed: PEOPLE
WILL NOT LIKE YOU MUCH,
FOR
WHEN
YOU
ARE
“TRUTH”, THE LIES ARE EVER
SO MUCH MORE OBVIOUS.
Thank you for sharing an
hour or so with us. We will
make every effort to keep you
informed as we move along in
these legal matters for you have
been the participants who have
made truth strong when our
beings were too weak to want to
go on, and my feeling now is
that it is going to move into
great change and worthy focus.
YOU
HAVE
MADE
IT
POSSIBLE TO NOT JUST
FOLD OUR TENT WITH THE
HOLES
AND
GO
DIE
SOMEWHERE—AND WE WILL
NOT TURN AWAY FROM
THAT TRUST AND SUPPORT.
With
great
love
and
appreciation we remain in your
debt!
Doris,
E.J.,
and
the
Tehachapi Team.
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PRICELESS—while the cheap goats offered
what—$5 million dollars? The Treasury
Department offered $250 million—now what
would YOU choose? We chose NEITHER—it
is a sting which will not buy islands—it will
put us up in the iron-clad motel for the rest
of our team’s natural lives, which would be a
short stay at best.
Oh frustration,
frustration.]
The outlines of this latest Mossad scandal did
appear in the Establishment media earlier this
year, when Maj. Gen. Moshe Yaalon, head of
Israeli military intelligence, visited Washington
to apologize for the “top-secret” disinformtion
the U.S. government was fed by the Mossad for
[Continued from Front Page]
at least eight years. [H: Would you like to
know who REALLY WANTS THAT
[QUOTING, Orlando Sentinel May 12, 1998:] One World Order under Dictatorship. Don’t C O N T R A C T 3 3 9 2 - 1 8 1 , A N D M O R E ?
forget, either, that James Baker III is part ISRAEL, OF COURSE!]
SEAGRAM REPORTEDLY
and parcel of the Bush “Gold Rush” relative
WHAT
CLOSE TO
to RUSSELL HERMAN.
REMEMBER:
IMPACT?
ACQUIRING POLYGRAM
BAKER, BENTSEN, BUSH, GREENSPAN
AND NORTH ALL WENT TO TRY TO GET
But no mainstream news organization was
NEW YORK — Universal Studios owner R U S S E L L
TO
SIGN
OVER
THE
Seagram Co. is close to acquiring PolyGram, the D O C U M E N T S
AS
THEY
W E R E inclined to take a closer look at just what sort
world’s largest music company, for $9 billion TORTURING AND KILLING HIM. NICE of impact this giant deception has had on U.S.
to $10 billion, according to a report. The Wall PEOPLE? NOT VERY! “But, where does politics and on Washington policy makers during
S t r e e t J o u r n a l s a i d S e a g r a m t u r n e d t o Annan fit in this game?” RIGHT IN THE the uneasy 1990s.
This populist newspaper’s own investigation
PolyGram—whose artists include Elton John and MIDDLE! And why were Baker and Annan
Boyz II Men—after talks with EMI Group PLC shaking? They were at the UN headquarters found that the ministate’s misrepresentations
unraveled last week. Seagram needs to bolster posing for publicity pictures. Following this have had their most profound effect on Capitol
its relatively small music business to keep up April 2 meeting, Baker criticized the Clinton Hill, where, as one source put it, both the House
with huge rivals such as Time Warner Inc. and Administration for having vetoed two UN and the Senate tend to respond with “an instant
Sony Corp. [H: Sure they do and they need Security Council resolutions calling on Israel knee-jerk to the slightest tap of the Zionist
MONEY to do it—i.e.—grab it from anywhere to halt a new settlement in East Jerusalem. hammer”.
A succession of the ministate’s governments
you can filch a bunch through whatever lies And Netanyahu’s band played on, hasn’t it?
are necessary. You have to gain the minds of So what is this? Mr. Assad from Syria was has ignored the requests and warnings of the
the people or the New World Order will NOT willing to settle his differences with Israel White House on policy issues, because “they
thought they could roll us in Congress”, former
WORK!]
peaceably, so what gives? Read on:]
If “hidden players”—that is, the MOSSAD, Secretary of State Baker recalled on May 4.
This unprecedented alien intervention in U.S.
Israel’s secret service—did not foment strife and
[END OF QUOTING]
domestic
politics has undermined and subverted
discord in the Middle East, the troubled region
the
ability
of American presidents to set strategic
Next, let us consider something else that we would be “at peace by now”, former Secretary
goals
according
to U.S. concerns, rather than the
have only touched on prior to now—atomic of State James Baker III bluntly told a group of
interests
of
Israel,
Baker admitted.
suicide! Everybody does it! India did it! newsmen, including The Spotlight’s diplomatic
To
illustrate
the
corrosive effect of the Israel
China’s done it. The U.S. continues to do it correspondent. [H: Would they really?]
lobby’s
power
to
set
the U.S. Congress against
Baker’s dramatic revelations came on May
with France, off Australia—and now, little
the
executive
branch,
Baker
cited the case of the
Pakistan wants to do it. Israel has done it a lot 4, capping a month-long investigation by this
stalled
Mideast
peace
process,
also known as the
less than others because the other nations do it, populist newspaper into reports that the Mossad
“Oslo
Accords”
after
the
summit
conference held
as usual, for her. Ah indeed, play with death is manipulating and corrupting U.S. policy
in
the
Scandinavian
capital
in
1993.
machines.
decisions with misleading and doctored
What made the Oslo agreements on a Middle
“But, how in the world can you tell the intelligence information. [H: No B.S.!]
The investigation was sparked by a recent East settlement possible was the preceding
players apart?” It isn’t easy, is it? It is
s u p p o s e d t o b e a s c o n f u s i n g a s t h e h e a d official admission—the first of its kind in Madrid conference held in 1991 where, for the
confusers can make it, readers. Just when you recorded history—that during the 1990s a top first time ever, Arab delegates sat down with
think you have figured out who is doing what Mossad case officer, Yehuda Gil, systematically Israeli negotiators to broker a “face-to-face”
to whom—whammo—someone else steps in and concocted false and fabricated reports about agreement on the issue of occupied Palestine.
pulls some doozies.
Syria, where he claimed to have recruited high- The groundbreaking Madrid conference was
sponsored—and heavily promoted—by the Bush
Without making much comment, please read level clandestine informants.
A l m o s t a l l o f G i l ’ s e l a b o r a t e l y f r a m e d Administration.
the next song and try the next dance:
But the one Mideastern leader who made this
disinformation was passed on to a gullible
[QUOTING, Spotlight, May 18, 1998:]
Congress, the White House and the CIA. To h i s t o r i c b r e a k t h r o u g h p o s s i b l e w a s S y r i a n
add injury to insult, the U.S. paid heavily for P r e s i d e n t H a f e z A s s a d, w h o s u r p r i s e d
U.S. TAXPAYERS BUY
the Israeli disinformation. [H: Sure they did!] Washington in early 1991 with his statesmanlike
MOSSAD LIES
Gil pocketed the money himself, over the willingness to sit down and work out a peaceful
years well in excess of $5 million, well-placed settlement with Israel, Baker recalled. [H: Hint!
[H: Mossad: Israel’s secret service!]
Mideast diplomatic sources say. [H: Now isn’t Hint!!]
Gullible officials have been conned by Israeli that an interesting number of dollars? That
TWO-FACED REACTION
disinformation merchants. By Warren Hough. is EXACTLY what “we” were offered to make
[H: This article is accompanied by a a closure to that problem contract of
Publicly, the Israeli government agreed to
picture of Kofi Annan (Black) shaking hands Herman’s—by the Bush Brigade, to go isolate
with Baker III, a round-faced white-eyes. An selves on a distant Island and buy a fishing attend the talks. But behind the scenes, its
unlikely match? Nope! But, they are both boat for retirement. Now, note that the agents began to feed alarming disinformation
JEUS in that they are both heads of great contract is VERIFIED and VALIDATED by reports to congressional leaders based on the
organizations which have full intent of Global t h e
Treasury
Department—and
i s fabricated intelligence summaries concocted by

Puppets Dancing To
Their Masters’ Plan
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Mossad Deputy Director Yehuda Gil.
“Assad is playing a double game: Our spies
have high-level secret information proving that
under the cloak of these ‘peace moves’ Syria is
preparing for war,” the ministate’s lobbyists
warned key U.S. legislators.
The result: The Bush Administration was hit
with a formal writ of protest from 95 senators—
an overwhelming majority of these senior
lawmakers—warning against exerting “any
pressure” on Israel to make concessions to Syria
or any of its Arab neighbors for the sake of a
general peace accord.
Yet this was just another well-orchestrated
maneuver of the ministate’s pressure politics,
Baker recalled. “We know now that President
Assad was perfectly sincere in his willingness
to settle his differences with Israel peaceably,”
the former secretary of state confirmed.
But Israel’s secret service intrigues—in
effect, a series of daring deception operations—
achieved their aim. Assad’s overtures were
largely ignored and “a historic opportunity for
Mideast peace was ruined”, Baker ruefully
concluded.
Unexamined history tends to repeat itself,
warned Lawrence Rowan, a young political
scientist writing his doctoral thesis on
Washington pressure politics at the State
University of New York.
This month, with the limping Madrid-Oslo
peace process stalled again amid what even The
New York Times called “difficult talks” in
London, the White House has received another
missive, signed by 81 senators, protesting against
putting “pressure” on Israel to make peace.
Will Congress, apparently indignant over the
efforts of Chinese and Indonesian lobbyists to
influence the outcome of recent U.S. elections,
“ever investigate how it has been persistently
conned and jerked around by Israel? I somehow
doubt it,” concluded this scholarly observer.
[END OF QUOTING]
Come now, readers, the whole silly thing is
a show and propaganda. The JEUS have
declared the U.S. and America(s) as the JEUISH
HOMELAND! Therefore, what is done in the
name of international manipulation and cooperation is done on purpose with political
intrigues and puppet-dancing. ALWAYS,
HISTORICALLY, WHEN THERE IS MAJOR
UPRISING, WAR OR ASSAULT IN THE
IMMEDIATE WORKS—THERE IS A PUBLIC
NEWS DISPLAY THAT MAKES IT APPEAR
THAT THERE IS A RIFT TAKING PLACE
BETWEEN THE U.S. AND ISRAEL. THIS IS
NOT SO AND THERE IS NO RIFT.
Are Pakistan and China nervous over India’s
latest games? NO! But Israel IS. Hold it in
your hearts.
Note that the G-7 (8) just met. Note that
Bilderbergs just met in Scotland. Wow, and how
many of you knew it—or gave a damn? Well,
they are the very ONES who will rule the globe,
with you in it. And WHO might be playing at
the top? David Rockefeller (who owns the land
on which stands the U.N.), Henry Kissinger (at
the top level of the Trilats and Bilderbergers and
inclusive of CFR) and on and on and on! But,
look here, so does Billy Zipper. Hillary had to
fill in for Mr. Zipper last year—but note: Billy
was right there THIS YEAR!
And, how many of you even noticed that
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Zipper gave the United Nations money to
build and support a STANDING U.N. ARMY?
And that, in addition to the unpaid billions
to the U.N., might cause some of you
indigestion—but that is exactly what the
Bilderbergs and Trilateralists demanded.
When the MASTER demands, the puppets
dance!
I’m sure you took note of the acquittal of
the FBI agent who killed Mrs. Weaver? “Just
doin’ what he was ordered to do...” it went as
the verdict was announced. And you aren’t a
bit nervous yet?
How about those “Freeman” people? Well
it seems Dale Jakes and his wife Connie were
paid informants for the FBI for several months
prior to the “standoff”, if silliness can be
considered a standoff—with Colonel Gritz
running about in his bunny suit.
And to you who are nuts: Consider Bo
Gritz’s Spike Field Operations II, May 22, 23,
24 & 25, 1998, Las Vegas, NV area. Call 208935-1325.
Let us share a bit of the hype: [Quoting]
“Current and past master Special Forces
instructors will share the secrets of successful
long range shooting using small, medium, and
large gullet launchers. Firearm familiarization
will be accomplished through limited firing of
all recommended handguns, long guns, shotguns,
and autos—accompanied by a class on assembly,
maintenance, modification enhancement and
gunsmithing. You will also be taught the
affect(sic) of projectiles on various surface
materials, e.g., autos, doors, walls, glass, etc. and
best to protect your loved ones. [H: Probably
from YOU.] Beyond related shooting skills of
ballistics,
special
loads,
camouflage,
concealment, weapons selections, range and wind
estimation, there will also be a complete offering
of unconventional weapons. [H: Wow, and all
that free hot-air as well.]
“Equipment: You will be assigned within 12
member A teams to desert-mountain instructional
areas. We will provide tents, water, field rations,
and limited sanitation facilities....
“Weapons & Ammo: We will furnish
ALL weapons and ALL ammunition—
including bolts, darts, and throwing
objects. [H: Undoubtedly inclusive of
rocks and glass shards.] I don’t want
anyone attending SPIKE to fall foul of the
law by transporting anything that might
even remotely be considered illegal—this
includes paintball guns. [H: Afoul of the
law? Illegal? My goodness, how DOES
that man get away with having all this
fancy and deadly stuff? Could it be that
you march right into the midst of an
FBI operation? Oh blind lambs—march
smartly on to your slaughter, if you
will.]
“A special Urban Warfare—Delta Team
dynamic tactics course will culminate in a
night-day paintball competition between
teams. Unlike most matches, these
skirmishes will take place both in natural
terrain and built-up areas. All candidates
for SPIKE Weapons Qualification will be
eligible for the voluntary Memorial Day
Team Tournament. [H: Memorial?] We
invite and encourage small groups of
individuals and area/regional SPIKE Teams
to experience the best through SPIKE
Weapons and then show us their best in a

winner-take-all shoot out!.
A $1,000 CASH AWARD AWAITS
THE VICTORIOUS TEAM!
“This is an unparalleled opportunity to treat
the family to world-quality defensive training
(armed and unarmed).”
[END OF QUOTING]
This preceding from Col. James Bo Gritz, the
most decorated Green Beret killer of all time.
And indeed, this is the same citizen who wanted
to be and ran for President of the United States
so he could SAVE your nation! This is also the
person who worked with George Green, Gary
Anderson and Binder of U.S.& P. Good luck,
America, for he was and is also very good at
the drug businesses for such as the CIA, nation
of Shan. Is he a nice person? As charming as
you will find ANYWHERE.
Go ahead, readers, and get on his list. It
will likely be the last list you have to concern
self with being ON. Is Gritz a Jew? Nope, he
is a JEU and a MORMON who is BORN-AGAIN
unto Je(s)us! He is also a long-standing
Freemason and has tried every “religion” on the
globe “to find peace”. We have a long-standing
relationship but he doesn’t like me much any
more as you all have most surely noticed.
A
MERCENARY HIRED GUN and an
MK-ULTRA MIND-CONTROLLED DELTAFORCE PLAYER IS NEVER GOING TO
CHANGE
HIS
SPOTS,
LEOPARD
SPOTTERS. HIS RECOGNITION TO FAME?
RAMBO! AND, DON’T FORGET: 375
KILLS IN ONE ASIAN ASSAULT. Does he
REALLY hate Bush? What do you think? Oh
yes, he played with us quite a while until he
realized I am the REAL THING and the TOP
GUN as to Command. Then he lost the election
and went into seclusion and retreat for quite a
while.
Memories, memories—precious
memories!
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Lanto: Dare To Set Aside
Those Limiting Beliefs
5/16/98

LANTO, THE SAGE

or the importance of the work that you either beliefs on the subject. He was being guided
a re d o i n g o r wi l l d o ! Yo u e a c h h a v e a (though he did not realize it at the time) to read
Good evening, my friend. It is I, Lanto, unique, God-given gift to share with the a book written about Edgar Cayce. This book
the Sage. Be at peace, for there was a brief world, and the only thing that truly prevents began to describe past lives and how they were
time where we had to decide amongst ourselves you from realizing and actualizing this gift is influencing the present incarnation of people.
who would write at this sitting. There were your own inner denial of self.
My scribe had then a strong, negative emotional
many considerations of equal importance, and
Many of you have, usually through so-called reaction and put the book down, for he thought
therefore the “moment” of confusion on your “religious” indoctrination, accepted the belief that he was somehow reading “evil” or “satanic”
part. Let us continue please.
t h a t y o u a r e n o t w o r t h y o f G o d ’ s d i r e c t material.
Yes, I, Lanto, come in the Light of the One attention or time. If this were true, then He
We then worked with him, because he was
L i g h t S o u r c e — A t o n ! I c o m e a s M a s t e r would not have created YOU in the first place! truly seeking to understand his place in the
Teacher representing
You ARE worthy! As world, and thus we were able to establish an
the yellow refraction
f a r a s “ t i m e ” i s inner connection. Thoughts began to challenge
We are beginning to reap the
of
His
infinite
concerned, God exists his thinking like: “How do I know that this
rewards of the seeds planted in
spectral expression.
outside the limitations information is wrong?” and “Is it my belief or
prior writings of this nature. of “time”. He can that of my mother?” and “Have I ever
The
colors
and
M o r e a n d m o r e o f y o u a r e easily “make” time for encountered any such information for myself ?”
names are for you in
the physical so that
This went on for some time as a great inner
awakening your inner perception anyone or everyone as
you may have a
battle
raged between his Higher Knowing self
He
so
chooses.
and
awareness,
and
are
means of association
You are each on a and his ego reactionary self. Finally this one
consciously connecting with we path of remembrance decided that he would put aside his past beliefs
with us. From our
of the Higher (frequency and
point of view, we are
and return to Source. “just” until he finished reading the book, so that
energy) realms.
much more than what
The journey is an he could make a more informed decision
a
name
or
a
adventure
i n regarding the subject of reincarnation. This
frequency (color) of light can identify.
learning—and
thus
growth
t o w a r d represented a “safe” solution which kept his ego
Precious ones, we of the Lighted realms of understanding the true nature of the God- self constrained long enough for the information
creation are ever grateful for the opportunity to force within EACH of you. None is greater to be brought forth.
assist Lighted ones in their times of need. In or lesser than another. KNOW THIS TO BE
This one book, read WITHOUT prejudice,
doing so, we are challenged to find creative TRUE!
completely answered the major questions which
solutions and suggestions to whatever the
Some have simply put greater effort into my scribe was puzzling over at that time. The
unique situation may be for which we have facing their self-limiting beliefs and realized adversary tried desperately to stop him, but he,
been called upon to respond. As we have often that those beliefs have no foundation in truth. w i t h o u r h e l p , w a s a b l e t o c o m e t o a
reminded you ones, ALL grow whenever any They have managed to set those limiting beliefs “reasonable” solution and thus find the answers
one grows.
that
he
was
aside until such time as
We are beginning to reap the rewards of t h e y
looking for. He
have
grown
Never underestimate YOUR
the seeds planted in prior writings of this s u f f i c i e n t l y
never went back to
in
nature. More and more of you are awakening understanding that they importance or the importance of
the “old” beliefs
your inner perception and awareness, and are can realize how it is that t h e w o r k t h a t y o u e i t h e r a r e
because the truth
consciously connecting with we of the Higher they could have held such doing or will do! You each have
made SO MUCH
(frequency and energy) realms.
more sense to him.
limitations as truth in the
We are grateful to those of you who have first place. This is to say a unique, God-given gift to share
Many times,
accepted this responsibility and who diligently that, if one so chooses, w i t h t h e w o r l d , a n d t h e o n l y
when we help you
persist in the face of doubt and distraction. one can set aside a belief t h i n g t h a t t r u l y p r e v e n t s y o u
ones to find the
This can be a most challenging experience.
answers you are
system, and thus explore from realizing and actualizing
When you are on a deliberate path of from a different point of this gift is your own inner denial
looking for, we
liberating yourself from self-imposed view
or
set
of
find you are so
of self.
l i m i t a t i o n s , t h e r e w i l l a l m o s t a l w a y s b e assumptions.
close to them that
deliberate adversarial attack upon yourself or
Sometimes it has been
it nearly pains us
upon those with whom you come into contact found that, by setting aside “temporarily” some to see you “miss” them—and this thus becomes
on a regular basis—such as family members, fears and limiting beliefs, one can “test” a new our challenge. We will always persist as long
friends, and co-workers. The challenge is to “reality” with greater freedom than if the person as the one seeking does not give-up the search.
Learn to recognize this sort of inner battle
grow to the point of being able to recognize were to try to conquer all of the current beliefs
these adversarial distractions for what they are. and thoughts associated with each view of when it happens. Learn to step outside of the
reactionary feelings long enough to evaluate any
O n c e y o u c a n r e c o g n i z e t h e m , y o u c a n reality.
overcome them—and not simply react to them.
Let me use my scribe as an example: He at “real” danger. Ask yourself: “Is there any real
It is the reacting which “feeds the fire” and one time had great difficulties in accepting danger in educating myself in an area that I
only causes further distraction.
reincarnation as a truth due to a fundamentalist have not yet investigated?”
Never underestimate YOUR importance “Christian” upbringing and subsequent negative
For example, is there any real danger in
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postulating the following: “Let’s assume, for b e f o r e a l l s e t t l e s d o w n i n t o a s t a t e o f “Christ” (Esu “Jesus” Immanuel) did not die
just one week, that I am a worthy creation of “normalcy”. Your personal life may be turned for your sins; he lived so that you would have
G o d ’ s d e s i r e , a n d i t i s M Y r i g h t t o upside-down and inside-out. This testing is an example of the true nature of your being!
communicate directly with Him, and He will allowed; you will need these experiences to What he taught you, in terms of the Inner
challenge
you
t o Potential of your being, should stand as a
respond to my heartfelt
r
e
m
a
i
n
c
e
n
t
e
r
e
d
a
n
d testimonial to all of you about where you each
questions. All I need to
You are each on a path of thus trust the validity are heading. As he did, so too shall you each
do is to be willing to
r e m e m b r a n c e a n d r e t u r n t o a n d s t r e n g t h o f y o u r do! The length of “time” it takes depends
receive and recognize
Source.
The journey is an inner
c o n n e c t i o n . upon you and the path you choose to take. I
His
communication
Remember
that this is can say that, if you remain in denial and fear,
adventure in learning—and
without prejudice or
schoolroom
Earth and you will be longer in your “wanderings” from
doubt.” You may be
thus
growth
toward
y
o
u
a
r
e
a
l l t h e r e lifetime to lifetime.
amazed at what takes
understanding the true nature e x a c t l y
f
o
r
these
For those of you who are already
place in the upcoming
of
the
God-force
within
EACH
c
h
a
l
l
e
n
g
e
s
,
f
o
r
t
h
e
experiencing
for yourselves the value of this
week, if you h o n e s t l y
of
you.
None
is
greater
or
g
r
o
w
t
h
t
h
r
o
u
g
h
sort
of
Direct
Connection, I ask that you be
set aside your prejudices
strengthening
that
they
persistent
in
strengthening
your connection.
and doubts!
lesser than another.
KNOW
offer.
There
are
no
absolutes
in
terms of your
Many of you have
THIS TO BE TRUE!
M
i
r
a
c
l
e
s
D
O
ability
to
connect
or
the
strength
of the
traversed this challenge
h
a
p
p
e
n
w
h
e
n
y
o
u
c
o
n
n
e
c
t
i
o
n
.
E
v
e
n
t
h
e
m
o
s
t
e
x
p
e
r
i
enced
with mixed results. You
have
the
determination
to
persist
through
receivers
would
be
wise
to
constantly
effort
have been trained to believe that only the most
any
challenge
with
which
t
o
w
a
r
d s
“holy” can achieve this communication.
you
are
faced.
The
journey
s
t
r
e
n
g
t
h
e
n
ing
NO!
Miracles DO happen when
their
own
inner
may
take
many
a
lifetime,
Many of our best scribes have had quite
you have the determination to connection. This
diverse experiences that they would perhaps be but you start by taking the
persist through any challenge w i l l , i f n o t h i n g
ashamed to admit in public. Neither we of the first step.
After the first day comes with which you are faced. The else, get you out
Hosts nor God are interested in who you were,
but rather are quite interested in who you ARE the next day; after the first j o u r n e y m a y t a k e m a n y a of a condition of
week comes the next week. l i f e t i m e , b u t y o u s t a r t b y b o r e d o m o r a
now and where you are heading tomorrow.
sense
of
Allow for the adversarial intrusions. Again: Soon you will have years to taking the first step.
stagnation!
he will try to thwart your efforts any way that look back upon, filled with
I am Lanto,
miraculous
he can when you are on the path to self- m a n y
liberation and self-actualization of your unique, “coincidences” and “chance” happenings to come in service to OUR Creator, so that you
God-given potential. Though most of you see it remember and draw upon. It is then that you each may have the confirmations and guidance
not, the adversary KNOWS what difference one will truly realize that we of the Hosts, and your for which you are asking. Know that you are
person can make, especially when he or she is personal Guides, are watching out for you and indeed on the path toward personal growth and
connecting within to the infinite potential of the helping you whenever we are allowed—and that i n n e r r e w a r d . L e t n o t o u t e r d i s t r a c t i o n s
dissuade you from your path.
we always have been doing so.
God Source.
YOU hold the key to your own salvation.
In Light, blessings to you all! Salu.
Your experiences may get quite “bumpy”

Much-Asked-For NEW RELEASE!
ABOUT THE BOOK

FROM THE BACK COVER

This large collection (over 400 pages + 4
color photos) of popular spiritual writings
from the CONTACT newspaper includes a
detailed introduction to the 14 Higher Authors,
plus several commentaries unique to the
purpose of this volume.
The expansive yet compassionate nature of
the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE
RAYS: The Masters Teach not only challenges
those already firmly committed upon the
spiritual path, but also provides a serious first
step to help ones who are just awakening to
(and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual
Transformation now sensed by many to be in
progress upon this planet.

“Our Elder Brothers from the Higher
Realms of Creation are attempting to
communicate with A L L of us at this time.
Why? Take a look around you. The old
ways of doing things aren’t working. Our
planet is entering a time of massive,
turbulent change and renewal. To put it
bluntly: we NEED help! And that’s where
this book comes into the picture. Yes,
eventually ‘the Phoenix will arise from the
ashes’ after this Great Cleansing process,
but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what
is to happen.
“Just how we choose to deal with such
change is T H E question each of us must
confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere upon
Earth at this time. And restless searchers cry
out for that which may help them cope with
these truly challenging times ahead. Thus
these messages courtesy of our most loving
Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of
Creation who are but further along the same
spiritual path we all must eventually walk.”

Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565 or (805) 822-9655
Inside US: $18.40, priority ship incl.
Outside US: $25 (US funds), priority ship incl.
* * *
In Canada, phone: (800) 294-5250 or (250) 832-0085
or send CAN $26 to: The Preferred Network, Inc.
P.O. Box 1275, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4P4.
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Public Notice

This notice will be construed to comply
with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, and attending State rules) should
interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein. The
position will be construed as adequate to meet
requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed
herein, if not rebutted, will be construed to
have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with and
available for inspection at the newspaper
CONTACT who is responsible for publishing
the instrument as legal notice.
V.K. Durham has been informing the American people for several years now about a very
old gold certificate/contract referred to as
Bonus Contract 3392-181 worth an untold
fortune. After a very costly and lengthy investigation over many months, we know that this
contract is real.
When Russell Herman, V.K. Durhams associate, was murdered for refusing to signoff on this contract in 1994, his Last Will &
Testament, which was published as a Public
Notice in CONTACT [September 27, 1994],
was very clear. We are republishing his Last
Will & Testament herein as Public Notice.
All appropriate government officials were
legally noticed concerning Russell
Hermans Last Will & Testament. The Treasury Department was noticed, as was President Bill Clinton.
Complete sets of certified documents detailing this Bonus Contract, dated July 30,
1996 and specifically entering a Claim have
been sent to and received by:

(Certified #P 330 806 562)

- Federal Reserve Bank of New YorkWilliam
McDonough
(Certified #P 330 806 556)
- Senator Gingrich
(Certified #P 330 806 566)
- Senator DAmato
(Certified #P 330 806 565)
- Postmaster GeneralMarvin Runyon
(Certified #P 330 806 552)
- The World BankJames Volfsohn
(Certified #P 330 806 560)
- International Monetary Fund
(Certified #P 330 806 554)
- Rabobank of New YorkDennis Ziengs
(Certified #P 330 806 557)
In addition, complete sets of certified documents detailing this Bonus Contract have been
sent to the following key individuals :
-

President George Bush
Governor George Bush, Jr.
Senator Lloyd Bentsen
James Baker III
Ross Perot
Robert Dole
Jack Kemp
Patrick Buchanan
Ted Turner

We have received independent confirma- President Bill Clinton
tion of the validity of these documents through
(Certified #P 330 806 557)
a telephone call to E.J. Ekker by a business
associate who alleged that he had been con- Dept. of the TreasuryLawrence Summers tacted by Mr. Nichols of Treasury and alleged
& Russell Monk
an offered buyout, final pay-off offer to V.K.
(Certified #P 330 806 551)
Durham of $250 million dollars. This, of
course, was unacceptable to V.K. Durham, in
- Chairman of the Federal ReserveAlan part because 48.8 percent of the Bonus ConGreenspan
tract is the property of the American people,
(Express Mail #EG087793306US)
24.4 percent of which is delineated in the
Herman Will.
- Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
V.K. Durham and Russell Herman have
Robert Parry
been extremely generous to the American

people. We are publishing herein the key
documentation concerning the Bonus Contract and Russell Hermans Last Will & Testament. The intent of Russell Herman is very
clear when you read his Will.
The response from these powerful men who
have received this documentation, thus far,
has been deafening in its silence.
George Bush sent word back to CONTACT
early this summer, that We do not wish to deal
at this time. A month or so later, the message
was, We wont deal with you.
Mr. Robert Parry of the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco passed off the documents I sent to Robert Mulford, who said in his
August 6 letter to me, I am returning the
documents. Do not send them back, or they
will be thrown away. Any future correspondence from you will not be acknowledged.
During a September 3 telephone conversation with Ross Perots secretary, she informed
me that, Yes, Mr. Perot did read the documents you sent (concerning the Bonus Contract) and he has no interest.
In a telephone call to Senator Bentsens
secretary Lucille on September 3, while assured he would receive the message of my
telephone call, there was no return call from
Senator Bentsen concerning the documentation on the Bonus Contract.
Also in a September 3 telephone call to Ted
Turners secretary, I was assured he would
receive the message I phoned, but alas, there
was no return call from Mr. Turner.
It appears that there is little interest among
these men to utilize an instrument which has
been provided and offered to the American
people for industry and growth within our
borders. We have done our part and we can do
no more but to offer these men the information
we have been provided. They have chosen to
turn a deaf ear.
We would like to honor V.K. Durham and
Russell Herman for their greatness, their generosity, and their willingness to provide all
they have for reclamation of a nation. Is
anyone listening?
In compliance with mandatory legal procedure for Public Notices, we will be running
these documents for 4 (four) consecutive
weeks.
 Rick Martin
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PUBLIC NOTICE

Exhibit C

Editor’s note: Our readers should be aware that running the Public Notices these
last few weeks was a difficult but necessary decision. We withheld the information
as long as we dared, and we regret the pain that it has understandably caused V.K.
Durham. Our readers are also aware of the long established contact between myself, Russell Herman and V.K. Durham. CONTACT confidentially financially assisted
them on many occasions, and even helped them with their telephone bill many times.
V.K. Durham is now, in her lashing out, making a big flap about the phone number
on Russell’s assignment not matching the time period. OF COURSE IT DOESN’T
MATCH. I have a long list of prior numbers associated with V.K. Durham and
Russell Herman, all of which have been disconnected. On the “original” assignment
to me by Russell, there was no heading other than “CONFIDENTIAL”—we added
Russell’s name and V.K.’s CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER
out of fairness to V.K. Durham and out of fairness to our readers. Anyone trying
to reach V.K. can easily do so. We, of course, regret any confusion this may have
caused, but it does not negate anything. In our effort to be “fair” with V.K., once
again it is twisted and distorted to represent something it is not. So, with all that
said, we will proceed with this week’s Notice. Thank you!
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PUBLIC NOTICE
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Public Notice
Editor’s note: Know, readers, that we would not normally publish the document you are about to read. It is only after
the FLAK we’ve received from select members of the intelligence community and the global power-broker insiders that we
have chosen to make this information public. The ATTACKS we are experiencing from V.K. Durham were anticipated both
by us and Russell Herman. For reasons of PERSONAL SAFETY AND SECURITY, and in the interests of full disclosure,
we are making this document known in the form of a Public Notice—which we will be running in 4 (four) consecutive
editions of CONTACT.
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New Gaia Products

Order by Mail

1998

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANALIQUID
AQUAGAIA
GAIALYTE

16 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

1 liter
2 liters
16 oz.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
NONI
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe

90 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
30 CAPSULES

Vera Concentrate
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

Qty.
PER UNIT
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
On
$ 20.00
$ 40.00 Sale
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 3.50
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 18.00

Amount

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00

PRICE

Item
Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

STARCH___

SUCROSE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

T GAIASPELT
GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

○

○

○

○

$

○

○

○

○

15.00

$

○

○

3.50

$
5.00
$ 12.50

$ 18.00

○

$149.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00

○

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

T PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

$ 22.00
$ 11.00

○

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 30.00

$130.00

T MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
On e
l
Sa

On e
l
Sa

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

T MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

On e
l
Sa

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

On e
l
Sa

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order
form) WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

T FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM
ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

$1100.00

$ 30.00

50-LB BAG

money orders payable to:

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products SUB TOTAL
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$ 80.00

$

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS

$ 20.00

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

○

(Pure Spelt)

T GAIASPELT KERNELS

$ 16.95

$ 10.00

○

(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$ 96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

T

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

S&H
included

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

T HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE

$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extrasee right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATANS DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET
ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNELS NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. REALITY ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source
Distributors are NOT the
same! Checks sent for JOURNALS or book orders should
NOT be made out to CONTACTand
vice versa.

SUBSCRIBE TO
CONTACT, CALL:
1-800-800-5565

70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GODS NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROLTHE RAZORS EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERILAN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER(The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4

MAY 19, 1998
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

CONTACT:
THE PHOENIX PROJECT
is published by

CONTACT, Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone
to 1-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues (US); $35 (Canada/
Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); $70 (Canada/Mexico); $80
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 (Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign).
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125 for 25
copies of 13 issues(US); $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 for 100
copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,100 for
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental U.S. For Foreign
subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.
Copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, or
PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each, shipping included, postpaid in the
Continental U.S.A. Canada, Mexico and Foreign orders please call or write for
quotes on additional shipping charges, quantities, special requests.

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

As an adjunct to CONTACT, the
Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current events
and other important information that
needstogettooursubscribersbeforeour
publishing date.
The message machine will answer
after 2 rings if there are any new
messages for that day, and after 4
rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded. If the Hotline does not answer
your call, then that means there is
currently no Hotline message.

